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SUMMARY

A. INTRODUCTION

* Historically, the technical community has attempted to
develop an effective CAS (Collision Avoidance System) for
aircraft for over fifteen years. Early attempts were dismal
failures; only in the last few years has the technology been

* available to devise a CAS which satisfies performance, cost
and size requirements.

One potential solution is a system known as AVOID (Avionic
Observation of Intruder Danger). This is a family of equipments
designed by Honeywell for all types of cooperating aircraft. The
AVOID I is the equipment type designated for the larger military

aircraft and for the majority of the commercial carriers.

The AVOID I tested was an engineering prototype packaged

ATR prc~duction configuration. This report documents the flight
test evaluation of the AVOID I CAS.

The FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) has been directed

by the U. S. Congress to report on CAS progress and to arrive at
adecision for a National CAS Plan. In support of Department of

Defense involvement in that decision, the Navy is performing
certain test and evaluation functions for the AVOID family of
equipments. The work reported herein was jointly sponsored by
the Dlepartm~ent of Transportation and the Department of D,_fense.

The AVCID concept evolved out of a series of Proximity Warn-
ing Systems (culminating in the YG 1054) which Honeywell devel-

41 oped for the Army and of which there are approx~imately 1500 in
operational use. One system - the YG 1081 Collision Warning
System - provides the pilot with relative sector be.:ring to
the intruder aircraft. This demonstrated capability w~o not
an AVOID I requirement.

in November 1972, the FAA, Navy and the Naval Air Develop-
ment Center entered into an agreement (reference (1)) for the
procurement and subsequent laboratory and flight testing of the
AVOID I equipment. The contract (reference (2)) for the purchase
of three AVOID I systems and asoociated traffic simulators,
calibration generators and digital interfaces was executed in
January 1973 and the AVOID I equipments were delivered in January
1974. Flight and laboratory evaluation covered the period from
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February 1974 to November 1974. Approximately three nmonths of
interruptions were required for design changes to correct defi-
ciencies uncovered by NAVAIRDEVCEN during the early flight test
phase.

B. OBJECTIVES

The general objective of this test program was to evaluate
the potential of the AVOID concept to perform the collision
avoidance function as described in ANTC 117 (reference (3)).

An important goal was the gathering of test data to assure
the availability of common parameters for comparison with com-peting systems. This was accomplished through a series of

laboratory and flight tests. The laboratory tests included the
measurement of link and receiver sensiti.vities, co-range target
interference, 0-,;ý effect of traffic on data communication and
false alarms, range and range rate measuremeut, threat logic
and round time. The flight tests were performed with fruit
injected to determine:

1. The communication range as a function of the angle betweenflight paths.

2. Tne display reliability and the effectiveness of the
air-to-air data link.

3. The accuracy of the range and range rate.

4. The ability to provide timely and correct advisories
and maneuver commands.

C. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The AVOID I provided the necessary avoidance warnings to
the pilots. The warnings were consistent with the requirements
of ANTC 117, and provided the pilots with sufficient time to
execute the necessary avoidance manet'vers.

The required communication range was exceeded for all en-
counter angles at the speeds -lown, and for all extrapolated
1200 knot range rates above 10,000 feet for all of the flights
involving the NC 117 vs. either the RA-3B or P-3. The same re-
sults were achieved for all of the flights involving the RA-3B
above the P-3. ?or tba flights involving the P-3 above the RA-7T,
the communication ranges were marginal when extrapolated to u
1200 knot range rate, above 10,000 feet, at encounter angles of
-120 and 180 degrees.

ii
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The pilot display reliability was 98.2%.

The air to air data link when operating with fruit in accordance
with Appendix A had an error rate which was too high and caused an
excessive number of false alarms.

The range and range rate accuracies (Theodolite reference)
were:

RANGE RANGE RATE

MEAN SIGMA MEAN SIGMA
GROUP %OF RANGE FEET KNOTS KNOTS

All Data +2.5 154 +10 11

Data Without Fruit +2.7 132 + 9 10

Data With Fruit* +2.1 197 +13 13

*Predicted fruit rate in Appendix A.

D. CONCLUSIONS

The AVOID concept has the potential for perZorming the col-
lision avoidance function as described in ANTC-117.

The TAU TWO communication range was sufficient for encounters
with range rates extrapolated up to 1200 knots, except for a
marginal range for the P-3 above the A-3 aircraft at encounter
angles of 1800 and -1200. This indicates that antenna locations
may have to be carefully chosen on some types of aircraft.
TAU ONE communications range was sufficient.

The round/display communications reliability was satis-
factory in the maximum aircraft density predicted by Honeywell
simulations of the Los Angeles basin in 1982 (Appendix A).
These simulations provided for every aircraft in the model
being equipped with a CAS which provides the pilot with evasive
maneuver commands. All IFR aircraft (15% of the aircraft) were

[uipped with the AVOID I CAS; all VFR aircraft (85% of the
.Lrcraft) were equipped with the AVOID II CAS.

The air-to-air data link error rate was too high with fruit
in accordance with Appendix A and resulted in an unacceptable
rate of false alarms. Technical interchanges initiated by
NAVAIRDEVCEN with Honeywell culminated in the issuance of the
NAVAIRDEVCEN AVOID II Requirements Document (Appendix B). This
resulted in an AVOID II design which should have a hatisfactory

iii
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false alarm rate. it is anticipated that a similar design

augmented by some additional techniques should yield a satis-

factory false alarm rat~e for the AVOID I.

* The range and range rate accuracies were satisfactory.

* The round and warning times were satisfactory.

wsThe incidence of altered alarms due to altitude scale factors
wsexcessive. This is being corrected in both AVOID I and AVOID

II equipments.

E. RECOMMENDATIONS thtTUTOadTUNEhrtsb

identified by range and range rate before being processed through

* the display logic to preclude the display of a threat resulting
from two fruit tracks (false alarm) or one fruit track followed
by a legitimate track (early alarm).

It i reommededthat the two i.nterrogation sets in the
branch altitude bands be increased to five or more. This is to
reduce to an acceptable level, the probability of fruit falling
withi'n the altitude correlation range acceptance gate, causing
an alteration of an advisory or command.

it is recommended that the samte powerful fruit suppression
logic that is applied to intruders having altitude differentials
less than 1300 feet be applied to intruders having altitude dif-
ferentials greater than 1300 feet to reduce the false alarms
associated with the higher altitude differential regime and to
provide a uniform update rate for all types of threats.

It is recommended that 50 foot range bins be implemented for
the entire range of the CAS to reduce the formation of fruit
tracks and fruit correlation in the branch altitude bands with
its attendant false alarms.

It is recommended that the altitude code scaling factor be
* changed from 1 nanosecond per foot to 2 nanoseconds per foot so

that the 100 ft. digitizing accuracy of the altimeter can be
* preserved in establishing altitude threat boundaries.

It is recommended that the interrogation multipath altitude
response guard gate be increased from 5 microseconds tr 10 micro-
seconds to be compatible with the revised altitude scale factor
of 2 nanoseconds per foot. However, a preferable 6oiu:ion would
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be to incorporate an adaptive multipath guard gate referencedto the multipath of the first pulse pair of an interrogation quadas devised by NAVAIRDEVCEN.

It is recomme- ded that additional sets of interrogations be
incorporated in the interrogation sequence to prevent the formation
of phantom intruder tracks which cause false alarms.

It is recommended that clock pulses be used to generate the
range bins and that the clock frequency be increased to provide
bins which are precisely 50 feet wide so that the inherent rartge
resolution of the system is realized and can be demonstrated.

It is recommendod that consideration be given to changing
the interrogation quadruplet to a 500 ns, 700 ns; 600 ns, 800 ni
sextuplet to furthex increase the fruit margin with respect to
false alarms.

v
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CHAPTER 1

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

INTERROGATION AND RESPONSE TIMING

The AVOID I CAS is a single frequency interrogator transponder equipment
operating at 1607.5 MHz +15 MHz with a 130 nanosecond pulse width and a 15 nano-
second rise time. The interrogation and response timing are shown in Figure I-1.
An interrogation consists of a pulse quadruple - the first pair separated by
SOOns. is followed by a second pair separated by 600ns. The separation of the
two pulse pairs is proportional to the altitude band interrogated (own altitude
plus bias altitude) and a fixed 32.5 us delay for multipath suppression. In the
predicted co-altitude band, the bias altitude is also a function of altitudo rate.
Responses to interrogations are single pulses. The replying aircraft determines
if his own altitude is within + 700 feet of the interrogated altitude; if it is
he responds, if it is not he does not respond.

Range to the intruder aircrari. is determined by the position of the reply
pulse in a range bin and range rate to the intruder by bin crossing pattern re-
cognition through logical implementation of the collision threat equations. The
bin widths associated with the various range intervals are shown in Table 1-1.
In the range interval 0 to 4.9 NM, 50 ft. bin widths are used for high resolution
of the minimum range criteria of 0.5 NM and for all TAU 1 threats below 9,600 ft.
Beyond 4.9 NM the bin widths increase gradually to 168 feet, the maximum for sub-
sonic encounters, and to 472 feet for two supersonic aircraft on a head-oncollision course.

TAU THREAT EVALUATION CRITERIA

Table 1-2 gives the TAU 1 threat evluation criteria in terms of minimum num-
bers of bins skipped for encounters in which the range between aircraft is de-
creasing with time and the maximum number of bins skipped (L ) for encounters

+19
in which the range betweun aircraft is increasing where "L" is the location of a
target in a bin of the A register at the start of a 3.2 second epoch. Below
9,600 feet in altitude, the maximum numbers of bin crossing permissible is 56
(Table 1-3) at a closing rate of 923 feet per second. By way of illustration, if
a target is below 9,600 ft. and is at a range of 6,550 ft. and skips between 11
and 56 bins, he is evaluated as being in the TAU 1 Zone. The theoretical range
rate (R) for this range in 186 feet per second. The column marked A minimum 157
ft./sec., gives the value of A below which the threat criteria will not be met.
The column marked A reject, 193 ft./sec. gives the value of A above which the
threat criteria will be met. Values of A between these two limits may or may not

1
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TABLE 1-1. RANGE DATA ACCUMULATOR BIN WIDTHS

Nwaber
of Total Bins

Range Interval Bin Width Bins (Cumnula tive~

0. - 29700. 50 594 594
29700. - 32292. 54 48 642
32292. - 35124. 59 48 690
35124. - 38244. 65 48 738
38244. - 41652. 71 48 786
41652. - 45348. 77 48 834
45348. 49380. 84 48 882
49380. -53796. 92 48 930
53796. -58596. 100 48 978
58596. 6 3780. 108 48 1026
63780. -69444. 118 48 1074
69444. 75684. 130 48 1122

75684. - 82500. 142 48 1170
82500. - 89892. 154 48 1218
97956. - 106788. 184 48 1314

106788. - 116388. 200 48 1362
116388. - 126756. 216 48 1410

126756. - 138084. 236 48 1458

138084. - 150564. 260 48 1506I
150564. - 164196. 284 48 1554

164196. - 178980. 308 48 1602L78980. - 195108. 336 48 1650195108. - 212772. 368 48 1698
212772. - 231972. 400 48 1746
231972. - 252708. 432 48 1794
252708. - 275364. 472 48 1842

if
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TABLE 1-2. TAU ZONE 1 - THREAT EVALUATION (Tl/T2 BSB)

Threat .
Range Interval Bin Width Criteria Rdesired Rminimum REiect

0 - 3000 50 L+19 - -

3000 - 3550 50 L- 4 60 40 77
3550 - 4000 50 L- 5 82 57 93
4000 - 4450 50 L- 6 100 73 110
4450 - 4850 50 L- 7 118 90 127
4850 - 5300 50 L- 8 134 107 143
5300 - 5750 50 L- 9 152 123 160
5750 - 6150 50 L-10 170 140 177
6150 - 6600 50 L-1. 186 157 193
6600 - 7050 50 L-12 204 173 210
7050 - 7450 50 L-13 222 190 227
745) - 7900 50 ,-14 238 207 243
7900 - 8350 50 L-15 256 223 260
8350 - 8750 50 L-16 274 240 277
8750 - 9200 50 L-17 290 257 293
9200 - 9650 50 L-18 308 273 310
9650 - 10050 50 L-19 326 290 327

10050 - 10500 50 L-20 342 307 343
10500 " 10950 50 L-21 360 323 360
10950 - 11350 50 L-22 378 340 377
11350 - 11800 50 L-23 394 357 393
11800 ' 12250 50 L-24 412 373 410
12250 " 12650 50 L-25 430 390 427
12650 " 13100 50 L-26 446 407 443
13100 - 13550 50 L-27 464 423 460
13550 - 13950 A0 L-28 482 440 477

13950 - 14400 50 L-29 498 457 493
14400 - 14850 50 L-30 516 473 510
14850 - 15250 50 1-31 534 490 527
15250 - 15700 50 L-32 550 507 543
15700 - 16150 50 L-33 568 523 560
16150 - 16550 50 I1,-34 586 540 577
16550 - 17000 50 L-35 602 557 593
17000 - 17450 50 L-36 620 573 610
17450 - 17850 50 L,37 638 590 627
17850 - 18300 50 L-38 654 607 643
18300 - 18750 50 J-39 672 623 660
18750 - 19150 50 L-40 690 640 677
19150 - 19600 50 L-41 706 657 693
19600 - 20050 50 L-42 724 673 710
20030 - 20450 50 L-43 742 690 727
20450 - 20900 50 L-44 758 707 743
20900 - 21350 50 L-45 776 723 760
21350 - 21750 50 L-46 794 740 777
21750 - 22200 50 L-47 810 757 793
22200 - 22650 50 L-48 828 773 810
22650 - 23050 50 L-49 846 790 827

4
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TABLE 1-2. TAU ZONE 1 - THREAT EVALUATION (TI/T2 BSB)(Cont.)

Threat .

Range Interval Bin Width Criteria ;desired Rminimum Rreiect

23050 - 23500 50 L-50 862 807 843
23500 - 23950 50 L-51 880 823 860

23950 - 24350 50 L-52 898 840 877

24350 - 24800 50 L-53 914 857 893

24800 - 25250 50 L-54 932 873 910

25250 - 25650 50 L-55 950 890 927

25650 26100 50 L-56 966 907 943

26100 - 26550 50 L-57 984 923 960
26550 - 25950 50 L-58 1002 940 977

26950 27300 50 L-59 1018 957 993
27300 29700 50 L-60 1032 973 1Or

29700 32292 34 L-60 1128 1052 1090
32292 35124 59 L-60 1232 1150 1190
35124 38244 65 L-60 1345 1268 1310

38244 41652 71 L-60 1470 1386 1430
41652 45348 77 L-60 1606 1504 1550

45348 49380 84 L-60 1754 1642 1690

49380 53796 92 L-60 1915 1799 1850
53796 58596 100 L-60 2092 1957 2010
58596 - 63780 108 L-60 2284 2114 2170
63780 - 69444 118 L-60 2491 2311 2370
69444 - 75864 130 L-60 2718 2547 2610
75684 - 82500 142 L-60 2967 2783 2850
82500 - 89892 154 L-60 3240 3019 3090
89892 - 97956 168 L-60 3536 3294 3370
97956 - 106788 184 L-60 3858 3609 3690

106788 - 116388 200 L-60 4212 3923 4010
116388 - 126756 216 L-60 4596 4238 4330126756 -138084 236 L-60 5010 4631 4730
138084 - 150564 260 L-60 5463 5103 5210

150564 - 164196 284 L-60 5963 5575 5590
164196 - 178980 308 L-60 6508 6047 6170
178980 - 195108 336 L-60 7099 6598 6730
1951,08 212772 368 L- 0 7744 7227 7370
212772 - 231972 400 L-60 8451 7857 8010
231972 - 252708 432 L-60 9219 8486 8650

252708 - 275364 472 L-oO 10048 9273 9450

Ii
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TABLE 1-3. MAXIMUM BIN CROSSINGS

AS A FUNCTION OF RANGE (MXBSB)
(ALTITUDE <9600 FEET)

Threat

Range Intarval Bin Width Criteria Rmaximum

0 - 29700 50 L-56 923 fps
29700 - 32292 54 L-53 944

32292 - 35124 59 L-50 973

35124 - 38244 65 L-47 1008
38244 - 41652 71 L-44 1031

41652 - 45348 77 L-41 1042

45348 - 49380 84 L-38 1054

* For aircraft operating above 9500 ft. altitude,

the acceptance criteria is a constant L 1 2 6 .

6
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result in the threat criteria being met. Thus R minimum and R reject are toler-
ances on meeting the threat criteria due to rf jitter, aircraft acceleration, and
digitization of the ranc. intervals into discrete bin widths. Table r-4 gives
the threat evaluation criteria for TAU Zone 2l for altitude differentials
>1300 feet the epoch time is 6.5 seconds but the evaluation period in 3.2 seconds.
.It is found in Table 1-4 that the target at 6,550 ft. will be a TAU 1 or T',U 2
threat if it has a minimum bin skip opening of L+6 or a maximum bin skip closing
of L. 5 6 over a 3 vecond period. The L+6 bin skip opening represents a skip of
six So ft. bins (300 ft.) in 3 seconds or an opening rate of 100 ft./see.1 the
L.-5 6 biis closing is a skip of fifty six 50 ft. bins (2,800 ft.) in 3 seconds or
a clouing rate of 933 ft./sec.

Let us assume that the range to the intruder is determined. every 0.5 second[ and the results are stored in seven shift registers A through G. Referring to
Figure 1-2 "L" represents the location of the target in the A register at a range
of 6,550 ft. The TAU 2 or TAU 1 threat possibilities can then be represented by
bin skips from the A to the G register ranging from L+6 to L-56 for a total of
63 possible threatening tracks for the single given target in the A register (for
clarity only every other track is shown). On successive interrogations at 0.5
second intervals, the target replies murt fit one of the 63 possible threatening
tracks for the given initial range within a range tracking gate tolezance of
three to four bin widths in registars B through F inclusive or the target is not
considered to be a threat. The tolerance allows for bin splitting, pulse rise
time, aircraft acceleration, pulse jitter and clock timing. A proper fit results
in the declaration of a TAU threat for the altitude band considered. The categori-
zation of the threat as TAU 1 or TAU 2 is accomplished by counting the number of
bins skipped from the A to G register; a bin skip of L+6 to L-10 is a TAU 2 threat,
and a bin skip of L-1l to L.5 6 is a TAU 1 threat. The TAU filter and alti-
tude correlation is implemented by means of seven memory registers A through G
(2048 bit shift registers) for each of the basic altitude bands (1+26, 113 1+6)
to store intruder responses. Since the 1+13 and the 1+25 dnd, I.13 and I_25 bands

are used on alternate sequences, the memory registers for these bands are shared.
Two sets of E and G memory registers are provided for the 1+4 and I-4 bands and
one set of E and G registers for the 1

PCA and IpcB bands since these bands are
never used together.

Associated with every memory register is a TAU filter register. Basically
these are transfer registers in which the responses in the memory registers can
be operated on to evaluate whether ti-ey form a threatening track without disturb-
ing the time relationships in the memory registers. The contents of the memory
registers are shifted into the TAU filter registers so that the closest target
in the A register is at the output of the TAU filter A register. As their res-
pective sub-epochs occur, the contents of the.B through G memory registers are
sh..fted an idnr.61cal amount into their respective TAU filter registers to main-
tain the same relative range relationship in the TAU filter registers as they
had in the memory registers. During the TAU evaluation process of one target in

'I7
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TABLE 1-4. TAU ZONE 2 - THREAT EVALUATION

Threat

Rang Inteval nWdh Rdesired Rminimum Rreect4

3000 - 3700 50 L+11 -195 -210 -173

3700 - 4400 50 L+10 -177 -193 -157

4400 5100 50 L+ 9 -160 -177 -140

5100 - 5800 50 L+ 8 -142 -160 -123

5800 - 6500 50 L+ 7 -125 -143 -107

6500 - 7200 50 L+ 6 -107 -127 -90

7200 - 7900 50 L+ 5 -90 -110 -73

7900 - 8600 50 L+ 4 -73 -93 -57

8600 - 9300 50 L+ 3 -55 -77 -40

9300 - 10000 50 L+ 2 -37 -60 -23

10000 - 10700 50 L+ 1 -20 -43 -7

10700 - 11400 50 L 0 -3 -27 10

11400 - 12100 50 L- 1 15 -10 27
12100 - 12800 50 L- 2 33 7 43
12800 - 13500 50 L- 3 50 23 60
13500 - 14200 50 L- 4 68 40 77
14200 - 14900 50 L- 5 85 57 93
14900 - 15600 50 L- 6 102 73 110
15600 - 16300 50 L- 7 120 90 127
16300 - 17000 50 L- 8 138 107 143
17000 - 17700 50 L- 9 155 123 160
17700 - 18400 50 L-10 172 140 177
18400 - 19100 50 L-11 190 157 193
19100 - 19800 50 L-12 207 173 210
19800 - 20500 50 L-13 225 190 227
20500 - 21200 50 L-14 242 207 243
21200 - 21900 50 L-15 260 223 260
21900 - 22600 50 L-16 277 240 277
22600 - 23300 50 L-17 295 257 293
23300 - 24000 50 L-18 313 273 310
24000 - 24700 50 L-19 330 290 327
24700 - 25400 50 L-20 347 307 343

25400 - 26100 50 L-21 365 323 360
26100 - 26800 50 L-22 382 340 377
26800 - 27300 50 L-23 400 357 393
27300 - 29700 50 L-23 413 357 393
29700 - 32292 54 L-24 472 404 442
32292 - 35124 59 L-25 537 462 502

35124 - 38244 65 L-26 608 532 573

38244 - 41652 71 L-27 686 605 649
41652 - 45348 77 L-28 771 683 729

45348 - 49380 84 L-29 864 774 822
49380 - 53796 92 L-30 964 879 930
53796 - 58596 100 L-31 1075 990 1043
58596 - 63780 108 L-31 1195 1070 1126
63780 - 69444 118 L-32 1324 1209 1269
69444 - 75684 130 L-32 1466 1333 1397

8
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TABLE 1-4. TAU ZONE 2 - THREAT EVALUATION (Cont.)

Ranite Interval B~in Width Criteria ;deuired Pminimum Rrlt

75684 - 82500 142 L-33 1622 1505 1572
82500 - 89892 154 L-33 1792 1633 1704
89892 - 97956 168 L'34 1977 1838 1914F97956 - 106788 184 L-34 2179 2014 2095106788 - 116388 200 L-35 2400 2257 2343

126756 - 138084 236 L-35 2899 2665 2763
138084 - 150564 260 L-35 3182 2937 3043
150564 - 164196 284 L-36 3494 3303 3418
164196 - 178980 308 L-36 3835 3583 3706
178980 - 195108 336 L-36 4204 3910 4042
195108 - 212772 368 L-36 4608 4283 4426
212772 - 231972 400 L-37 5049 4790 4943
231972 - 257708 432 L-37 5529 5174 5338
252708 - 275364 472 L-37 6048 5654 5831

9
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in the A register the contents of the B through G TAU filter registers are re-
circulated so that at the end of an evaluation interval the responses in these
registers are restored to the original range relationship for use with subsequent
more distant targets in the A register.

The TAU 1/TAU 2 bin skip boundary (Tl/T2 BSB), the minimum bin skip boundary
(MNBSB) and the maximum bin skip boundary (MXBSB) for a target moving from the
A to G register are shifted into two registers, J and K, as a function of the
range to the intruder in the A register under evaluation. The J register is used
to categorize targets as TAU 1, and the K register is used to categorize targets
as TAU 1 or TAU 21 both registers are equal in length to the G register. At the
start of an evaluation cycle, the J and K registers are pre-loaded with 1's and
O's in accordance with the threat limits for an intruder at zero range (see Tables
1-2, 1-3, and 1-4). As a target in the A memory register is shifted into the
TAU filter A register, a range (R) counter keeps track of the number of shifts
(which is directly correlatable to range to the target) that were necessary to
place the target in the TAU filter A register. The counter output code then con-
trols the threat limit boundaries by changing the output state of the J and K
registers as they are recirculated prior to target evaluation. Since the threat
limit boundary changes in the J and K registers do not occur synchronously as the
range to the target increases, separate controls are required.

Figure 1-3 shows the loading of the J and K registers for targets below
9,600 ft. altitude. In the target range interval of 0 - 2950 ft. the initial pre-
load of the J and K registers is seen to extend from target locations relative to
the A register of L+19 (the MNBSB) to L_ 56 (the MXBSB) which corresponds to J and
K register bin numbers 5 through 80. Since a TAU 2 threat does not exist in the
range interval 0 - 2950 ft., the loading of the J and K registers is identical.
Thus when a target track is established in the A through G registers within the
bin skip criteria of L+.9 to L- 56 bins, l's will appear at the output of all regis-
ters when the responses in the G, J and K registers are shifted between 70 and
145 bins and the target is classified as a TAU 1 threat. Response shifts between
0 to 69 and 146 to 150 are outside of the threat limits and result in "O's" at
he output of the J and K registers indicating that the target is not a threat.

The G, J and K register length of 15n ages ic to accommodate bin skips of up to
L126 in the above 9600 ft. altitude regime.

If the first target appears at a range of 3400 ft., the R counter increments
to a count of 67 which falls in the 3000 to 3500 ft. target range interval

(Figure I-3b). Prior to the evaluation of a target, the J and K registers are
recirculated to their origina. loading. The R counter control causes the "l"
states at the output of thu J C egister to be changed to "0" states for 23 l as,
from the 122nd to the 145th shift; on the 150th shift the recirculation is .aplete
and the J register has l's over the interval-4 to L-56, O's elsewhere. Tne K
register is loaded similarly with the "l" states at the output of the K registers
changed to "0" states for 8 shifts from the 137th to 145th shifts.

11
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TARGET RANGE

SfTAU 1 L+19 to L
0-).950 ft Ififty-nine 50' countsI -56

TAU I/TAU2 L+19 to L_ 56

L L LL+19 L-56I I I
I I I

0 5 24 80 150 bin

L - target location in A register nos.

K 000 0 1 11 1 1 11•1 1 111 11 i 001 0 0000 000 0001#

5 24 80 150

FIGURE I-3a.
•sixty to sixty-nine T U I L t

300OL-3500' 50' counts from TA 1 4to L 5 6sTAU 1/TAU 2 L+,, to LIzero range 1 -56

L L 4rooooooovpooooooooo~ooo00 + 1111 ,oo o
2t4 28 80

13 24 80

FIGURE I-3b.

seventy to seventy-three I TAU 1 L-5 to L- 5 6
3550'-3700 I 50' counts from zero rangeTAU 1/TAO 2 L+11 to

L/ L L;5 6
J ooooooooooooooyooooo~oooooo11?+iioooooooI

24 ;9 80

;-56L•1I LI5

K 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1100 0 ýO00700
1`3 24 8Y 0

FIGURE I-3c.
FIGURE 1-3 - J AND K TAU REGISTER LOADING

(ALTITUDE <9600 FEET)
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Figure 1-3c. shows that in the target range interval of 3550 to 3700 ft.
the J register loading is changed to reduce the TAU] 1 threat interval by one bin
while the K register loading remains the same.

important to the determination of whether an intruder is on a threatening
track or not is whether the intruder has skipped approximately an equal number
of bins during each 0.5 second sub-epoch. This is accomp'lished for every tar-
get in the TAU] filter A register by shifting the contents in each TAU] filter
register B through G to the end of their respective registers by means of a six
phase clock and by making the lengths of t~he registers in the ratio of
1:2:3:4s5:6, G being the longest. The clock shifts the B TAU filter register
at one-sixth the rate (01,1 of the G register, the C register at two sixths the
rate (0 2)1 the D register at three-sixths the rate 0 3)1 the E register at four-

s ixths the rate 04' the F register at five-sixths the rate 05and 
the G register

at the full rate 0 Thus, if the intruder responses in the B through G registers
when shifted by thi six phase clock, arrive at the output of their respective
registers simultaneously (within one or two bins in the B to F registers) and
the bin skip boundaries have not been exceeded as indicated by a 1 at the output
of the J and K registers, the intruder is declared a TAU] threat (TAU] 1 if the
output of the a and K registers are l's, TAU] 2 if the output of the 3 register
is a '0' and the output of the K register is a '1'. A variable tracking gate
width for the B through F registers is accomplished by the shifting process
through the A through G registers under the control of the six phase clock.

If a TAU] evaluation with a particular target in the A register yields no
threat, a more distant target is shifted from the A memory register to the out-
put of the TAU] filter A register with corresponding shifts of the B through G
memory registers into their corresponding TAU] filter registers. Some of the
responses already in these TAUl filter registers will now be shifted out of the
TAUl filter registers. However, the TAUl filter registers are long enough to re-
tain all of the responses in the B through G registers which could form a threat-
nning TAUl track with a given target in the A register.

Once a TAUl track is established in every sub-epoch for one of the targets
in the TAUl filter A register, then all of the targets in the TAUl filter A regis-
ter and A memory register are evaluated one at a time. During each sub-epoch
evaluation all of the TAUl filter registers subsequent to the current sub-epoch
(for example registers C through G for sub-epoch B) are filled with I's. A co-
incidence of "lls' is required as a condition for continuation of interrogations.
in that 3 second sequence.

INTERROGATION AND EVALUATION SEQUENCE

To illustrate how. the interrogation and evaluation sequence is mechanized,
a typical situation with a target at 6550 ft. closing at 400 ft/sec and 300 ft.
above own aircraft's altitude in level flight will be described. A sequence is
started :.)y completing all of the interrogations required in sub-epoch A in accord-

13
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anos with the interrogation decision-logic in Table 1-5 storing the responses
to each altitude band in their respective memory registers. Then the evaluation

sequence commences with the 1+6 altitude band. In sub-epoch A a 400 KHZ clock
Smakes 131 shifts (131 x 50 - 6550 ft.) to shift the target response out of
the X+6 memory register into the output of the TAU filter A register. Simul-
taneously the J and K register bin skip limits are set up after each shift by
reference to a counter comparator. At the 131st shift the J register 1s filled
with 1's from L 1 1 (TI/T2 BSB)to L. 5 6 (MXBSB) bin loc~tions, O'l elsewhere and
the K register is-filled, with l's ;Zrom L+6 (MNBSB) to ,. (MXBSB) bin lo.ations,
O's elsewhere. Since an intruder response in the A regiIter is a sufficient con-
dition to continue the evaluation of the intruder, the interrogation logic is
enabled for the 1+6 interrogation in sub-epoch B. The foregoing process is
repeated for the 16 altitude bands in sub-epoch A (the I and I altitude

bands are not evaluated since the aircraft is in level fltgAt). +25

Again, in sub-epoch B, all of the interrogations are made as required by
the decision logic of Table 1-5 based on the results of the sub-epoch A evalua-
tion, the responses to each altitude band being stored in their respective
memory registers. Then an evaluation sequence commences with the 1+6 altitude
band. The shift clock makes 131 shifts in shifting the responses in the B
memory register (now 4 bins closer in range) into the TAU filter B register at
location L.4 - Then1 clock shifts the target response to the end of the TAU
filter B register placing a "if ate the tagt w esthe tclock shifts the bin
skip limits in the J and K register at six times the rate. Since the bin skip
of 4 in the B register multiplied by 6, (the rate of the • clock) is equal to
24 bin skips and is less than the 56 bin skips allowed, a 61, appears at the
output of the K register. This together with the l's at the output of the A and
B registers and l's at the outputs of the C through G registers (pre-loaded with
l's for sub-epoch B), satisfies the TAU filter correlation logic enabling in-
terrogation of the I+6 altitude band in sub-epoch C.

If, during the shift from the B memory register to the TAU filter B regis-
ter, a response had not been found in the. (L to L_ 56) interval associated
with the subject target in the A register or +6in the appropriate interval for
all other targets in the A register, interrogations would be inhibited in the
I altitude band for the remainder of the 3 second period of sequence 1. The

+6
foregoing process is repeated for the 1_6 altitude band in sub-epoch B.

In sub-epoch C, all of the interrogations required by the decision logic
are made and the responses to each altitude band are stored in their respective
memory registers. Then an evaluation sequence commences with the 1+6 altitude
band. The shift clock makes 131 shifts in shifting the response in the C memory

register (now 8 bins closer in range) into the TAU filter C register at location
L_8. Then the t, clock shifts the target response to the end of the ZAU filter
B register while the 02 clock shifts the target response to the end of the C
register. Since the ratio of the bin skips from A to B and A to C was 1t2, the
target responses reach the end of their respective registers simultaneously and

14
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l's appear at their output.

Simultaneously the 0 clock shifts the limits in the J and K registers at
three times the rate of tke 0 clock. Since the 8 bin skip in the C register
relative to the A register multiplied by 3 (the rate of the 06 clock relative to
the 02) yields an equivalent bin skip of 24 (less than the 56 bin skip allow-
ad) a "1" appears at the output of the K register. This together with the l's
at the output of the A, B and C registers and l' at the outputs of the D
through G registers (pre-loaded with I's for sub-epoch C) satisfies the TAU
filter correlation logic enabling interrogation of the I altitude band in sub-
epoch D. The foregoing process is repeated in the 1-6, a1titude band in sub-
epoch C.

Subsequent interrogation and evaluation sequences in sub-epochs D, E, F and
G are similar to the foregoing sequence. In sub-epochs E and G if threatening
tracks have been established in the 1+6 band in the preceeding epochs, D and F
respectively, branch interrogations are made in the 1+4, and 1+13 bands in accord-
ance with the interrogation decision logic Table I-5 to determine the exact al-
titude threat status of the intruder.

In sub-epoch G all of the responses in the B to G registers associated with
the subject target in the A register line up at the outputs of their respective
registers together with "l's" in the J and K register, and a TAU 1 threat is de-
clared. Then the next target in the A memory register (further in range) is
shifted into the TAU filter A register and the responses in the B through G
registers evaluated to determine if they co-exist with the A target on a threat-
ening track. The TAU threat status of each target is then correlated with the
altitude bands in which the target responded so that it can be determined which
altitude threat band has been penetrated. The entire process is repeated until
all of the target responses in the A memory register have been shifted into the
TAU filter A register and evaluated one at a time with the responses in the B
through G registers. Then all the targets in the 1.6 altitude band are evaluat-
ed. Thus all the threats in the 1+6 above and 1-6 below altitude bands have
been evaluated and classified as TAU 1 co-altitude, TAU 2 co-altitude or predicted
co-altitude, or just a TAU 2 threat. These are then used as inputs to the final
threat logic for two or three aircraft encounters whichever the case may be.

ALTITUDE RESPONSE BANDS

The AVOIDS determines intruder penetration of the ANTC-117 altitude bound-
aries by asking the intruder a series of logical questions concerning his alti-
tude relative to received altitude encoded interrogations. As shown in Figure
1-4 ,the scheme consists of a system of coarse and fine biasing of his own
altitude encoded interrogations. A series of ten different biases are used. The
rectangular blocks which encompass the interrogation bias value, represent the
band in which the intruder oill respond if his altitude is within + 700 ft. of
the biased altitude received via the interrogation code. Table I-6 lists the
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TABLE 1-6 ALTITUDE INTERROGATION CODES

(ALTITUDE <9600 FT.)

BIAS ABOVE BIAS BELOW

INTERROGATION INTERROGATOR 'S INTERROGATOR' S

CODE ALTITUDE FT ALTITUDE FT

"Z+6 +650

I_6 -650

1+13 +1350

I_13 -1350

1+25 +2550

1-25 -2550

1+4 -250

I-4 +250

INTERROGATION BIAS, ABOVE OR BELOW

CODE INTERROGATOR'S ALTITUDE

IPCA -50 +(0.5 x OWN RATE OF ASCENT) (FPM))

IpcB +50 -(0.5 x OWN RATE OF DESCENT (FPM))

NOTE:

ABOVE 9500 FT ALTITUDE:

1+13 AND PCA BIAS IS INCREMENTED 200 FT

I-13 AND PCB BIAS IS DECREMENTED 200 FT

18
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interrogation codes together with the associated bias above or below the interro-
gators altitude for altitudes less than 9600 ft. Above 9500 ft. the T113 and
PCA bias is incremented 200 ft. and the 1-13 and PCB decremented 200 ft. It will
be noted that the 1±6, I±l3 and I±25 codes when multiplied by 100 are equal to
the bias ;60 ft. The It4 codes when multiplied by 100 are equal to the bi.s ±650
ft. The reason for these differences will be explained later in the description.

In Table 1-7 it can be seen how the threat responses to the interrogation
codes are logically combined to establish which altitude threat bands the in-
truder occupies.

In the altitude separation evaluation sequence, the 1+6 and I.6 interrogation
codes are used to determine whether an intruder is equal altitude: if an intruder
responds to the I+ and I.6 interrogations the,. he is in the overlap recion common
to both the R+6 and R. 6 response bands which extends from +50 ft. above to -50 ft.
below the interrogator. The 1+6 and 1+13 interrogation codes are used to isolate

the intruder as co-altitude above, 1300 ft. above, or 2000 ft. above. If an in-
truder responds to the 1+6 but not the 1+13 interrogation he is in the region of
the R+6 response band which is exclusively R+6 which extends from -50 ft. to 650
ft. and therefore is a co-altitude target; if an intruder responds to the 1+6 and
the 1+13 interrogations he is in the region common to the R+6 and R. response
bands which extends from +650 ft. to 1350 ft. and, therefore, is a Weat < 1300
ft. above, if the intruder responds to the 1+13 but not the I interrogation he
is in that region of the R+13 response band which is exclusivtiy RI+1 3 which
extends from +1350 to +2050 and, therefore, is a threat < 2000 ft. above. The 1+ 3
and I interrogation codes are used to isolate the intruder as a < 3200 ft.
above+•reat. If the intruder responds to the I+25 but not to the f+13, he is in
that region of the R+25 response band which is exclusively R+2 5 which extends from
+ 2050 ft. to + 3250 ft. and, therefore, is a threat < 3200 ft. above.

Tha 1+4 interrogation code is used to determine if an intruder is >400 ft.
co-altitude or <400 ft. co altitude so that a determination can be made by the
interrogating aircraft whether to bias its responses by -200 ft. in the direction
of the dive maneuver. If the intruder responds to the I interrogation, he is
in the R+4 response band and is, therefore, <400 ft. an requires bias; if the
intruder does not respond to the 1+4 interrogation, he is out of the R+4 res-
ponse band and is, therefore, >400 ft.

The IpcA interrogatio:, code is used to determine if an intruder is a pre-
dicted co-altitude above (PCA) threat. The IpcA interrogation code has a vari-
able bias whih shifts up from a base value of -50 feet plus half the interro-
gators rate of ascent in feet per minute. For example, if the interrogators
rate of ascent were 1000 fpm, the IPCA bias would be shifted to + 450 ft. If the
intruder responds to the I interrogation he is in the RpCJ. response band which
extends from - 250 ft. to +-1150 ft. and if he is also a <1300 ft. threat, he
is classified as a PCA threat.
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Figure 1-5 depicts the interrogation sequence which is followed for alti-
tude threat band evaluation. Table 1-5 is an interrogation decision logic
table which delineates the start conditions for each of the basic altitude bands
1+6, 1-6, 1+13, 1-13, 1+25 and 1-25 and, the branch conditions for all of the
bands including the auxiliary bands 1+4, 1-4, IPCA and IpcB. In Figure 1-5
and Table 1-5 it will be noted that a complete horizontal line of interroga-
tions in every sub-epoch A through G in any basic altitude band represents a
TAU track leading to a TAU 2 or TAU 1 threat evaluation together with the pro- '1per command. The branch interrogations in sub-epochs E and G are only for

purposes of altitude threat band isolation; the logic demands that a response
be present in both sub-epochs E and G for the intruder to be considered as
being in the branch response band. The branching from the I+6 to the I.6 and
the reverse is to detect an intruder which is osillating above and below the
equal altitude boundary and thus assist in the bias logic decision on whether
to bias up or down to insure complementary maneuvers.

Table 1-7 shows how the threat responses to the interrogation codes are
logically combined to establish which altitude threat band the intruder occu-
pies. In Figure I-5 , and Table 1-5, it can be seen that the two outermost
basic altitude bands 1+25 and 1+13 and, the 1.25 and 1-13 are only interrogat-
ed in a horizontal line once every 6.5 seconds. This results in the followingthreat epoch times: '

3.2 second epoch - All TAU 1 threats, all TAU 2 threats and

PCA, PCB threats <1300 ft.

6.5 second epoch - All TAU 2 threats and PCA or PCB
threats >1300 ft.

In Table 1-7, it will also be seen that if own aircraft is in level flight,
an assessment of the presence or absence of aircraft >1300 ft. above own air-
craft is not madc. if own aircraft rate of ascent is > + 500 fpm an assessment
is made of aircraft >1300 ft. but <2000 ft., if rate of ascent is >1000 fpm
then an assessment is made of aircraft up to + 3200 ft. To prevent loss of a
data track during a period when the aircraft may oscillate between an ascent
rate above and below the ascent rate boundary, the logic is latched in sub-
epoch A for all subsequent sub-opochs through G. The same logic is used when
descending at rates greater than 500 fpm and 1000 fpm.

TYPICAL SEQUENCE

Referring to Figure I-5 and Tables 1-5 and 1-7 we follow an intruder
through the decision logic. Assume own aircraft flying level, with intruder
aircraft 300 ft. above own aircraft with a range and closing rate meeting the
conditions for a TAU 2 threat. The sequence commences with two sets of 1+6 in-
terrogations in sub-epoch A, followed 2 milliseconds later by two sets of I-6
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interrogations. If at least one roply is received to the two I+ interrogations
in st%-epoch A, a second set of two 1+6 interrogations is transmitted in sub-
epoch B; if at least one reply is received which meets the TAU filter threat
criteria for the number of bins skipped relative to the initial range bin loca-
tion of the intruder in sub-epoch A, the target is classified as a T+ 6 threat for

sub-epoch B. (Since the intruder is 300 ft. above own aircraft a response to the
I-6 interrogation will not be received. However there is a finite probability
that a zesponse to another aircraft's interrogation may be received in the 1_6
bandl this would then be rejected in subsequent sub-epochs when the TAU criteria
was applied.) This enables the interrogation logic to proceed with two 1+6 in-
terrogations in sub-epoch C; if a reply is received which meets the TAU filter
criteria the target is a T+6 threat for sub-epoch C. This enables the interro-
gation lo';ic to proceed with three 1+6 interrogations in sub-epoch D; if a reply
is received which meets the TAU filters threat critera, the target is a T.,
for sub-epoch D. This enables the interrogation logic to proceed with three 1+6,
three I 1+,4three 1 + and, three 1-6 interrogations in sub-epoch E in order to

m the target is a threat and to isolate the target to one of

the altitude threat bands betwean 0 and 1300 ft. above the interrogating aircraft.
If no replies are received to the 1+13 or the I-6 interrogations but are received
to the I+6 and 1+4 interrogations and the I reply meets the TAU filter criteria,
the target is a T+6 threat in sub-epoch E wtih a vertical separation above own
aircraft between 100 and 400 ft. The T+6 threat in sub-epoch B enables the in-
terrogation logic to proceed with three 1+6 interrogations in sub-epoch F; if at
least one reply is received which moets the TAU filter threat criteria the target
is a T+6 threat for sub-epoch F. This enables the interrogation logic to proceed
with three 1+6, three 1+13, three 1+4 and three 1-6 interrogations in sub-epoch G.
If no replies are received to the 1+13 or the I6 interrogations but are received
to the I+6 and 1+4 interrogations and the I+6 reply meets the TAU filter threat
criteria, the Iarget is a T,6 threat in sub-epoch G with a vertical separation
from own aircraft between 100 ft. and 400 ft. Only i. replies to the 1+13, 14

or I16 interrogations are received in both sub-epochs E and G is the intruder con-
sidered as occupying the associated band. Since this criteria was met, the target
is handed off to the final logic as a TAU 2 threat with vertical separation between
100 ft. and 400 ft.

It will be noted that the logic demands only one reply to two interrogations
in sub-epochs A, B and C and only one reply to the three interrogations in sub-
epochs D, E, F and G. Two interrogations separated by 3 milliseconds are mad:
in sub-epochs A, B and C to insure a high probability of detection of the target.
If replies are received in sub-epochs A, B and C thus estabJ ing a data track,
the number of interrogations are increased to three to insure an extremely high
probability of completing the data track covering all seven sub-epochs. It will
also be noted in the logic table that the (r+ 1  entry in 1+13 block under set F
means that the interrogation logic for the 1+13 band sub-epoch F is only enabled
if a T threat existed in sub-epoch A through E; it does not mean that the in-
terrogaHon logic is enabled if a response ic received only in sub-epoch E which
is used only for altitude band discrimination and not for a TAU track.
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HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

The AVOID I tested was an engineering prototype packaged in a 1/2 short
ATR equipment case which approaches thb 3/8 short ATR production configuration.
An outline drawing with dimensions is shown in Figure 1-6. In Figure 1-7 the
AVOID I is shown with the dust cover removed. Ambient air is drawn through a
series of large holes in the rear of the unit across the digital processor cards
(which are mounted parallel to the air stream) and exhaused through the front
panel. The method was extremely effective in removing the heat from the
densely packed unit which weighed 18.5 pounds.

Figure 1-8 is a photograph of the AVOID I together with the CAS/VSI indi-

cator. Figure 1-9. is a close-up of the CAS/VSI indicator in the test mode in
which all command lights are illuminated.
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CHAPTER 11

IXRCRAFT INSTALLATION AND FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION

AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION

The three NAVAIRDEVCEN aircraft provided for this flight test evaluation
were the NC-117 (BUNO 12431), the P-3A (BuNo 148883), and the RA-3B (BuNo 144833).
The maximum airspeed capabilities were as follows:

NC-117 - 160 knots

P-3A - 300 knots

RA-33 - 550 knots
SThu P-3A and RA-3B installations consisted of the following equipment complement:

1. AVOID I with two CAS/VSI indicators

2. Digital Display and Znterface (DDI)

3. Traffic Simulator, Calibration Generator (TS)

4. Kennedy Model 1708 Digital Tape Recorder

5. AN/ARN-84 Airborne TACAN Set

6. Precision Clock System Consisting of:

a. General Radio 1115-C Standard Frequency Oscillator

b. Genatal Radio 1123-A Digital Synchronometer

c. General Radio 1124 WWV Receiver with Synchronizing Oicilloscope

7. Intercontinental Dynamics Corporation Type 518-16007-V212 Digitally
Encoded Barometric Altimeter

The NC-117 installation had the same basic complement, but had additional racks
to accommodate an additional digital display and interface, and traffic simulator.
A photo theater was also provided which contained an attitude indicator; an air-
speed indicator, a TACAN bearing, distance, and heading indicator; a parallel
storage unit to transfer time from the master clock aboard the aircraft, the DDI;
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and a Photosonics Model IP puloed camera. At the end of each round, simultaneous
strobe pulses transferred time from the master clock to the parallel atorage
unit and pulsed the camera. Thus, a permanent record of the flight parameters
and DDI read-outs was obtainedl the latter serving as a back-up if the magnetic
recording system or multiplexer malfunctioned.

The antenna locations and cable lengths are listed in Table 11-1. Outline
drawings of each aircraft, showing the locations of the upper and lower CAS
antenna, are provided in Figures 11-1, 11-2, and II-3.

TABLE 11-1. ANTENNA LOCATIONS

Lower Antenna Upper Antenna

centerline Lead-in Centerline Lead-inAicat(inches) Offsec lenghts (tainchs
Aircraft Stationtaionhes Offset lengths

(inches) (feet) (inches) (feet)

RA-3B 175 19 port 13 283 0 3

NC-117 22 0 50 51 0 40

P-3A 383 10 port 21 350 0 11

TRAFFIC SIMULATOR

The purpose of the Traffic Simulator, Figure 11-4, was threefold,

1. To serve as a calibration unit to insure that the AVOID I's were
workin p roperly at &ll times

2. To serve as a source of uncorrelated replies (fruit) and inter-
rogations equivalent to that anticipated in the Los Angeles Terminal Area in
1982.

3. To serve as a source of -threatening and non-threatening targets
for laboratory tests.

By using the Traffic Simulator in conjunction with the Digital Display and
Interface, by setting the attenuator abive minimum receiver signal level, and
by injecting an altitude signal appropriate to the desired altitude required,
the accuracy of the desired altitude boundaries of 600 ft, 1300 ft, 2000 ft
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Figure 11-3. CAS Antenna Locations 1RA-3B
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and 3200 ft can be checked. The targets can be placed at the boundaries with

the altitude band select switches and the altitude bias switch. if it isdesired to place a target 600 ft above own aircraft, the altitude band selectswitch would be set to +900 ft, the altitude bias switch set to -300 ft, and
a fixed range set in at less than the TAUJ ONE threshold (1600 ft or less on
the traffic simulator). To simulate vertical rates, an auxiliary unit was
used to inject signals equivalent to vertical r-tes from 0 to 6000 fpm.By sequencing the altitude switches and vertical rate control in the manner

*indicated, the commands listed in Table 11-2 were displayed. This routine checks
out all of the fixed altitude threat bands as well as the variable predicted
croaltitude bandi the boundary which moves out from a base of 800 ft (for the
above 9500 ft altitude required) plus one half the vertical rate in feet per
minute. Thus for a vertical rate of 1600 fpm, the predicted coaltitude band
would extend to 1600 ft altitude differential and any intruder which penetrates
that boundary would be considered a predicted coaltitude threat which would
outpit a level off command to the display. To check out the three aircraft
threat logic, much the same procedure is followed with the exception that two
traffic simulators must be used, each with a separate altitude input. The above/
above portion of the three aircraft matrix is exercised by placing the two
traffic simulator altitudes at appropriate values above own aircraft. The
above/below matrix is checked similarly by placing one traffic simulator alti-

tude above own aircraft and the other below own aircraft. :
In order to insure that the AVOID I processor is working throughout its

maximum~ range and is measuring closing rate properly, an altitude signal cor-
responding to 10,000 ft is set into the AVOID, Traffic Simulator, and Digital

Display and interface; a target is set in at 102,400 ft (17 nmi) with a closing
rate of 1600 ft/sec (948 knots). Placing the hold switch in the of f positionI
and pressing the initiate button, the target begins to move. Every three
ssconds, the closing rate of 1600 ft/sec is displayed on the Digital Display
together with the range to the intruder at the end of the three second round,

approximately 47 seconds is exceeded at 12.3 zrmi, the TAUY TWO light will come
on and when the TAU ONE threshold of approximately 26 seconds is exceeded at
6.8 nmi, the TAUJ ONE light will come on. Concurrent with these events, the
VSI/CAS display will yield the appropriate commands, and all of the data will
be recorded on tape for computer processing and analysis impossible to perform
from visual observation of the Digital Display.

gets in each set. The closing rate selected for each set applies to all targets

in the set. The spacing between targets within a set is determined by the num-
ber of targets selected and the maximum range selected. Each set can be placed
in an opening rate or closing rate mode so that the effects of the interaction
of non-threatening tar~gets with the threatening targets can be observed as well
as the effects of fast moving targets overtaking slower moving targets. The

traffic simulator did lack the flexibility to place each target set at a differ-
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Table 11-2. ALTITUDE THR'3AT BOUNDARY
CHECK-OUT PROCEDURES FOR ALTITUDE REGIME

ABOVE 9500 FEET

ALTITUDE ALTITUDE TARGET VERTICML
BAND BIAS RANGE RATE DISPLAY

SELECT-FT FT FT FPM

+3000 +400 1600 1100 Up None
+3000 +200 1100 Up LVS 2000 FPM Up
+1800 +400 600 Up LVS 1000 FPM Up
+1800 -400 600 Up LVS 1000 FPM Up
+900 +400 0 LVS 500 FPM Up
+900 -100 0 Dive
+900 -400 0 Dive

0 +400 0 Dive (Bias)

0 0 0 Dive or Climb (Bias)
0 -400 0 Climb (Bias)

-900 +400 0 climb
-900 +100 0 Climb
-900 -400 0 LVS 500 FPM Down
-1800 +400 600 Down LVS 1000 FPM Down
-1800 -400 600 Down LVS 1000 FPM Down
-3000 -200 1100 Down LVS 2000 FPM Down
-3000 -400 1100 nown None
+1800 +200 2000 Up LVS 1000 FPM Up
+1800 0 " 2000 Up Level Off
+1800 -400 1000 Up LVS 1000 FPM Up
+900 +400 1000 Up Level off
+900 +300 500 Up LVS 500 FPM Up
+900 +100 500 Up Level Off*

*The lower predicted coaltitude bands are then checxed
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ant altitude. In order to accomplish this, additional traffic simulatocs had
to be used.

A very important function of the traffic simulator was to supply fruit
and interrogations to the AVOID I during laboratory and flight tests. A pseudo-
random noise generator provided fruit pulses with a repeat cycle of 9.3 hours
at the maximum fruit rate. Fruit could be generated at rates from 1000 to
64,000 pps. Interrogations were also generated at rates from 6 to 1536 inter-
rogation quads/second. A mode switch permitted either 20% or 100% of the
interrogations to be within the altitude acceptance gate of the AVOID I being
interrogated. In the 20% position, 80% of the interrogations were outside of
the target's altitude response band. The predicted fruit rate in Appendix A
of the FAA 1982 Los Angeles Traffic Model of 32K/1536 (20%) was used for alarge number of tests. Twice this rate, 64K/1536 (20%) recommended in Appendix A

was used in many of the tests to determine degradation factors. In still other
tests, particularly false alarm telts, the fruit level was taken up to 96K/3072
(20%) using two traffic simulators to accelerate tests too lengthy to run at I
lower fruit rates.

DIGITAL DISPLAY AND INTERFACE (DDI)

Before Honeywell's proposal submission, NAVAIRDEVCEN initiated several
lenghty technical sessions with Honeywell In which NAVAIRDEVCEN delineated the
paraweters to be displayed on the digital display and those to be interfaced
with the NAVAIRDEVCEN incremental magnetic tape recorder installed in each air-
ctaft to gather data from the AVOID I CAS during actual in-flight collision
encounters. NAVAIRDEVCEN not only indicated which output parameters were to be
recorded, but also those internal parameters which were considered crucial to
an incontestable evaluation. In reviewing the system operation, NAVI.RDEVCEN
determined that the normal operating mode of the equipment was such that un-
reasonable amounts of money and flight time would be required to determine
the communications reliability and range rate accuracy of the AVOID I. This comes
about because the AVOID I only completes an interrogation sequence if a TAU ONE
or TAU TwO threat exists. Thus, if two aircraft are flying a collision encoun-
ter and are not a threat to each other, no range or range rate measurement is
possible until the range divided by range rate has exceeded the appropriate TAU
threshold. This led to the concept of a special interrogation mode for gather-
ing range and range rate data before entering the TAU TWO threat zone. This
mode was called the unrestricted mode. In this mode, a complete set of inter-
rogations was made every 3.2 seconds regardless of whether an intruder was
present or not. In this way range, range rate and TAU data was available out-
side of the TAU threat zones and meaningful statistics could be compiled for
communications reliability, communications ranqe, and range/range rate accuracies
irrespective ol the maximum aircraft speeds available. Thus, in most of the
flights, the equipment was placed iritially in the unrestricted mode to gather
communications reliability data prior to entry into the TAU TWO zone. When the
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TAUJ TWO threshold was exceeded, the mode was changed to normal for subse-
quent data in that encounter until apoint wsreached atwhich teaircraft
had an opening rate. Then, the unrestricted mode was enabled to gather
opening data.

V As can be seen on the front panel of the engineering display in Figure 11-5,
the following parameters were displayed for real time obserevation:

1. TAU in seconds to the nearest second up to a maximum of 89
seconds (90 seconds signifies ?.90 seconds and 99 seconds signifies an openingI 99.9kilfee (14.6emi

2. Range in thousands of feet to the n-iarest 100 ft to a maximum of999.9kiloeet 164. nmi
3. Range rate in feet per second to the nearest 10 feet per second

(6 knots) (Even though the digital read-out is t~o the nearest foot per second,
the smallest increment possit'a is 10 feet per second)

4. interrogations transmitted in interrogation quads per second to
the nearest quad per second

seodt5.e Interrogations received from the traffic simulator in qoads per

secndto henearest quad per second up to a maximum of 9999 qoads per second

6. Fruit replies received from the traffic simulator in 100's ofI replies per second to the nearest 100 replies per second up to a maximum of
99,900 replies per second on the display (Actually at fruit rates beyond this,
the counter is still operative, e.g., 128,000 pulses per second will appear as
28,uOO pulses per second)

7. Intruder 1 and intruder 2 threat levels of TAU ONE, TAU TWO, 1
TAU EQUAL predicted coaltitude,<1300 ft, 11800 ft, and 53300 ft altitude
differentials for targets above and/or below together with an indication of
whether bias has been applied to responses are displayed by small indicator
lights alon'gside the appropriate threat legend.

rag rt
8
.ndIntruder 1/Intruder 2 switch selects which intruder's range,

rane rte ndTAU are displayed.

9.Satsequence switch - permits transfer of data from the DD1
to the incremental tape recorder.

10. onthdayswitches set date which is interfaced and recorded
on tape recorder.

11. Flight/encounter switches set flight number and encounter number
which is interfaced and recorded on tape recorder.
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Figure 11-6 and Figure I1-7 are block and system interconnect diagrams, res-
pectively, of the DDI and system interfaces. They depict those additional para-
meters (over and above those displayed) which are interfaced to the recorder.
These include TACAN range and bearing, real time, diqital altitude of own
aircraft, range, range rate, and TAU to both intruders 1 and 2, and the AVOID
internal threat status of all threats on a round-to-round basis before being
processed through the display logic. By means of control pulses referenced
to 100 KHz clock pulses generated by the DDI, the DDI transferred 20 bit data
messages from the TACAN which contained range and bearing information (approx-
imately 300 ft accuracy in range and 2* in bearing). The digitizing altimeter
provided altitude in grey code which was interfaced to the recorder and decoded
from the tape by the computer program.

The digital clock system installed in each aircraft provided the exact time
at the end of each round with a read-out to a 0.1 millisecond. The clock in each
aircraft was synchronýred to WWV by aligning the eight millisecond wide pedestal
from the synchronometer with the eight millisecond wide time tick received from
WV• once every second. With all aircraft and the theodolite range synchronized
in this manner to within approximately a millisecond, data at both ends of the
link could be compared to a common time reference and this in turn could be
compared to the theodolite measurement of aircraft range and closing rate to
assess the accuracy of the AVOID in measuring those parameters.

The DDX processed all of the digital data for proper interfacing with the
Kennedy Model 1708 seven track incremental magnetic tape recorder. It provided
80 characters consisting of four bit bytesl an 80 to 1 multiplexer was used to
convert the parallel data input to a serial data output required by the Kennedy
1708. An odd parity check was generated internally in the tape unit and re-
corded on the seventh tape track. To insure accurately recorded data, the tape
deck had a buffer memory in which all incoming data was stored and compared to
the recorded data. If the two were not exact, the data was rerecorded auto-
matically. The tape format is shown in Figure 11-8

COMPUTER PRINT-OUT OF IN-FLIGHT DATA

After each flight, the tape from each aircraft was taken to the NAVAIRDEVCEN
CDC 6600 Digital Computer for decoding and print-out. Since all of the data
recorded during a round would not fit within the confines of the standard print-
out, the data as referenced to time had to be split up into two different
print-outs. The first section of the print-out (Secttln 1) consisted of time;
the CAS display command; the range in kilofeet, range rate in feet per second,
and TAU and threat levels for intruder 1 and intruder 21 own altitude, fruit
replies received; interrogations transmitted; interrogations received; and all
threats data. A sample Section 1 print-out comprises Figure 1I-9, and the
nomenclature will be found in Table 11-3. The second section of the print-out
(Section 2) consisted of the time, the CAS display command; the range, range rate
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Figure 11-6. Block Diagram of DDI and System Interfaces.
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and TAU for intruders 1 and 2 in nii, knots and seconds; TACAN range and bearing;
own altitude; fruit replies received; interrogations transmitted, and inter-
rogations received. A snMple Section 2 print-out is shown in Figure 11-10
and the nomenclature in Tab!t. 11-3.
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DOATE 1 I
IR 2 ALT .PL$ 13XHT IRCO

10.0 2.5 30 31 0
10.0 76.5 14 1693
10.0 76.8 17 1638 0
10.00 78.6 11 1678 0

10.0 78.5 15 1636 I5 0
10.0 78.7 17 165'* PS 0
IG0O 780b 15 1668 P0
10.03 78.7 15 16646 0.
10O. 78Mb 15 1646 Pi
10.0 78.7 17 1664 3 0
10.0 78.e 15 1b'3 P 0
L0.0 78.7 15 Lb0 P.S 0

10.0 78.8 17 165'% 0
I.O 0 78.8 14 1676 P5 0

10.0 78.9 17 16,8 P 010,0 78.5 15 1648 P2 0

10.0 76.5 15 1654
IGO, 78,4 15 1651 P,

10,0 78.7 17 1622 05 a
i0,0 ?b,9 L? 16o9 a•l

10,0 78.6 17 .8.5 b0
10.0 78.5 17 ?ibb Pi
.1.00 78.7 18 1666b 2 0
10.0 78.? 2U 6 b 1O a
I0.0 ?8.il 20 1681 Pi 0
10.0 78,. 18 1683 5 0
10.0 78.o 20 1849 0GOD0 32.*s 30 6b2 •

L0. 26? 30 55
10.0 2.7 30 46 0
10.0 2.7 30 5. 0
10.0 27? 30 60 0
10.0 207 30 ?0
10.0 2.8 40 1 7
L0.0 2.7 30 '.9 0
£0.0 2.8 30 54 0
10.0 2.8 310 5 0
±0.0 2.8 40 620
10.0 2.8 30 64 0
10.13 2*9 so 650
10.01 2.4 .0 64
10.1o 2.6 30 i8 0
10.1 ,. 7 30 '.8
10.1 2.4) 40 41 0
I0.1 Zb 30 41 0

10.1 2.7 30 i3 0
102. •.7 30 58
10.1 2.7 31 55 0
10.1 ,.7 31 63 0
10.1 2.7 30 60 0
10.3 d.7 40 54 0

7igure i-.9. Computer Print-Out Of
In-Flight Data Section 1
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Table 11-3 COMPUTER PRINT-OUT NOMENCLATURE

Display a print-out of what the pilot sees displayed on his CAS/VSI
indicator

Examples:

200 ANT - limit vertical speed up to 200 fpn, do not turn
1000 BNT - limit vertical speed down to 1000 fpm, do not

turn
1000 A 200 BNT - limit vertical speed up to 1000 fpm, limit

vertical speed down to 200 fpm, do not turn

CLIMZNT - climb, do not turn

Target that target which is closest in range in the first altitude
No. 1 band interrogated containing targets

Target that target which is closest in range in the next altitude
No. 2 band containing a target

Range The slant range between own aircraft and intruder aircraft in
thousands of feet (Section 1), nmi (Section 2)

Rate - The first derivative of slant range with respect to time in
feet per second (Section 1); knots (Section 2)

TAU - the range divided by the range rate - the time to collision if
two aircraft are on a collision course in seconds

THR 1 the threat status of target No. 1 inputed to the threat logic
matrix the output of which is displayed on the CAS/VST indicator

Examples:

CBl - coaltitude below TAU 1
C92 - coaltitude below TAU 2
CA1 - coaltitude above TAU 1
13A - 9l300 feet above
20A - <2000 feet above
32A - S3200 feet above
13B - 51300 feet below
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Table 11-3 COMPUTER PRINT-OUT NOMENCLATURE (continued)

20B - S2000 feet below
32B - <3200 feet below
13A PCA - 51300 feet above predicted coaltitude
20BPCA - 52000 feet below predicted coaltitude

THR 2 - the threat status of target No. 2 inputed to the threat
logic matrix

ALT - own altitude derived from digitizing barometric altimeter-
thousands cf feet

RPLS - the sum of real, and simulated target replies from the traffic
simulator injected into the front end of the AVOID receiver
(representing aircraft replies (fruit) to interrogations other
than those from own aircraft) in hundreds of pulses per second

I XMT - the number of times the AVOID CAS interrogatei the aircraft
population - pulse quads per second

I RCD - the number of interrogations received by the AVOID from the
aircraft population.

ALL Since the digital display and interface contains only two
TH REAT..S - tracking channels, it is desirable to have the capability

of displaying the threat status of additional targetsa this
is accomplished in the priznt-out of the ALL Threats Data
(intermediate display logic)

Examples:

P20 - 53200 feet above
P10 - 52000 feet above
P5 - 11300 feet above
PCA - predicted coaltitude above
T2A - coaltitude TAU 2 above
TIA - coaltituds TAU 1 above
TIB - coaltitude TAU 1 below
T2B - coaltitude TAU 2 below
PCB - predicted coaltitude below
M5 - 51300 feet below
M(10) - 52000 feet below
M(20) - 13200 feet below

(EAI) - equal altitude TAU 1 above target initially >+100
feet above finally within ±50 feet

(EA 2) - equal altitude TAU 2 above target initially >+100
feet above finally within ±50 feet
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Table 11-3 COMPUTER PRINT-OUT NOMENCLATURE (continued)

(EBI) - equal altitude TAU 1 below target initially <-100

feet below finally within ±50 feet
(EB2) - equal altitude TAU 2 below target initially <-100

feet below fi. lly within ±50 feet
(EA2 B2) - coaltitude TAU 2 within ±50 feet
(EAl BI) - coaltitude TAU 1 within ±50 Leet
(TA) - TAU 2 or TAU 1 above within +100 feet to +400 feet
(TB) - TAU 2 or TAU 1 below within -100 feet to -400 feet

BIAS To ensure complementary vertical maneuvers in a TAU 1 situation,
when the altitude separation is measured as 7400 feet, the
respunding aircraft, which has assessed the threat, biases the
altitude with which he responds by 200 feet in the direction of
the escape maneuver

Examples:

4+) own altitude biased +200 feet
(-) own altitude biased -200 feet

TACAN
Range Range in nautical miles to TACAN beacon (air-to-ground mode);

range rnmi between aircraft (air-to-air mode) to nearest thousandth
of a mile

TACAN - Bearing in degrees of the TAOAN radial being flown to nearest
Shundredth of a degree (air-to-ground mode); bearing to another

aircraft (air-to-air) tiot available yet
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CHAPTER III

LABORATORY TESTS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter contains laboratory tests of the link sensitivity, trans-
ponding and reply sensitivities, power budget, range and range rate accuracies
as a function of fruit, round time, and threat logic. The laboratory tests
of the co-range and false alarm properties of the AVOID I (which comprised
the major portion of the laboratory tests) are contained in Chapter VIII,
together with the actual in-flight false alarm data and analysis. The
primary purpose of the laboratory tests was to establish that the CAS in
fact had the required charanteristics to make flight testing worthwhile.

LINK SENSITIVITY

This test was one of the first tests performed since the link sensitivity I
between two airborne CAS equipments determines the maximum distance over which
communications can be maintained reliably. The test setup is shown in Figure
III-1. One AVOID I was operated inside the screen room and one outside the
screen room. The two were connected to each other by means of a calibrated
150-foot delay line and a calibrated variable attenuator. Suitable altimeter
inputs were provided to each AVOID to establish a co-altitude situation. CAS
displays, both of which were visible to the engineer in the screen room were
connected to each AVOID I; one display had a climb command; the other a dive
command. The criteria used to establish the link sensitivity was the maximum
attenuation which could be inserted between the two AVOID I's without experi-
encing a single missed display in 100 rounds.

Table III-1 4s a tabulation of the link sensitivities of all the possible
AVOID link combinations for the three AVOID I's delivered. As can be seen,
the link sensitivities are well balanced being within ±1.3 db of a nominal
131.8 db. It is to be noted that this test is much preferred to individual
measurements of output power and receiver sensitivity insofar as the overall
link operation is concerned for the following reasons: (1) the measure-
ments are reliable and a complete system check-out can be performed in a
reasonable length of time, (2) the possibility of the center frequency of
the receiver being off is automatically taken into consideration, and
(3) the pulse and spectrum characteristics of the transmitter are auto-
matically taken into consideration.

RECEIVER SENSITIVITY

The reply and transponding sensitivities of the AVOID receivers were
measured by means of the calibrated signals originating in the traffic
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TABLE III-l. LI.K SENSITIVITIES OF ALL OF THE
POSSIBLE LINK COMBINATIONS OF THE THREE AVOID I

EQUIPMENTS AT FRUIT RATE OF 32K/1536 AND 64K/1536*

AVOID Serial Attenuation
Number in the Link

B - Bottom dib
T - Top

IB to 2B 131.0

IS to 2T 131.0

IT to 2B 131.0

IT to 2T 130.5

1B to 3B 132.0

lB to 3T 132.0*

IT to 3B 133.0

IT to 3T 132.0

2B to 3B 132.0

2B to 3T 133.0*

2T to 3B 131.0

2T to 3T 130.5
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simulator. The reply sensitivity was determined by gradually increasing the

signal level of the replies from the traffic simulator until the AVOID I re-
eiver under test began to track the simulated target. Then the signal level

was raised in steps of 0.5 db until a signal level was reached where there
were a minimum of 99 successful tracks out of 100. The transponding sensitiv-
ity was determined by gradually increasing the attenuation in the loop by
means of an attenuator on the traffic simulator until a point was reached
where the AVOID I failed to respond to an interrogation. The presence of
responses was averaged and indicated by a green light on the front panel
of the traffic simulator. The attenuation was then decreased until the

indicator stopped blinking.

From the results in Table 111-2, it will be seen that the reply
sensitivities of the six receivers were within ±0.8 db of a nominal 75.3 db
and the transponding sensitivities were within t1.0 db of a nominal 74.5 db.

POWER BUDGET

Based on the link sensitivity and receiver sensitivity measured in the
screen room tests, the effective power budget is the following:

Transmitted power + 57.3 dbmReceiver sensitivity - 74.5 dbm

Link sensitivity 131.8 db

Antenna lead in losses
(total for both aoft) 4.0 db

Path loss for 15 nmi 124.0 db

Total path losses 128.0 db

Theoretical margin
(assuming +1 db forward
gain in each acft) 5.8 db

RANGE AND RANGE RATE E11RORS

Range rate errors were determined in the laboratory by setting up on
the traffic simulator a moving target at a fixed closing rate and fixed
signal level without fruit and at fruit levels of 16K/1536, 32K/1536 and
64K/1536. The mean range rate error and standard deviation were then
calculated from the data. Figure 111-2 depicts a set of these error curves
for a target closing at 59.2 knots at a signal level of -70dbm. At zero
fruit rate, the mean error was +2.4 knots with a sigma of 4.4 knots. The
errors increased with fruit reaching a mean error of +4.1 knots with a sigma
of 6.6 knots at a fruit rate of 64/1536.
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TABLE 111-2. RECEIVER REPLY AND TRANSPONDING SENSITIVITIES

AVOID Serial Receiver Sensitivity - DBM
Nuumber Reply Transponding

#1 Bottom -74.5 -73.5

#1 Top -75.0 -74.0

#2 Bottom -75.0 -75.0

#2 Top -75.5 -75.0

#3 Bottom -76.0 -75.5

#3 Top -75.5 -74.5
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Range errors were determined in the same basic way with the exception
that a fixed intruder was substituted for the moving target. From Figure
II-3, it can be seen that the mean error at a zero fruit rate was +97
feet decreasing gradually with increasing fruit rate to 91 feet at 96K/1536.
The standard deviation at zero fruit rate was zero feet and steadily Jn-
creased with increasing fruit rate to 31 feet at 96K/1536.

ROUND TIME

On one of the NAVAIRDEVCEN computer programs for AVOID I data reduc-
tion, the time interval (round time) between events was printed out in
addition to the basic threat data. Thus, the upper and lower bounds of
the round times for intruders -- 1300 feet and intruders ,1300 feet could
be determined with fruit rate as a parameter.

The round time results at fruit rates from zero to 64K/1536 are
tabulated in Table 111-3.

TABLE 111-3. MEASURED ROUND TIMES

Intruder Altitude
Differential - Feet Round Time - Seconds Fruit

!591300 3.2 ± 0.2 0 to 64K/1536

-,1300 6.5 ± 0.2 0 to 64K/1536

It can be seen that the round time for intruders--1300 feet was within
±0.2 seconds of a nominal 3.2 seconds. This applies to all TAU 1 and
TAU 2 coaltitude commands, predicted coaltitude commands and non-coaltitude
advisories within a ±1300 foot altitude differential. Predicted coaltitude
commands and non-coaltitude advisories at altitude differentials greater
than ±1300 feet had a round time within ±0.2 ceconds of a nominal 6.5 seconds.

THREAT LOGIC

In order to establish that the altitude threat zones complied with
ANTC-117 the traffic simulator was used to place intruders at altitude
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differentials within each altitude zone, 100 feet below the boundary, at

the boundary, and 100 feet above the boundary. This procedure was followedI
for the 9500 feet and below logic and the above 9500 feet logic which shifts
the coaltitude boundary from ±600 feet to t800 feet. The 3 aircraft logic
was exercised for compliance by using 2 traffic simulators eo that 2 intruders
could be arranged in the required configurations: 2 intruders above,
2 intruders below, and 1 intruder above and 1 intruder below. To check the
predicted coaltitude band accuracies, vertical rate signals were used.

The AVOID I threat band implementation departs somewhat from ANTC-117
for intruders with altitude differentials of greater than 1300 feet. The
1800 foot altitude threat zone boundary is established at 2000 feet for
the 9500 feet and below regime and at 2200 feet for the above 9500 feet
regime. This departure from ANTC-117 is seen to be of little importance
since it is in the direction of a more conservative restriction on rate of
ascent or descent with intruders between 1800 feet and 2000 feet for the
9500 feet and below regime and 1800 feet and 2200 feet for the above 9500
foot regime. However, by changing the altitude interrogation codes, thu.
exact ANTC-117 boundaries could be implemented.

In the ANTC-117 document, communications is required for intruders
within altitude differentials of ±3300 feet whether own aircraft is in
level flight or ascending or descending at rates up to 2000 feet per
minute. The AVOID I CAS, in common with another CAS, departs from that
logic on t)'3 ba&Sis that when in level flight, the altitude differential
protection required differs from that required when ascending or descending

at 2000 feet per minute. Consequently, the AVOID I in the above 9500 foot

when ascending or descending at less than 500 fpm, an altitude differential

of ±2200 feet when ascending or descending at greater than 500 fpm but less
than 1000 fpm, and an altitude differential of ±3200 feet when ascending or
descending at greater than 1000 f pm. In the 9500 feet and below altitude
regime the ±2200 feet altitude differential is reduced to ±2000 feeL.

Except for those deviations noted above and occasional boundary
errors discussed in detail in Chapter VIII, the AVOID I conformed to
ANTC-117 with respect to the altitude threat zones for level flight
conditions including ascending and descending at less than 500 f pm)
an~d for ascinding and descending rates greater than 500 f pm in which
the adaptive predicted co-altitude boundaries were employed.
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CHAPTER IV

~ IFLIGHT TEST PLAN SUMMARYI

INTRODUCTION '

The details of the flight test plan are found in reference 4. The
k~ p rimary objectives of these flight teats were to determine:

a. The communication range as a function of the angleu between the
flight paths.

b.ai The round/display reliability and the effectiveness of the air-

toardata link in the presence of fruit.

c.The accuracy of AVOID-I range and range rate.

d. The ability of AVOID-I to provide timely and correct advisories
and maneuver commands.

COMMUNICATION RELIABILITY TESTS

The objectives of the RF link (communication reliability) tests were
to determine the range at which the required link paramIeters are established

as a function of flight geometry. Specifically, at what distances canI
target aircraft be detected and tracked for range, range rate, and altitude.

The hazard range for the AVOID I is approximately 7.9 nmi below 10,000
i feet ofT altitude for a closing velocity of 550 knots, and approximately

15 nmi above 10,000 feet of altitude for a closing velocity of 1200 knots.I
This applies to the head-on encounter case. For other angles between

flight paths and various aircraft velocities, the hazard radius is proportion-
ately less. The flights were flown with the artificial injection of fruit
signals rdpresenting dense traffic in accordance with Honeywell computer
simulations.

The RE link and, thus, the hazard detection ability, is directly
dependent on antenna patterns. Ideally, the aircraft antenna patterns

velocities will occur. However, the flight test included traffic geometries
toencompass 3600 coverage around the participating aircraft to test adequate
haaddetection (in time) for all directions around a protected aircraft.

The flights were run both above and below 1.0,000 feet to test the use
of different power levels as well as the different aircraft velocities.
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In addition, tests were run with one aircraft above 10,000 feet and the

mode of operation.

Three aircraft encounters were flown to test the multiple aircraftI
communication reliability and collision avoidance logic. The patterns
flown included "Single Daisy" (see Figure IV-I) where one aircraft flies

the figure eight and the other aircraft does 150 turns, head-on and tail
chase encounters.

Some of the flights were flown with 6db attenuators in the antenna
cable path to simulate communication to twice the distance, and some
flights were flown with 9db attenuators to simulate still greater range.

Data derived from these flights included,

a. Range and range rate between aircraft at first track of each

encounter '
b. Plot of range versus angle between flight paths

c. The round reliability from the first track of each encounter d
until the first TAU TWO warning

d.The round and display reliability of TAUl TWO and TAUl ONE th~reats

e. The accuracy of the data link for altitude discrimination

f. The ability to track multiple targets

g. The occurrence of false alarms, which include phantoms created
by fruit as well as altered alarms created by fruit, poor communication
reliability, poor altitude boundary resolution, or other factors.

h. Statistics on warning time11The AVOID I equipment should be able to detect and evaluate a
potential hazard situation in a timely manner to enable safe separation

assurance. This necessitates the extrapolation when necessary of the data
"t'worst case" combination of aircraft velocities to determine just when

targets are detected and evaluated ir' terms of time-to-collision. ideally,
the system should detect and evaluate, as a minimum, all TAUl TWO situations
nearly 100 percent of the time. However, outside of these minimum require-
ments, any additional communication range beyond a safety margin for trans-
mitter power variations, etc., should be small to keep the fruit inter-

ference problem to a minimum.
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SENSOR ACCURACY TESTS

The objective of these tests was to determine the ability of the
AVOID I to measure range and range rate to other aircraft. The operating
area was the Phototheodolite Range, Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River,
Maryland. Minimum instrumentation accuracy was better than: range 50 ft,
1 sigma and range rate 2 kt, 1 sigma.

Figure IV-2 is a map of the controlled area showing the local
coordinate system. Table IV-l is a description of each type of encounter
planned.

Range and range rate were determined from the Phototheodolite
tracking system. These were compared with the same quantities measured
by the AVOID I.

Primary data derived from these flights include range and range rate
accuracy, TAU accuracy, and warning time. Since the flights were over
water, significant information on multipath effects was obtained.

OPERATIONAL TESTS

The "Operational Test Flights" were pe)rformed to examine the capabil-
ities of the vertical maneuver escape logic, and determine conformance
with ANTC 117 TAU zone and altitude zone boundaries.

Five maneuver commands are used by the AVOID I. These are the
Vertical Maneuver, the Hold Altitude, the Lev6l Off, the Do Not Turn, and
the Vertical Speed Restriction.

Tests were conducted to determine the ability of the AVOID I to
define the altitude bands. A series of low range rate overtaking runs
at specified altitude levels were flown. This allowed evaluation of the
equipment capability to determine co-altitude, aircraft above (below)
bands, and the altitude "tie breaking" logic. Avoidance maneuvers were
not made during these runs. Initial and final altitude separation are
specified for each encounter in Table IV-2.

The remaining flights were the TAU zone boundaries and avoidance
maneuver tests. CAS warning logic is based upon the quantities TAU
(range/range rate), altitude difference (delta h, and minimum range (mO).
Selected values of TAU and minimum range, and differential altitude define
TAU zones and altitude bands. An intruding aircraft, on entering into a
specific altitude band and TAU zone initiates an advisory warning or
avoidance maneuver command to be displayed to the pilot by means of the
pilot's cockpit indicator. In response to the maneuver command, the pilot
executes an avoidance maneuver.
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TABLE IV-1. THEODOLITE FLIGHT TEST PROFILES

Type of A Altitude initial Location

Encounter # Encounter A/C 1 A/C 2 A/C 1

1 Head-On 4,000 5,000 0, 0 N 10, 0 S

2 ,0, 0 S 0, 0 N

3 Head-On 4,000 5,000 0, 0 N 10, 0 S

4 10, 0 S 0, 0 N

5 Tail-Chase 4,000 5,000 3, 0 N -3, 0 N

6 , " 7, 0 S +13, 0 S

7 Parallel 4,000 4,500 3, 0 N 0,-1 N

8 , 7, 0 S 10,-1 S
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TABLE IV-2. CAS/VSI DISPLAYS ASSOCIATED
WITH ALTITUDE BOUNDARY PENETRATION

Run INITIAL ALT FINAL ALT
No. Separation Separation Display

1 3100 34001 LVS 2000/No threat

2 34002 3100 No threat/LVS 2000

3 2200 1900 LVS 2000/LVS 1000

N S4 1500 1200 LVS 1000/LVS 500

53 1000 700 LVS 500/Co Alt (above)

5A3 800 500 LVS 500/Co Alt (above)

6 600 -200 CoAlt (ahove)/Coalt (below)

7 -400 +400 CoAlt (below)/Coalt (above)

S 83400 5004

i9 SOO 34004

10 3400 5004

i1 500 34004

NOTESt 1. Altitude change within each run at 200 fpm. DDI set for
unrestricted interrogation runs I through 41 restricted for
runs 5 through 7.

•).• etwe e• i - 0 fp mn with DDI set for

z o .'• •,s..rrogation.

3. Run SA below 10,000 feet; Rur. above 10,000 feet.

4. Altitude change for runs 8 and 9 at 600 fpm and runs 10 and

11 at 1100 fpm with DDI set for restricted interrogation.
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Three cases were planned. For Case A, level flight, non-turning,
two aircraft flew a single daisy pattern with an initial altitude separation
of 500 feet. Each aircraft obeyed the CAS commands and returned to 500 feet
separation after completing each encounter. Similar tests were made with
three aircraft at various initial altitude separations. Here, two aircraft
flew perpendicular figure eight patterns, and the third aircraft flew the
daisy pattern. These encounters also provided data for Communications Range
and Round Reliability.

Case B is level flight, turning. Maneuvers in the horizontal plane
which generated lateral accelerations are protected against by means of the
"no turn" command. Turning maneuvers have the effect of reducing warning
time available to effect an avoidance maneuver. "Worst case" conditions
of turning maneuvers occur when one or both of two aircraft initially on
parallel or slightly convergent courses turn into the other, with both
aircraft at approximately the same speed. For this test, the aircraft
started in parallel flight at various distances with a t000 foot altitude
separation. Using altimeter simulator boxes, each AVOID I indicated an
altitude separation of 500 feet. At a specified time, both aircraft
turned into one another and ignored the CAS commands. Each encounter
was repeated with the aircraft now obeying the no turn command.

Case C is to determine, for two aircraft encounters, the generation
of warning or advisory signals, with aircraft ascending or descending.
Maneuvers in the vertical planu (climbs or dives) are regulated by means of
the "level off" command or "limit vertical speed" signals. In the AVOID I,
the "level off" command is generated by use of own altitude rate (h) and
a comparison of altitude differenc,, delta h, with the predicted co-altitude
zone. The logic within the CAS first examines the altitude threat by com-
paring transmitting aircraft altitude data relative to own aircraft altitude
data. on the basis of this evaluation, the equipment classifies the altitude
threat as:

a. Co-altitude -- delta h - zero to ±800 ft

b. Advisory above/below -- delta h - ±900 to ±3300 feet

c. Predicted co-altitudL -- only existing in direction of change when
own altitude rate is greater than 500 fpm. Delta h - ±800 feet ±(f x 30)
where 1 is own altitu .e rate in fps.

Below 10,000 feet of altitude, the 800/900 foot boundary is reduced to
600/700 feet. When an intruder is within the predicted co-altitude zone
boundary and is TAU ONE or TWO, a "level off" command signal is generated.
For these encounters, two aircraft fly the daisy pattern with an initial sep-
aration ot 2000 feet. When the higher aircraft is I minute in time from the
TACAN ground beacon, it descends into a collision at a rate of 2000 ft/min.
The CAS commands arn obeyed to provide afe operation.
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CHAPTER V

AVOID I MODIFICATIONS INCORPORATED DURING FLIGHT TESTS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses problem areas which were ur by
NAVAIRDEVCEN and the solutions incorporated during the of the
flight tests. Each problem is identified with its seo together
with a discussion of the problem, the effectiveness of • modification,
and the implication which it poses. In Appendix C, Honeywell describes
the AVOID I post shipment modifications and delineates the circuit changes
required.

FALSE ALARMS DUE TO MULTIPATH

Problem

The formation of conditional phantom alarms and alarm alterations
due to multipath of the second pulse pair of an interrogation quad forming
an illegitimate interrogation quad with the direct path first pulse pair
of the same interrogation quad. The multipath signal fell within the alti-
tude acceptance gate of the intruder aircraft, even though a real intruder
did not exist in that altitude band.

Solution

To preclude this phenomenon, a multipath guard gate of approximately
5000 nanoseconds was incorporated just ahead of the altitude acceptance
gate. Thus, when a pulse pair with 600 nanoseconds spacing is decoded
within the guard gate, the altitude acceptance gate is inhibited.

Discussion

Before the modification, when flying over water, multipath of the
interrogation pulse pair could form phantom intruders when encountering
intruders at non-threatening altitude differentials. These were conditional
false alarms since they raquired an intruder to be present which had ex-
ceeded the Tau 1 or Tau 2 threshold. In level fl.ght, if the target
aircraft is above our own int'rrogating aircraft, mult.`.dath can cause
the formation of a phantom target below our own aircraft such that
vertical rate restrictions are imposed due to the real threat above and
the phantom threat below.
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Figure V-i is a timing diagram which shows the mechanism by which the
conditional phantom alarm can occur. Visualize an aircraft, A, in level
flight at an altitude of 5000 feet with an intruder, B, at 6500 feet.
The AVOID normally would interrogate th& 1+6 and I.6 basic bands during
one interrogation set and then would cease to interrogate since no aircrafý
was within the altitude differentials encompassed by the 1+6 and I.6 bands,
namely t1300 feet. It will be noted that in the diagram the second pulse
pair of the 1+6 direct path interrogation did not fall within aircraft B's
altitude acceptance gatei however, due to multipath, a delayed second pulse
pair does fall within aircraft B's altitude acceptance gate and does so on
all six of the remaining interrogation sets, forming a complete co-altitude
Tau track sequence. Thus, even though no command should be displayed, a
dive command would be displayed.

A typical flight profile before the multipath modification is shown
in Table V-1. The table shows thi pilot's display together with the cor-
rect display for the NC-117 aircraft flying at 3800 feet altitude over the
Chesapeake Bay area (Patuxent River) with the Tau intruder at an altitude
of 4800 feet. The proper command was 500A (limit rate of climb to 500 feet
per minute).

Commencing at a 6 nautical mile aircraft separation and persisting
through 4 nautical miles, the first pulse pair I.6 interrogations were
correlated with multipath of the second pulse pair I.6 interrogations which
fell into the receiving aircraft's altitude acceptance gate. It then re-
sponded and this resulted in a Tau track in the I.6 band, thus forming a
phantom target below in addition to the real target above. The resulting
commind was a "limit vertical speed down to 200 fpm, do not turn" (200
BNT) and a 500A. At 3.5 nautical mile to 3.1 nautical miles aircraft separa-
tion, not only did multipath cause a Tau track in the I-6 band, it also
caused altitude correlation in the 1.13 band in the fifth and seventh
sets of interrogations, due to the longer multipath delay, as the aircraft
came closer to each other. The resulting command was a 500A, 500B. From
2.7 nautical miles to minimum separation, the multipath effects disappeared
and the correct command of 500A was displayed.

Alarm alterations occurred when an intruder was in a bagic altitude
response band and not in the branch altitude band such that the multipath
of the second pulse pair of the branch altitude interrogation fell within
the altitude acceptance gate of the interrogated aircraft. In ascending
flight, greater than 500 fpm, if the target is above the interrogating
aircraft, multipath can cause an alarm alteration to a more threatening
type. This is correlation in a lower altitude response band on branch
interrogations. In level flight, if the target aircraft is below the
interrogating aircraft, multipath can cause an alarm alteration to a less
threatening type, by correlating in a lower altitude band,
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TABLE V-1. FLIGHT OVER WATER SHOWING EFFECT
Or MULTIPLE PHANTOM INTRUDERS P-3 VERSUS NC-117

Aircraft Correct Actual (AS i
Separation Display Display

NKI

6.9 500A 500A
6.4 500A
6.1 SOOA 200 BNT
5.8 500A 200 BNT
5.1 500A 200 BNT
4.8 500A 200 BNT
4.3 200 ENT
3.9 500A 200 ENT
3.5 500A 500 B
3.1 500A 500 B
2.7 500A
2.3 500A
1.9 500A

1.5 500A
1.1 SOOA
0.5 500A
0.4 500A

NC-117 Print-out of P-3 Flight 8 7/12/74 Encounter 15
Theodolite Range Chesapeake Bay Area
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Figure V-2 shows how such an alarm alteration in level flight can

occur.

Visualize an aircraft, A, with an intruder, B, 500 feet below. Aircraft,
A, interrogates the I-6 basic band which falls within B's altitude acceptance
gate for all seven sets of interrogations. On the fifth and seventh sets
of interrogations, A makes branch interrogation in the 1.13 band. The I-13
direct path interrogation does not fall within B's altitude acceptance gate
but the 1.13 multipath interrogation doesi on this basis, aircraft A dis-
plays a limit vertical spead to 500 fpm below (500B) rather than the correct
command of climb.

in Table V-2, a number of the possible phantom intruder alarms and

alarm alterations due to multipath over water are tabulated. It oovers
cases involving level flight (mode one), ascending or descending at be-
tween 500 fpm and 1000 fpm (mode two) and ascending or descending at
greater than 1000 fpm (mode three). The altitude response band correla-
tion due to the direct interrogation path is shown together with thl dis-
play that should be present. Also shown is the altitude response band
correlation due to multipath alone which must be logically combined with
the correlation due to the direct path to obtain the final logical output.
The last column shows the actual display under the multipath conditions.

The present solution is a 5000 nanosecond guard gate ahead of the
altitude acceptance gate which inhibits replies if one second pulse pair
of an interrogation is received in the guard gate interval. This satis-
factorily solved the multipath problems encountered during the remainder
of the flight tests for the flight profiles flown. However, even with
this modification multipath signals whose time of arrival exceeds the direct
signal by morn than 5000 nanoseconds can be correlated in the altitude gate
resulting in an erroneous reply. Therefore, a more general and comprehen-
sive solution is the multipath adaptive guard gate conceived by NAVAIRDEVCEN
which would measure the multipath delay of the first pulse pair and set the
guard gate of the second pulse pair at that delay. Thus, the interval over
wi.ich inhibiting takes place would be much narrower and valid interroga-
tions would be honored with a higher probability. In addition, fruit
would be less likely to inhibit replies to legitimate interrogations.

FALSE ALARMS DUE TO IMPROPER ALTITUDE CORRELATION AT HIGH CLOSING
RATES BELOW 9600 FEET

Problem

Occasional alteration of an alarm in the 9500 feet and below altitude
regime when closing at rates within 65 knots of the upper permissible limit
of 540 knots occurred. For targets between 600 and 1300 feet altitude
differentials, the alarm was altered to one of greater severity. The
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phenomenon was due to the combination of receiver jitter, bin splitting,
and target movement between the 116 and 1+13 interrogations, resulting
in responses which fell outside the altitude correlation acceptance gate.
Thus, instead of a PS threat, "limit rate of ascent to 500 fpmi," being
displayed, the corresponding dive command was displayed. For predicted
co-altitude targets, the alarm could be altered to one of lesser severity.
The mechanism by which the alteration could oc~cur is similar to the one
for the targets between 600 and 1300 feet.

Solution

The problem was solved by widening the altitude correlation acceptance
gate so that the 1+6 and 1+13 responses are properly correlated with the
target even if it has moved during the time interval between the 1+13 and
1+6 interrogations. In fact, the modification was to use the same accept-
ance gate width in the 9500 feet and below altitude regime as is used in
the above 9500 feet altitude regime.

Discussion

The solution was successful for the remainder of the evaluation.
However, since the majority of threats occur at closing rates under 250
knots, it appears that it would be more el'fective to keep the acceptance
gate narrow for closing rates up to 300 knots and then widen it above that

target tracks would be minimized.

FALSE ALARMS DUE TO CROSSTALK 13ETWEEN RECEIVING CHANNELS AT HIGH SIGNAL

Atsga tegh rae than 30db above thehlarcie

interogtio qua inonereceiver channel crossed over into the second
receiver channel, being delayed by approximately 100 ne. Thus, the first
pulse pair in the direct channel could pair up with a second pulse pair of
the crosstalk channel and cause imprcper altitude correlations this would
cause an alarm alteration.

For example, a target in the above 9500 ft regime which is 1300 ft
above and is in Tau Zone one should result in a "limit climb rate to
500 fpm" (PS) display. However, the target could respond to the combina-
tion of the direct 1-.6 first pulse pair and the crosutalk delayed second
pulse pair of the I..6 interrogation. This appears to the interrogator as
though a single taraet has responded to both the 1+6 and 1-6 interroga-
tions, overriding the correct P5 command. This results irn either a climb
or dive command depending on the interrogator's resolution of the apparent
equal altitude threat.
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Solution

The problem was solved by inhibiting the second channel for 160 no
after the first channel output was enabled, thus blocking out the cross-
talk interrogation in the second channel as described in Appendix C.
The solution was effective throughout the remainder of the flight tests.

Discussion

The slution was straightforward for the existing problem. In a receiv-

er with high crosstalk rejection, the inhibit circuit would not be required.

I ~MISSED ALARMS ANqD FALSE ALARMS CAUSED BlY PULSE STRETCHING OF THE

Problem

Under strong signal conditions, occasionally the first pulse of the
first pulse pair of a received interrogation would merge with the second
pulse of the first pulse pair, precluding decoding of the 400 ns spacing

* between the leading edge of the first and second pulses as shown in Figure
* V-3. This was caused by a combination of pulse stretching in the receiver

on strong signal levels and to a lesser extent by the time uncertainties
of the encode/decode circuits. When the decoding failed in a basic alti'ýude
band, a missed alarm ensuadl when it failed in a branch altitude band, a
false alarm ensued,

Solution

In order to prevent this condition, the spacing between the first and
second pulsos of the first pulse pair interrogation was changed from 400 no
to 500 ns and the spacing between the first and second pulses of the second
pulse pair in~terrogation was changed from 500 no to 600 no. This provided
adequate margin for an unobstructed leading edge on the second pulse of the
first pulse pair under all signal conditions.

Discussion

Ho interrogation decoding problems were experienced after this
modification was incorporated in the AVOID I CAS. Future equipments will
have even greater margin due to improved receiver design in which the
magnitude of the pulse stretching will be reduced.
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CHAPTER VI

COMMUNICATION RANGE AND RELIABILITY

INTROrt CTION

In order to assess efficiently the ability of the RF link between aircraft
to provide ample warning time, NAVAIRDEVCEN developed the single daisy versus
figure eight flight profile, Figure VI-l. In the case of a two-aircraft encoun-
ter, the aircraft flying the daisy pattern commences flying from east of a TACAN
ground station to west of the TACAN station. ,While inbound to the station from
the east, his TACAN bearing is 270*, which is the course from magnetic north that
he must fly to reach the station. After passing the TACAN station and continu-
ing westward, his TACAN bearing is 90*. Upon reaching a predetermined distance
west of the TACAN station, the pilot executes a 180* left turn to position the
aircraft inbound on a radial displaced 150 from the previous radial traveled.
His TACAN bearing is now 75*, Af*er each traverse of the TACAN station, at
the predetermined distance, the pilot executes a 180* left turn to assume a
TACAN bearing displaced 150 from the previous one. This process continues
for a total of 24 traverses of the TACAN station to form a daisy pattern. The
aircraft flying the figure eight commences flying from west of the TACAN station,
to east of the station. While inbound to the station from the west, his TACAN
bearing is 900, which is the course he must fly to reach the TACAN station.
After passing the TACAN station and continuing eastward, his TACAN bearing
changes to 2701. Upon reaching a predetermined distance east of the station, the
pilot executes a 1806 left turn to position the aircraft inbound on a radial dis-
placed 150 from the previous radial traveled. His TACAN bearing is now 2550.
Following this course inbound, he traverses the TACAN station, whereupon his
TACAN bearing changes to 75°, After reaching the predetermined distance out-

bound from the station, the pilot executes a 1800 right turn and resumes his
original eastward course with his TACAN reading 900. Two traverses of the
TACAN station constitute a figure eight. This pilot repeats the figure eight
pattern until the other pilot has completed his daisy pattern. The result, with
proper selection of aircraft velocities and predetormined starting and turning
distances, is a beries of 24 collision encounters, meeting directly over the
TACAN station, but displaced by 500 to 1000 feet in altitude for safety of
flight. The enco',%ters occur in pairs, eack, pair being displaced 300 from the
previous pair with head-on encounters considered to be 1800 encounters and tail
chases considered to be 0* encounters. The encounter angles, Figure VI-l, are
the angles between the TACAN radials flown by the two aircraft. The convention
chosen for positive and negative encounter angles was as follows:

NC-117 looks left to see RA-3B or P-3 (-)

NC-117 looks right to see RA-3B or P-3 (+)

RA-3B looks left to see P-3 (-)

RA-3B 3ooks right to see P-3 (+)
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Thus, an encounter angle of -90* involving the NC-i17 and RA-3B means that the
angle between TACAN radials flown is 90* and the pilot of the NC-1i7 would have
to look to his left to see the RA-3B as they both approach the TACAN station.

The predetermined starting and turning distances were chosen as follows:

NC-117 - 7 nmi TACAN slant range

P-3 - 11 nmi TACAN slant range

RA-3B - 13 nmi TACAN slant range

The true air speeds were chosen in the same ratios as their starting distances
from the TACAN station, so that the aircraft would arrive over the TACAN station
at the same time. Nominally, these true air speeds were 144 knots for the
NC-117, 226 knots for the P-3, and 268 knots for the RA-3B. However, these
speeds and turning distances were only apprximltions since adjustments had
to be made for wind and other factors. In general, mras distances were on the
order of 0.3 nmi or loes for most of the collisior -, unters. For repeated
high-speed, heud-on encounters between the P-3 anc. -. 4B, as in flight 12,

accomplished by each aircraft flying figure eights in opposite directions, the
true airspeed was approximately 480 knots for the RA-3D and 320 knots for the
P-3.

When three aircraft were simultaneously flown in collision encounter!,
two of the aircraft flew figure eight patterns displaced by 900 in space, wh.Ule
the third aircraft (the P-3) flew a daisy pattern. Thus, the P-3 ,rcraft
generated a 3600 daisy pattern with each of the other two aircraft, while they
flew repeated 900 encounters with each other.

With t1 geometry of flight chosen for optimum (minimum fligb' time)
determinatio of communication range in encounter angle steps of 3. degrees,
certain geamt. -y limitations had to be tolerated. For example, in the tail
chase of the P-3 at 11 nautical miles by the RA-3B at 13 nautical n.lese, the
maximum measurable communication range would be 2 miles, with corresponding
but less severe limitations at other encounter angles. For the most part,
this problem was solved by using 6 db of attenuation in the RF lii between
the aircraft involved in an encounter. This had the effect of douriiing the
geometric limits as far as the important parameter of signal strer tth was
concerned. Thus, the geometric 1

4
.mit for a tail chase between th, .'-3 and

RA-3B was increased to 4 nautical . 'as with the 6 db attenuator. However,
since even 4 miles is not sufficient for some tail chase encounters, a
separate flight test number 12 was flown without the daisy pattern limitations
in geometry for the RA-3B versus the P-3. In the case of the P-3 orsus the
NC-II7, the geometric limitatio:i of 4 miles increased to 8 miles with 6 db of
added attenuation and to 11 miles with 9 db of attenuation. This was sufficient
not to warrant a separate tail chase flight.
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Typical gemetric limitations for some of the communication range flights
are plotted in Figures VI-2 and VI-3 for the NC-117 versus the P-3, and the
RA-3H versus the P-3, respectively. These can be used as a convenient guide
to determine whether the communication ranges for the various flights fell
withit, the expected geometric limitations. One would not expect the communi-
cation range to exceed the theoretical geometric limitations, although occa-
sionally this did occur for small encounter angles, because of imperfections
in the flight course flown, due primarily to wind and one pilot turning sooner
or later to correct for a previous encounter with a large miss distance. Where
the communication range was limited by geometry or aircraft turning to get on
course, the range was noted as being greater than the recorded amount. Other-
wise, the ranges are considered representative of the communication ranges to
be expected for the given encounter angles. Generally, in each flight there
were two ranges for each encounter angle. These differed in some case by as
much as two to one, due to the different crab angles required to fly the given
TACAN zadials going in opposite directions. While all points are plotted, the
communication range curves are drawn through the a:- roximate mean of the avail-
able data points for each encounter angle, on each flight.

The communication ranges shown in the graphs to follow are all in terms

of the earliest reliable range and range rate track of one aircraft by the
other. It must be remembered that the AVOID I system tested completes a
3-second track sequence consisting of 7 interrogation sets only when a threat
exists. This reduces the average interrogation rate, and hence reduces fruit.
For the aircraft used in this flight evaluation, the closing rates were gener-
ally less than 500 knots, for which the threat ranges were less than 7.4 nautical
miles. To achieve range and range rate tracking printouts beyond the threat
range, a special test mode of operation was added. This mode, called the
"unrestricted interrogation" mode, as opposed to the "normal" mode, permitted
the AVOID I equipment to complete a 3-second sequence for any target aircraft,
whether or not it was a threat. With this mode of operation, plus the addition
of varying amounts of external RF signal attenuation, the communication range
limits of the system could be established. With rare exceptions, the reliable
communication range recorded was that at which round reliability before the
TAU-2 warning threshold was reached exceeded 90%. In the subsequent section
dealing with round reliability, these rounds are called the "Before TAU-2"
rounds. The criterion used for communication range was variable, in that
there were instances in which several successful rounds in a row were achieved,
followed by gaps of several unsuccessful rounds, followed in turn by a more
consistent successful sequence of rounds before TAU-2. The lower communication
range representing the start of the more consistent sequence of rounds was
generally used. In all cases, the "Before TAU-2" round reliability corres-
ponding to the communication range used was recorded. The maximum communication
range required is 15.1 nautical miles for a head-on encounter of two aircraft
above 10,000 feet, flying at 600 knots each. The communication range required
decreases to 6.8 nautical miles for a tail chase of a 150-knot aircraft by a
600-knot aircraft above 10,000 feet.
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The communication range tests were run with levels of fruit ranging up
to approximately 64,000 single pulse replies per second above threshold in
one of the two receivers. The AVOID I uses a separate receiver for each
antenna and merges the detected video reply signals into a common set of
range bins. Introducing all of the fruit replies in one receiver is there-
fore a more severe test of traffic handling capability than dividing the fruit
equally between the two receivers. In addition, up to 1,536 interrogation
pulse quads (6,144 single pulses) per second abova threshold were added to the
same receiver receiving the fruit replies. Of these, 20% were altitude coded
by the spacing of the second pulse pair with respect to the first pulse pair,
to require a response. Regardless of whether a response was required, the first
pulse pair of each interrogati.on quad placed the AVOID I under test in the re-
sponse mode. It therefore contributed to the blocking time when the AVOID was
unavailable to respond to the real target aircraft, thus effectively simulating
real world traffic. A second decoder is activated after 16 Usec of multipath
protection to reduce the blocking. These above-threshold fruit replies and
interrogation quads were counted in the AVOID receiver and recorded on tape.
There was no noticeable reduction in the communication range or reliability when
these levels of fruit were used at both ends of the RP link. However, false
alarms due to correlation of fruit replies in the seven successive interrogation
sets of a 3-second sequence did occasionally occur at the 64,000 level of fruit
replies. Most of these were correlations taking place in the more distant range
bins at supcrsonic range rates. This type of false alarm could have been elimi-
nated since there was no requirement to test the supersonic capability. Also,
while the number of one-round fruit correlations taking place was significant,
the display threat criteria of two rounds out of three for targets within *1300
feet of altitude kept the displayed false alarm rate to a low value.

Six flightst namely 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, and 12 were utilized for communication
range data, of which flights 9 and 11 involved three aircraft. For communica-
tion range purposes, the three aircraft flights were each equivalent to three
flights involving two aircraft. Since a single two-aircraft flight yields two
sets of communication range data, one for each aircraft, there were 20 sets of
data available involving 168 collision encounter pairs. Stated briefly, there
was sufficient communication range at all collision encounter angles flown to
ensure the required TAU TWO warning times with varying power margins for the
speeds flown. Extrapolation to the maximum 1200-knot closing rate above 10,000
feet still yielded sufficient communication range with adequats power margins
for all encounters except a few head-on encounters between the P-3 and A-3.
It must be emphasized, however, that the extrapolation process has two major
flaws. First, aircraft capable of the higher speeds would have different
antenna pattern configurations. Second, the flight geometry would be different
for the same encounter angle. For example, a 900 encounter between a 150-knot
aircraft and a 300-knot aircraft would involve an antenna look angle for the
300-knot aircraft of aretan 1/2 or 26.60. The look angle for the 150-knot
aircraft would be 63.4*. This can readily be extrapolated t, a 90° encounter
between a 300-knot aircraft and a 600-knot aircraft with the s.me look angles
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and twice the required communication range. However, one cannot readily
extrapol~ate to. a 900 encounter involving two 600-knot aircraft where the
antenna look angle would be 450 for both aircraft. In short, encounter
angles are not the same as antenna look angles. From a practical point of
view, however, the critical encounter angles are the 380O (head on) and the
00 (tail chase) for which extrapolation to higher speea aircraft would be
geometrically valid. Also, normal wind variations result in a variety of
antenna look angles for each encounter angle.

Figures VI-4 and VI-5 show the variatioii in antenna look angle as a
function of the angle between radials flown for various aircraft speed ratios.
oftn usedThfiue can, howee -3veru bee used fother1. speed ratios ia h n-os
onfthen cased ofThe figuverss tahoeve-r, the 1.2orote speed ratios waihne-os
volving the slower speed NC-117.

COM4MUNICATION RANGE - P-3 VERSUS RA-3D FLIGHTS

it is instructive to examine each of the individual flights in detail.
This section deals with flights involving the P-3 and A-3 aircraft. FigureI
VI-6, flight 4, is a plot of communication range versus the angle between
radials flown for the P-3 above the A-3 with 1100 feet altitude separation.
The P-3 altitude was 11,000 feet, while the A-3 altitude was 9,900 feet. The
fruit injected into the P-3 was 32000/1536. This notation will be used through-

out the report with the first number indicating the fruit replies per second
sbove threshold and the second number indicating the number of interrogation
quads per second above threshold. In accordance with this notation, the A-3
fruit was 64000/1536. The aolid line drawn as the mean of the available data
points (usually two per encounter angle) rep,-esents the range at which reliable
P-3 tracking of the A-3 commenced. The dashed line represents the range at
which reliable A-3 tracking of the P-3 commenced. The A-3 data was available
only for the -30, -60, and -90 degree encounters, because the AVOID I in the
A-3 was operated in the unrestricted mode of interrogation only for those
encounters. The use of the unrestricted mode with 64,000 fruit replies obscured
the ability of the instrumentation to read the target range and range rate con-
sistently, but had no adverse effect on the operation of the AVOID I system
itself. This was because the two-target range and range rate instrumentation
read-out capability was often tied up displaying non-threatening fruit tracks,
which would not have been present in the nozmal mode of operation. At lower
fruit rates, this instrumentat~on difficulty was not experienced. In the P-3,
the project crew was able to switch from unrestricted interrogations at the
maximum communication range to normal interrogations just before the expected
start of the TAU-2 warnings. since no external HF attenuation was used on this
flight, the communication range at the lower encounter angles were limited by
the flight geometry and are therefore marked as being greater than the values
shown. The dip in the communication range at -120 degrees is unexplained.
Nevertheless# for the speeds flown at an indicated closing range rate of 420
knots, the required communication range is only 6.5 miles for which the mean
communication range of 13.1 miles represents a margin of 6 db. At the maximum
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speed of 600 knots each, the communication range required for an encounter angle
of -l20* is 13.3 miles, for which the mean range of 13.1 miles is barely adequate.
However, using the same speed ratio as that actually flown (approximately 1.2)
and increasing the speed of the faster aircraft to 600 knots, the slower air-
craft would have to fly at 500 knots to preserve the same antenna look angles.
The closing range rate would then be 954 knots, for which a communication range i
of 12.4 miles is required. Using the same look angle as a criterion rather than
the angle between radials flown, the extrapolated communication range margin
would be 0.6 db. The head-on mean communication range of 16.3 miles compared
to a required 7.4 miles at the indicated closing range rate of! 500 knots
represents a margin of 6.9 dl,. When extrapolated to a l'?00-knot head-on

e ncounter, the margin is 0.7 db assuming a required 15.1 mile range, and only
0.1 db assuming a required 16.1 miles to allow an extra mile for the two out
of three AVOID I warning display criteria.

The only other head-on encounter data available with the P-3 above the A-3
is that shown in the right-hand portion of Figure VI-7 * This was a portion of
flight 12 on 29 July 1974, with the P-3 at 11,800 feet and the A-3 at 11,100

feet. The A-3 had no fruit, while the P-3 fruit was 32,000/1536 as before.
The P-3 tracking of the A-3 commenced at 16.4 nautical miles, while Che A-3
commenced tracking of the P-3 at 12.9 nautical miles, again indicating adequate
comiiunication range for the speeds flown, but marginal range when extrapolated
to a head-on encounter between two 600-knot aircraft. The case of the A-3
flying above the P-3 (the left-hand portion of Figure VI-7) will be discussed
later. A histogram of the head-on communication range with the P-3 above the
A-3 is shown in Figure VI-8. The data base consisting of only three collision
encounters is limited. It indicates a range from a low of 12.9 nautical miles
to a high of 18.4 nautical miles with a mean of 15.5 nautical miles, which is
an adequate but marginal communication range for extrapolated 1200-knot head-on
encounters. Careful attention to antenna placement could alleviate this problem.

The only other communication range data for the case of the P-3 flying
above the A-3 are the tail chase encounters of Figure VI-9 for another portion
of flight 12. To partially offset geometry lim.LtationS, 3 db of external RP'
attenuation was used. The left-hand portion of the graph is for the A-3 tail
chase of the P-3 from 800 feet below. The solid line indicates the D-3 was
able to track the A-3 in one case from a range greater than 7.3 miles, and in
the other case from a range of 13.5 miles. Correspondingly, the dashed line
indicates that the A-3 was able to track the P-3 in one case from a range
greater than 7.4 miles, and in the other case from a range of 12.9 miles.
The data corresponding to the right-hand portion of the graph was taken in a
tail chase configuration with the A-3 opening from the P-3 anC 900 feet below
it. This is equivalent to a P-3 tail chase of the A-3. The solid line indicates
communication ranges for the P-3 track of the A-3 greater than 10.3 and greater
than 7.1 mile&# while the corresponding values for the A-3 track of the P-3
were 10.7 miles and greater than 7.1 miles. This data indicates the tail
chase communication range was adequate for extrapolated worst case conditions.
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Using the 10.7 mile range compared to a maximum required tail chase range of
6.8 miles, the margin was 4 db.

More extensive data was available for the case of the A-3 flying above
the P-3. Figure VI-10 shows the communication range versus angle between
radials flown for flight 9 of 17 July, with the A-3 at 11,000 feet and the
P-3 at 10,500 feet. This was a three-aircraft encounter in which the required
evasive actions were taken by the A-3 above and the NC-l17 below, with the P-3
flying level in the middle. The fruit at each end of the link in both the
A-3 and P-3 was 32,000/1536. External attenuation of 6 db was used to find the
limits of the communication range. once more, the solid line represent. the
earliest reliable communication range of the P-3 tracking the A-3, while the
dashed line provides the same information for the A-3 tracking the P-3. TheI
data sample involved 26 collision encounters covering a complete daisy pat-
tern every 30 degrees. It can be seen that the required range was achieved
at all encounter angles both at the speeds flown and for extrapolated worst
case conditions. For example, the P-3 mean communication range for the head-
on encounters was 18.7 miles, which represents a margin of 1.9 db nsing 15.1
miles as the required range, and 1.3 db using 16.1 miles as the required
range. The A-3 mean communication range for the same head-on encounters was
21.5 miles to give margins of 3.1 db or 2.5 db respecti¶'ily. The tail chase
range of 10 miles compared to a worst case requirement of 6.8 miles gave a
margin of 3.4 db. The margins at most of the other encounter anglem were
greater than those for the tail chase and head-on encounters. The left-hand
portion of the graph of Figure VI-7 (flight 12) has some additional head-on
encounter data for the A-3 above the P-3. The A-3 flew at 11,800 feet, whild
the P-3 flew at 11,100 feet. These were four high-speed encounters in the
range of 800 to 900 knots without external attenuation. However, there was a
known malfunction resulting in a lose of at least 2 db receiver sensitivity
the top field of the serial 1 Avoids equipment installed in the P-3. Since
tflis would ordinarily be the preferred receiver field, its lower sensitivity
could have induced replies from the P-3 to be transmitted out of the bottom
or non-preferred antenna, thus reducing the communication range. For that
reason, a conservative compensation of 2 db was incorporated in the plotted
results with a resultant mean communication range of 15 nautical miles for
the P-3 track of the A-3 and a mean communication range of 14.8 nautical miles
for the A-3 track of the P-3.

Figure VI*-ll (flight 11) has some additional communication range data
for the asecend three aircraft encounter of 26 July 1974. The data here
was limited to the smaller encounter angles between'-90 and +60 degrees.
The solid line once more represents the P-3 track of the A-3, and the
dashed line represents the A-3 track of the P-3. The required communica-
tion range was met and exceeded both for the speeds flown and for maximum
extrapolated speeds. For example, the maximum requirement for two 600-knot
aircraft at an encounter angle of -90 degrees is 11.2 miles. The mean P-3
communication rango for this encounter angle was 14.7 miles, giving a margin
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of 2.4 db. The P-3 margin for the 0 degree tail chase (11 miles compared to a
maximum required of 6.8 miles) was 4.2 db. This flight was made in a manner
similar to flight 9 with 6 db of external RP attenuation. The A-3 altitude was
11,600 feet, while the P-3 altitude was 10,800. There was no fruit in the A-3,
while the fruit in the P-3 was 32,000/1,536. The results of flight 11 were in

F general agreement with the results of the corresponding portions of flight 9.

A communication range histogram for the head-on encounters involving the
A-3 above the P-3 summarizing the previous A-3 above P-3 head-on data is shown
in figure VI-12. The mean of 6 collision encounters involving 10 data points
was 17 miles for a margin of 1 db or 0.5 db, depending on the choice of 15.1
or 16.1 miles for the required extrapolated 1200-knot range. The extremes
ranged from 12.3 miles to 21.8 miles.

Figure VI-13 combines and summarizes the available communication range
data of flights 4 and 12 for the P-3 flying above the A-3. The graph is drawn
through the means of the available 25 data pointo from 16 collision encounters,
of which 16 were from the P-3 and 9 were from the A-3. The curve indicates
that on the average the required communication range for extrapolated worst
case conditions was met or exceeded, with the marginal encounter angles being
-120 and 180 degrees.

Figure VI-14 similarly combines and summarizes the available communica-

tion range data of flights 9, 11, and 12 for the A-3 flying above the P-3.
The graph is drawn through the means of the available 77 data points from
41 collision encounters, of which 41 were from the P-3 and 36 were from the
A-3. The curve indicatec that on the average the required communication range
for extrapolated worst casA conditions were exceeded for all encounter angles
flown with a pronounced peak at pl-Js 120 degrees.

COMMUNICATION RANGE - P-3 VERSUS NC-117 FLIGHTS

This section discusses the results of the Communication Range flights
involving the P-3 and the NC-117 aircraft. Briefly, the required communica-
tion range was exceeded both for the speeds flown and for extrapolated high-
est permissible speeds at all encounter angles.

Wigure VI-15 gives the communication range as a function of the angle
between radials, with the P-3 above the NC-117, for flight 6 of 1 July 1974.
No external RF attenuation was used, consequently, the range although adequate
was limited by the geometric pattern of the flight. There was excellent
correspondence between the P-3 track of the NC-117 shown by the solid line
and the NC-117 track of the P-3 shown by the dashed line. Both, in turn,
corresponddd to the geomatric limitations of the lower curve of figure VI-2.
The P-3 flew at 11,000 feet which was 1000 feet above the NC-117 at 10,000
feet. Each aircraft has 1536 interrogation quads per second injected on an
RF basis by the traffic simulator, with the P-3 having 32,000 fruit replies
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per second compared to 64,000 fruit replies per se,.ond in the NC-117. The
curves are drawn through the mean communication range of each encounter
angle based on the data available from 14 collision encounters.

Figure VI-16 gives the communication range as a function of the angle
between radials flown for flight 7 of 3 July 1974. The fruit reply rate wasraised to 64,000 per second in both aircraft, and 6 db of external attenuation
was added to the RF link. Climb and dive commands were obeyed with the P-3

commencing at 10,500 feet, climbing to 11,000 feet, and the NC-117 commencing
at 10,000 feeL and diving to 9600 feet. These maneuvers, of course, did not
affect the initial communication ranges plotted. The doubled ranges equiv-
alent to the use of 6 db attenuation are shown with the solid curve once more
being the mean range at which the P-3 commenced reliable tracking of the NC-li7
and the dashed curve being the mean range at which the NC-Il7 commenced reliable
tracking of the P-3. In spite of the use of 6 db attenuation, maximum ranges
were still generally limited by the geometric pattern of flight. Although

the mean ranges obtained obviously had a greater than 6 db margin for most
extrap)lated high-speed encounter angles, the limits of the communication
range were not reached until flights 9 and 11 were flown with 9 db of axternal
attenuation. The circled point at an angle of 900 illustrates a difficulty
occasionally encountered in deciding on the reliable communication range.

Earlier bursts of reliable communication were achijved for this encounter
at greater ranges, but continued consistent reliability until the TAU 2
threshold was reached, was not achieved until the 12.2-mile range shown.
In making comparisons with the results of flight 6, it must be remembered that
this flight covered positive encounter angles (NC-lI7 looks to its right to see
the P-3), whereas flight 6 covered negative encounter angles (NC-il7 looks tc
its left to see the P-3). However, allowing for the extra 6 db of attenuation
of flight 7 and the geometrical limitations, good symmetry is indicated. The
encounter angle reversal was accomplished by interchanging the patterns flown,
with the NC-il7 flying the daisy pattern starting east of the TACAN station
and the P-3 flying the repeated figure eight pattern starting from west of
the TACAN station.

Figure VI-17 shows the communication ranges as a function of the angle
between radials for the second half of the daisy pattern of flight 7 on 3 July
1974, with the encounter angles now being negative. For this portion of the
flight, both aircraft flew below 10,000 feet, with the NC-il7 at 9,500 feet,
500 feet above the P-3 at 9,000 feet. These were initial altitudes with
evasive climb and dive maneuvers carrying the NC-Il7 to 10,000 feet and the

P-3 to 8,600 feet. The same 64000/1536 fruit rates and 6 db of attenuation
were retained. The solid curve once more shows the mean communication range
for the P-3 tracks of the NC-il7 and the dashed curve, with close correspond-
ence, shows the same information for the NC-Il7 tracks of the P-3. The
dividing line for higher power output in the Avoid I equipment is 9600 feet.
That is, at 9600 feet and above, the power increases by 2 to 4 db above the
value at 9500 feet and below. With the reduced power, the curves accurately
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reflect the communication range limits. Below 10,000 feet the maximum com-
munication range requirement is for a head-on (1800) encounter at 550 knots.
The TAU 2 threshold for this case is 7.9 miles. The recorded mean communica-
tion range of 29 miles at 1800 thus represents a margin of 11.3 db. This large
margin would tend to indicate that the Avoid I power below 10,000 feet can be
reduced by more than 2 to 4 db. An mccurate measurement of transmitter power was
not made to verify the magnitude of the power reduction. It should be noted
that a direct comparison between the second halt of flight 7 (figure VI-l7)
below 10,000 feet and the first half of flight 7 (figure VI-16) above 10,000
feet cannot be made because of the change in antenna aspects from NC-117 above
the '-3 to NC-117 below the P-3 plus the change from negative encounter angles
to positive encounter angles. The second half of flight 7 was the only flight

made with the NC-117 above the P-3.

Figure VI-18 (flight 9), 17 July 1974, is a complete 360-degree plot of
communication range as a function of the angle between radials flown for the
F-3 above the NC-117. This was a 3-aircraft encounter with the A-3 above the
P-3 results shown elsewhcre. The P-3 .flew between the other two aircraft at
10,500 feet. Thie NC-117 commenced at 10,000 feet and followed dive commends
which took it to 9,500 feet. The fruit in both aircraft was sut tt 32,000
replies per second and 1536 interrogations per second. With 9 db of external
attenuation (3 db in the NC-117 and 6 db in the P-3), the limits of the communi-
cation range were deteruLined and the mean values plotted. Again the solid curve
represents the P-3 track of the NC-117 and the dashed curve represents the
NC-117 track of the P-3. There was good uommunication range correspondence
between the two tracks and both exceeded the extrapolated highest speed re-
quired amount by more than 6 db for all encounter angles. Due to instrumenta-
tion limitations, the NC-117 printout of its P-3 track was not available at
150 degrees; consequently, there is no NC-117 track recorded at this point.

Figure VI-19 for flight 11, 26 July 1974, shows results very similar to i
those of flight 9. Once more, this was a 3-aircraft encounr,*- with the P-3
above the NC-117, and the A-3 above the P-3 not shown. The P-3 flew at
10,800 feet and the NC-117 commenced at 10,000 feet diving to 9,600 feet.
The fruit rate in each aircraft was maintainad at 32000/1536. Once more
with 9 db of attenuation in the RF link, the solid curve represents the mean
communication range of the P-3 tracking the NC-117, and the dashed curve
represents the mean communication range of the NC-117 tracking the P-3. The
apparint deviation in the correspondence of the two tracks at the -150 and
180 senounter angles is due to the choice of starting points for equivalent
continu•,d round reliability. That is, the NC-117 had tracks at ranges cor-
responding to those of the P-3, but they were not as reliable and, therefore,
a later (smaller) communication range was recorded as the starting point for
comparable reliability. For the 11 collision encounters, there was an approxi-
mate 6 db margin or more for extrapolated highest speed cases over most of the
encounter angles from -300 to 180* in 30° steps. For the speeds flown, of
course, the power margin was even greater,
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The combined average P-3 and NC-117 communication range as a function of
the angle between radial: flown for flights 9 and 11 is shown in figure VI-20.
Both flights involved the P-3 above the NC-117 and both flights had 9 db of
attenuation in the RF link. It can be seen that there was more than enough
coverage of the required 15.1 mile communication range at 180 degrees and
corresponding coverage with adequate margin at all of the other encounter
angles flown. For example, the extrapolated 1200-knot worst case margin at
180* was 31.5/15.1 or 6.4 db, while the extrapolated 450-knot worst case tail
chase margin was 10.9/6.8 or 4.1 db. The largest margin for the extrapolated
case of two 600-knot aircraft occurred at an encounter angle of plus 120*
where the margin was 35.6/13.3 or 8.6 db.

COMMUNICATION RANGE RA-3B VERSUS NC-117 FLIGHTS

This section discusses the results of the communication range flights
involving the A-3 and the NC-117 airrraft. The only information available was
that obtained from the repeated -900 encounters of flights 9 and 11 with the A-3
above the NC-117. As explained previously, the A-3 and the NC-117 flew figure
eights displaced in space by 90* while the P-3 flew its daisy pattern.

Figure VI-21 is a scatter diagram for the communication range between
the A-3 and NC-117 for flights 9 and 11. For flight 9 shown on the left, the
A-3 flew at 11,000 feet climbing to 12,000 feet, while the NC-117 flew at
10,000 feet diving to 9,500 feet. Both aircraft had 32K fruit replies per
second, with the interrogation quads being 1536 for the NC-117 and less than
1200 for the A-3. The mean communication range for the A-3 was 17.2 miles
compared to a mean of 17.4 miles for the NC-117. The right-hand portion of
the graph shows the results for flight 11 with the A-3 initially at 11,500
feet climbing to 11,800 feet, and the NC-117 initially at 10,000 feet diving
to 9,600 feet. The A-3 had no fruit injected, while tha NC-117 had 32,000
replies end 1536 interrogations per second. The mean ccmmunication range
for the A-3 was 19.4 miles compared to a mean of 22.4 miles for the NC-117.
The ranges plotted for both flights are equivalent ranges appropriate to the
use of 3 db of external attenuation in the RF link.

The overall average communication range for all 32 collision encounters
of both aircraft for both flights was 18.6 miles. Since a 90* encounter above
10,000 feet for two 600-knot aircraft would require a communication range of
11.2 miles, the mean value of 18.6 miles represents a 4.4 db margin. For a
speed ratio of 13 to 7 roughly corresponding to the starting ranges of the A-3
and the NC-117 from the "collision" point over the TACAN station, the faster
aircraft would be flying at 600 knots and the slower at 323 knots to preserve
the same antenna look angle. The closing range rate would then be 681 knots,
for which the required communication range would be 9.37 miles and the margin
would be 6 db.
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ROlUND AND DISPLAY RELIABILITY

INTRODUCTION

Having established an adequate commnunication range, it is necessary
to evaluate the ability of the Avoid 1 to give correct information to the pilot
for subsequent rounds up to the "collision poimit" when no evasive action is
taken or up to the "clear" point when evasive maneuvers are employed. Of course,
in these flights, a safe altitude separation was maintained up to the collision
point. Since above 10,000 feet, two aircraft within 800 feet are considered
co-altitude, it was possible to fly co-altitude encounters safely.

The Avoid I equipment requirsi. two threats out of three rounds, for
aircraft within 11300 feet of altitude, before displaying the threat to the
pilot. The same criteria hold. for retention of the display. Therefore,
display reliability differed from round reliability and both were recorded
and plotted in the graphs which follow . Aircraft threats within *1300 feet
are displayed every 3 seconds either as Tau threats (*800 feet above 10,000
feet) or as P5 or M5 threats (*900 to 11300 feet). The PS and M5 threats
are advisories to limit rate of climb (PS) or descent (MS) to loes than 500
feet per minute.

For threats beyond * 1300 feet of altitude, the round time is
6 seconds, and the 2 out of 3 criteria is not used. However, a 3-second
display memory is employed. That is, a threat is acquired for display
purposes the first round in which it appears. The display is then retained

for an additional 3 seconds. Thus, one such successful threat detection round
resulted in 2 consecutive 3-socond displays. Conversely, one such lost threat
'1300 feet were Pl0, P20, MIb, M20 advisories, limiting aircraft climb and.

descent rates respectively to 1,000 feet and 2,000 feet per minute.

For purposes of round and display reliability, all threats wereI
treated as either Tau 2 or Tau 1, depending on the range divided by range
rate criteria. if the altitude separation was such that a climb/dive cormmand
was not given (>800 feet), the rnunds were called equivalent Tau 1 rounds
when the Tau 1 threshold was crossed. However, if evasive actions were
called for and taken, then the rounds after which the aircraft had separated
to greater than 800 feet, were counted as Tau 2 rounds and Tau 2 displays,
even though the range divided by range rate criteria would still place them
in the Tau 1 zone. In effect, the distinction in this report was between
displays requiring positive pilot action, and those which were in the nature
of negative actions (like "do not turn") or advisories. The former were
counted as Tau 1 and the latter as Tau 2. Predicted co-altitude threats
requiring the pilot to level off were therefore classified as Tau 1 regard-
less of whether they occurred in a Tau 1 or Tau 2 zone. Since the overall
reliability results were good, the above distinctions in classifying rounds
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as Tau 2 or Tau 1 had no material effect except to simplify the classification
process. Because of some of these distinctions, coupled with the 2 out of 3
display criteria for some threats and not for others, plus differences between
"normal" mode of oper, Aon and "unrestricted interrogation" mode, as well as
differences arising out of one aircraft being below the 9,600-foot boundary
and one above (*600-foot co-altitude versus ±800-foot co-altitude), there is
not always a balance between the number of rounds and number of displays.
Neither is there necessarily a balance between the number and type of rounds
and displays for one aircraft versus the number and type of rounds and dis-
plays for the target aircraft in a given encounter or flight. The procedure
followed was to divide the rounds of a given encounter into those which occur-
red before Tau 2, during Tau 2 and during Tau 1. Those which occurred before
Tau 2 for a given encounter angle on a given flight were used to associate a
round reliability with the communication range previously recorded and die-
cussed for that encounter angle. Only lost rounds and displays were considered
as part of the round and display reliability of this section, since the emphas-
is here was on the ability to maintain conmiunication between two threatening
aircraft. Problems of wrong altitude correlation and false alarm due to fruit
looking like a target are dealt with elsewhere. Suffice it to say, there was
a problem of distinguishing some of the altitude boundaries to better than
*100 feet and occasionally to *200 feet, due primarily to the difficulty of
holding a critical altitude gate to a tolerance of lns per foot. This is
being changed to 2ns per foot in future equipment. Most of the fruit targets
appeared in the wide range bins designed for supersonic capability which was
not a part of this evaluation. Even then, the two out of three criteria kept
such displays to a minimum. Nevertheless, the false alarm problem, better
studied as part of extensive bench tests, is considered serious enough to
warrant special precautions and design changes in future versions of the Avoid
equipment.

RELIABILITY - P-3 VERSUS RA-3B FLIGHTS

This section discusses the round and display reliability results for
those flights involving the P-3 and RA-3B aircraft. After discussing
similar results for flights involving the P-3 versus the NC-117 and the RA-3B
versus the NC-117 in subsequent sections, a summary of all the reliability
results is given indicating overall satisfactory performance.

Figure VI-22 gives the round reliability results for flight 4 on
24 April 1974, corresponding to the communication range results of Figure VI-6
with the P-3 1100 feet above the A-3. The reliability is plotted as a function
of the angle between radials flown. The lower graph gives the round reliability
an recorded in the P-3, while the upper graph gives the round reliability as
recorded in the A-3. Because of the altitude separation, the Tau 1 and Tau 2
rounds are equivalent Tau rounds in place of the actual PS and M5 rounds
(limit rate of climb or descent to t500 feet per minute). There are four
sets of numbers on each bar graph. These correspond to the rounds before
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Tau 2, the Tau 2 rounds, the Tau 1 rounds, and all of the rounds. For example,
at the -90* encounter angle for the P-3, there were 67 successful communication
rounds out of a possible recorded 73 before the Tau 2 threshold was reached
giving a "before Tau 2" round reliability of 91.7 percent. It must be remembered
that even though more than 73 round times may have elapsed from the start of
communication to the crossing of the Tau 2 threshold for all of the -90* en-
counters for this flight, it was necessary to switch to the "normal"operation
sometime before reaching the Tau 2 threshold, thereby cutting off the recording
of some of the additional possible "before Tau 2" rounds, since no threat yetL existed. The exact time of switching from "unrestricted interrogation" to
"normal" was a variable depending on project crew, aircraft, and flight pattern.
Therefore, there was no correspondence between the "before Tau 2" rounds re-
corded in the A-3 and those recorded in the P-3. As an extreme case, there
were no "before Tau 2" rounds recorded in the A-3 for the -120*, -150*, and
180* encounters, because the A-3 was in the "normal" mode for those encoun-
tars. Referring back to the -90- encounter for the P-3, the Tau 2 round relia-
bility was 23 successes out of 23 opportunities or 100 percent. Similarly, the
Tau 1 round reliability was 19 out of 19 or 100 percent. For all types of
rounds, the success ratio was 109 out of 115 for a reliability of 94.8 percent.
The overall round reliability, including all round types for each encounter
angle, as the one represented by the height of each bar graph. Thus, it can
be seen that the worst round reliability for all round types was 91.1 percentfor the P-3 and 94.1 percent for the A-3, these reliabilities occurring at
-60* and -1500, r.spectively. Significantly, the Tau 1 round reliability was
100 percent for all encounter angles.

A more generalized plot of round reliability for flight 4, without
regard to the angle between radials flown, is shown in Figure VI-23 with
the P-3 reliability again being shown on the bottom and the A-3 reliability
on the top. As an example, the "before Tau 2" P-3 round reliability for all
encounter angles was 234 successes out of 255 possible recorded attempts or
91.8 percant, compared to 106 out of 110 or 95.5 percent for the A-3. The
"all rounds" reliability for the P-3 was 94.3 percent compared to 97.9 per-
cent for the A-3. The lower right-hand section of the figure shows the com-
binmd P-3 and A-3 round reliabilities progressing from 93.2 percent before
Tau 2, thru 97.4 percent for Tau 2 to 100 percent for Tau 1. The incjjased
reliability would in general be expected at the closer ranges represented by
Tau 1 rounds.

Corresponding to each graph of round reliability, there is a graph of
pilot display reliability. This is, of course, the reliability which counts
as far as the pilot is concerned. In general, but not always, the display
reliability will be higher than the round reliability because of the use of
the 2 out of 3 criteria previously mentioned. Figure VI-24 shows the display
reliability as a function of the angle betwsan radials flown for flight 4 in
much the same manner as Figure VI-22 showed the corresponding round relia-
bility, with the P-3 reliability on the bottom and the A-3 reliability on
top. Here, three lines of information are shown for each bar graph, the Tau 2,
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Tau 1, and total (Tau 1, Tau 2) display reliability. The height of each bar

graph refloots the total combined Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability. The
lowest display reliability was 93 percent at -60* for the P-3, and 97.1 per-
cent at -1500 for the A-3.

Corresponding to Figure VI-23 which shows round reliability without
regard to the angle between radials flown, Figure VI-25 shows display
reliability without regard to the angle between radials flown, with the
P-3 reliability on the bottom and the A-3 reliability on the top. The
combined P-3 and A-3 display reliability is shown in the bottom right-

hand corner of the figure with a Tau 2 display reliability of 97.7 percent
and a Tau I display reliability of 100 percent.

Xn a manner similar to the reliability graphs for flight 4, Figures
VI-26, 27, and 28 present round and display reliability for the tailchase
encounters of flight 12 on 29 July 1974. Figure VI-26 shows the round
reliability for the A-3 tailchase of the P-3 from 700 feet below with
3 db attenuation in the RF link. The P-3 round rel~ability is shown on
the bottom and the A-3 round reliability on the top. The combined P-3 and
A-3 round reliability is shown on tha bottom right with progressively
increasing reliabilities from 91.9 perce'it before Tau 2 through 94.4 percent
for Tau 2 to 97.4 percent for Tau 1.

The round reliability shown in Figure VI-27 is for an equivalent P-3
tailchase of the A-3 produced by the A-3 opening from the P-3. Since there
is no actual threat in this case, the rounds could not be classified as Tau 1
or Tau 2. The combined P-3 and A-3 round reliability shown on the bottom
right was 98.2 percent. This test, of course, had to be made in the unrestrict-
ed mode of operation. Again, there was 3 db of attenuation in the RF link.
The display reliability corresponding to the tailchase round reliability of
Figure VI-26 is Figure VI-28, which shows a Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability
of 100 percent.

The foregoing round and display reliabilities involved the P-3 flying
above the A-3. The remainder of this section involves the A-3 flying above
the P-3. Figure VI-29 shows the round reliability for the A-3 above the
P-3 in the 3-aircraft encounter of flight 9 on 17 July 1974, with initial
altitude separation of 500 feet and the A-3 taking the required climb
manenver evasive action from 11,000 feet to 11,900 feet. The P-3 round
reliability as before is shown on the bottom and the A-3 round reliability is
shown on the top, both as a function of the angle between radials flown with
6 db of attenuation in the RF link. The results were satisfactory, except
for the -120* encounter angle for which the P-3 Tau 2 round reliability was
only 72 percent end the A-3 was 73.7 percent. Nevertheless, the important
Tau 1 round reliability even for this poor encounter angle was 93 percent
for the P-3 and 93.8 percent for the A-3.
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Figure VI-30 shows the more generalized results for the same flight 9
without regard to the angle between radials flown. The combined P-3 and
A-3 round reliabilities are shown in the lower right-hand corner, with the
overall round teliability being 96 percent.

The display reliability as a function of angle between radials flown
for flight 9, Figure VI-31, shows some improvement over the P-3 Tau 2 roundreliability at -1200 from 72 percent to 80 percent and a slight improvement
over the A-3 round reliability from 73.7 percent to 76.5 percent, due to the
use of the 2 out of 3 display acquisition and retention criteria. The impor-
tant !'.au 1 display reliability, however, is satisfactory at 94.1 percent for the
P-3 and 100 percent for the A-3 at the -120* encounter angle.

The display reliability for this flight without regard to the angle
between radials flown is shown in Figure VI-32 with the P-3 display relia-
bility on the bottom and the A-3 display reliability on top. The combined
P-3 and A-3 display reliability results are shown in the lower right-hand
section with excellent results, namely, 97.4 percent for Tau 2, 99.2 percent
for Tau 1, and 98.1 percent for Tau 2 and Tau 1 combined. It must be remem-
bered that these results were obtained with 6 db of external attenuation in
the RF link.

Since flight 9 was a 3-aircraft flight, the P-3 in the middle had ample
opportunity to react to simultaneous threats from above (A-3) and from below
(NC-117). A typical simultaneous display from both threats would be "limit
to 200 feet per minute above and below, no turn." This is equivalent to a
Tau 2 warning above and a Tau 2 warning below. Another command might be
"fly level" resulting from a Tau 1 above and Tau I below. Loss of the Tau F
below would cause a change from "fly level" to "dive."

Fig-'e VI-33 shows the simultaneous display reliability in the P-3

aircraft versus the angle between radials flown. Note that the angle between
radials flown is different for the A-3/P-3 combination compared to the P-3/
NC-117 combination. The worst case for the simultaneous display reliability
was once more at the -1201 A-3/P-3 encounter angle, being 24 successes out
of 28 opportunities or 85.7 percent. The simultaneous display reliability
for all of the other encounter angles was greater than 93.5 percent with most
being 100 percent. The top of Figure VI-33 shows a simultaneous display
reliability of 97.7 percent for all anqles combined. Lost displays were
always either the P-3 loss of the A-3 or the P-3 loss of the NC-117, never
loss of both at the same time. It must also be remembered that the A-3/P-3
link had 6 db external attenuation, while the P-3/NC-117 link had 9 db external
attenuation. While these attenuations were good for the purpose of finding
the maximum communication range, they placed an extra burden on the communica-
tion reliability requirements.

The round reliability versus angle between radials flown for the A-3
above the P-3 in the second 3-aircraft encounter, flight 11 on 26 July 1974,
is shown in Figure VI-34, again with 6 db attenuation in the RF link. Here,
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the only poor result was for the A-3 at -600. The Tau 2 round reliability
was only 70.8 percent. Once more, however, the important Tau 1 round relia-
bility was 95.7 percent. The more generalized flight 11 plot of round rel ia-
bility without regard to angle between radials, Figure VI-35, shows the

overall combined P-3 and A-3 round reliability as 94.5 percent. The individual
P-3 and A-3 round reliabilities by round type are shown on the bottom and top
bar graphs, respectively.

Figure VI-36 shows the display reliability as a function of the angle
between radials flown for flight 11. There is some improvement at the -600
encounter angle for the A-3 from a Tau 2 round reliability of 70.8 percent
to a Tau 2 display reliability of 78.3 percent. The iim|portant Tau 1 relia-
bility for this encounter angle improved from a roune uliability of 95.7
percent to a display reliability of 100 percent.

The display reliability for this flight 1i without regard to the angle
between radials flown is shown in Figure VI-37 with the combined P-3 and A-3
Tau 2 reliability being 97.2 percent and the combined Tau 1 reliability being
100 percent.

The special case for the 4 high-speed (850 knots) head-on encounters of
flight 12, 29 July 1974, with the A-3 commencing from 700 feet above the P-3
is shown in Figure VI-38. The Tau 2 reliability is low both for the P-3
(86.1 percent) and the A-3 (76.2 percent), but the Tau I round reliability is
still above 90 percent. Most of the lost rounds occurred near the Tau 2
threshold due to a malfunction in the P-3 Avoid equipment later found to be
at least a 2 db loss of sensitivity with some unpredictable reliability results.
The data was included here for completeness because there was no other high-speed
communication reliability data available. Figure VI-39 which shows the display
reliability for this flight indicates little change from the Tau 2 round relia-
bility to the Tau 2 display reliability 82.5 percent versus 83 percent. This
is because of the nature of the successive missed rounds near the Tau 2
threshold where the 2 out of 3 display c iteria can offer no improvement over
the round reliabilityi however, the Tau 1 reliability (combined P-3 and A-3)
is improved from 90.9 percent to 100 percent because the 2 out of 3 criteria
tolerates an occasional list round without a corresponding lost display. It
is clear, therefore, that once more the important Tau 1 display reliability
was adequately preserved even in the face of the sensitivity malfunction.

If the display reliability results of all the flights involving the A-3
above the P-3 are combined and summarized, a clearer picture emerges on the
overall performances of the Avoid I equipment in this flight configuration.
Figure VI-40 shows the combined P-3 and A-3 display reliability as a function
of the angle between radials flown for flights 9, 11, and 12 on July 17, 26,
and 29, 1974. It must be remembered that there was 6 db of external RF attena-
ation for all encounters except the 4 high-speed head-on encounters of flight 12
for which there was a known malfunction of at least 2 db. In these flights, the
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A-3 commenced from 500 to 800 feat above the P-3 with evasive maneuvers in-
creasing the separation to as much as 1400 feet, with both aircraft above
10,000 feet.

The lower bar graphs cover the negative encounter angles while the top
graphs cover the corresponding positive encounter angles for comparison
purposes. The 00 tailchase encounter angle on the bottom is matched with
the 1800 head-on encounter angle on top. The hMight of each bar graph
reflects the combined Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability for both aircraft
at each encounter angle. The worst case, as expected from the previous in-
dividual flight results, was 68.1 percent for the -1200 encounter compared
to 100 percent for the positive 1200 encounter angle. Significantly, however,
the important Tau 1 display r. liability for the negative encounter angle was
97.1 percent. The combined Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability was well above
90 percent for all other encounter angles with 5 of the 12 encounter angles
having 100 percent Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability, and 10 of the 12
having 100 percent Tau 1 display reliability.

Figure VI-41 contains the seame information as Figure VI-40 in a simpler,
more generalized form without regard to encounter angle. It shows that the
combined P-3 and A-3 overall display reliability for the case of the A-3
96.7 bveteP- as9. percent andh the Tau 1 display reliability being9.5pret
flig9 bvete.-7as9. percent with the Tau 2 display reliability being9.5pret

Figures VI-42 and 43 give a similar combined and summarized picture of
the display reliability for flights 4 and 12, April 24 and July 29, 1974,
involving the P-3 flying above the A-3. In this configuration, the P-3 flew
from 700 to 1100 feet above the A-3 with both above 10,000 feet. No external

attenuation was used except for 3 db on the two 00 encounters of flight 12.I
The effect of little or no external attenuation appears to be reflected in the
good results obtained, with the lowest Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability
being 96.1 percent for the 1800 enco~unter angle of Figure VI-42. The more
generalized results of Figure VI-43 for display reliability, without regard

to encounter angle, show an overall Tau 2 and Tau 1 display reliability of
98.4 percent with the Tau 2 display reliability being 97 percent and the
Tau 1 display reliability being 100 percent.

RELIABILITY - P-3 VERSUS NC-117 FLIGHTS

This section discusses the round and display reliability results for
the flights involving the P-3 and NC-117 aircraft.

Figure VI-44 gives the round reliability results for flight 6 of July
1, 1974, corresponding to the communication range results of Figure VI-15,
with the P-3 at 11,000 feet, 1000 feet above the NC-117 at 10,000 feet. The
reliability is plotted as a function of the angle between radials flown, with
the lower graph giving the round reliability as recorded in the P-3, while the
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upper graph give: the round reliability as recorded in the NC-117. Because
ound ine plactue sftepaatual, thP5u and Tau rond rounds are equivalent Tau

rouns i plce o th acualPS ad M ronds(limit rate of climb or descent
to '500 feet per minute). An usual, there are four sots of numbers on each
bar graph. These correspond to the rounds before Tau 2, the Tau 2 rounds,
the Tau I rounds, and all of the rounds, the height of the bar graphs represent-
ing the reliability of all of the rounds. The worst "all round" reliability
was 96.4 percent at the -1500 encounter angle, which also had the worst Tau 2
round reliability of 85.7 percent for the P-3. The P-3 Tau 1 reliability for
this encounter angle, however, was 100 percent.

Figure VI-45 gives the round reliability for flight 6 without regard to
the angle between radials flown with the P-3 reliability on the bottom, the
NC-117 reliability on top, and the combined P-3 and NC-117 reliability at the

L lower right. The latter shows a combined P-3 and NC-117 'all rounds" relia-
bility of 98.7 percent.

The total Tau 1 and Tao 2 display reliability as a function of the angle

between radials for fli~jht 6, given by Figure VI-46, is nearly 100 percent
perfect, except for the P-3 at the -1500 encounter angle (92 percent) and
the NC-117 at 1800 (95 percent). These excellent results, without external
in the P-3 at the -150' encounter angle due to several lost rounds in a row,
for which the two out of three display logic was no help.

The overall good display reliability, without regard to angle between
rad Ial flown, for this flight 6 is shown by Figure V1-7 ihacmie

P-3, NC-117 Ta'a 1 and Tau 2 display reliability of 99.3 percent.

Equally good round and display reliability results for the P-3 above
the NC-117 were obtained for the first half daisy of flight 7 of 3 July 1974,
with the addition of 6db attenuation in theRF link. For this portion of
flight 7, positive encounter angles were flown with the P-3 initially at
10,500 fect climbing to 11,000 feet and the NC-117 initially at 10,000 feet
diving to 9,600 feet in response to the Tau 1 commands. Figure VI-48 depicts

the round reliability as a function of the angle between radials flown with
the lowest "all rounds" reliability being 90.4 percent for the P-3 at the

angle between radials flown is shown in Figure VI-49, with a combined P-3,
F NC-117 'all rounds" reliability of 96.6 percent. The display reliability

an a fucinof the angle between radials for this portion of flight 7 is
shown in Figure VI-SO, where the lowest total Tau 1 and Tao 2 display relia-
bility was 97.2 percent for the P-3 at the 150' and 180' encounter angles.

The overall good display reliability, without regard to the angle between
radials flown for this first portion of flight 7 is shown in Figure VI-51,
with a combined P-3, NC-117 Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability of 99.4
percent. With 6 db of attenuation, this is almost identical to the previous
f light 6 results without attenuation.
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1

For the second half of flight 7, the P-3 was flown at 9000 feet d-ving
to 8600 feet, while the NC-117 was flown at 9500 feet climbing to 10,000 feet.
This was the only flight configuration with the NC-117 above the P-3. The
round reliability as a function of the angle between radials flown is shown
in figure VI-52, corresponding to the communication range data of Figure VI-17.
The worst "all rounds"reliability data was 88.1 percent for the P-3 at the -150°
encounter angle, with a Tau 2 reliability of 84.4 percent. Once more, however,
the important corresponding Tau 1 round reliability was 100 percent. The more
generalized results of round reliability without regard to the angle between
radials flown for the second half of flight 7 are shown in Figure V1-53. The
combined P-3 and NC-117 "all rounds" reliability is shown there as 95.6 percent.
The display reliability as a function of the angle between radials is shown in
Figure VI-54, where the worst total Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability is
87.2 percent at the -1500 encounter angle for the P-3. The corresponding
display reliability in the target NC-117 aircraft was 100 percent, and the
important Tau 1 display reliability in the P-3 aircraft was 100 percent.

The overall good display reliability, without regard to the angle between
radials flown for this second portion of flight 7 is shown by Figure VI-55.
With 6 db of external attenuation in the link, and with both aircraft below
9600 feet (i.e., lower powor configuration), the combined P-3, NC-117 Tau 1
and Tau 2 reliability was 97.1 percent.

Flight 0, July 17, 1974, was the first of two 3-aircraft encounters.
Round and display reliability results were available in both the P-3 and the
NC-117 with the P-3 in the middle above the NC-117 and below the A-3. With
6 db attenuation in the P-3 and 3 db attentation in the NC-117, there was a
total of 9 db attenuation in the RF link. Figure VI-56 shows the round
reliability as a function of the angle between radials for flight 9, with the
P-3 at 10,500 feet and the NC-117 initially at 10,000 feet, diving to 9500
feet in response to its Tau 1 dive commaLds. There were occasions where the
NC-117 properly cleared the Tau 1 threat earlier than the P-3, since at 9500
feet the NC-117 co-altitude limits were only *600 feet compared to the P-3
limits of ±800 feet. There were other occasions, principally at the -30"
encounter angle, where the NC-117 started to climb after clearing the Tau 1
threat, and properly obtained the predicted co-altitude level off command.
It should be recalled that these were classified as Tau 1 rounds in this
report, giving use to a greater number of Tau 1 rounds in the NC-117 than in
the P-3 at the -30" encounter angle. The lowest "all rounds" round relia-
bility (89.6 percent) occurred in the NC-117 at the -90" encounter angle due
to a Tau 2 round reliability of 83.9 percent. As usual, the Tau 1 round
reliability was 100 percent at this encounter angle. The round reliability
for this flight without regard to the angle between radials flown is shown
in Figure VI-57, with the P-3 reliability on the bottom and the NC-117 relia-
bility at the top. The combined P-3 and NC-117 round reliability shown at
the bottom right for all of the rounds was 96.9 percent.
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Figure VI-58 shows the display reliability for the P-3 above the
NC-117 for flight 9, with the lowest total Tau 1 and Tau 2 display relia-
bility being 93 percent in the NC-117 at the -90" encounter angle, indicating
an improvement in display reliability over round reliability by the 2 out of 3
display logic rules. Most of the other display reliabilities were 100 percent.
It is therefore not surprising that Figure VI-59, which depicts the display
reliability without regard to the angle between radials flown, shows a combined
P-3, NC-117 Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability of 99.4 percent. Again, it
should be remembered that this good reliability was obtained with 9 db attenu-
ation in the RF link.

Roughly similar results were obtained for the round and display relia-
bility results of the second 3-aircraft encounter, flight 11, on 26 July 1974.
The P-3 flew at 10,800 feet with the A-3 above and the NC-117 below at 10,000

feet diving to 9600 feet for most of the encounter angles. The NC-117 flew
at 9800 feet for the -1500 and 1800 encounter. Once more, there was 9 db
attenuation in the link between the P-3 and the NC-ll7. The round reliability
results as a function of the angle between radials flown are shown in Figure
V!-60, with the lowest "all rounds" reliability being 90.3 percent in the NC-117
at an encounter angle of -600. The round reliability without regard to angle
between radials flown is shown in Figure VI-61. The combined P-3 and NC-117
"all rounds" reliability shown in the lower right-hand corner of the figure is
94.3 percent. The display reliability as a function of the angle between
radials flown for flight 11 is shown in Figure VI-62. The lowest total Tau 1
and Tau 2 display reliability is 90.2 percent in the NC-117 at an encounter
angle of -90'.

This flight illustrates another variable in the number of possible displays
in each aircraft. Slight differences in round time can add up to unequal display
opportunities in each aircraft. For most of this flight, the NC-117 round time
was approximately 0.14 second longer than that of the P-3, resulting in fewer
NC-117 displays for the same threat duration interval.

The display reliability without regard to the angle between radials
flown for flight 11 is shown in Figure VI-63. The lower right-hand corner
shows the combined P-3, NC-117 Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability as 95.9
percent once more with 9 db attenuation in the RF link.

For a better overview of the round and display reliability results
involving the P-3 and NC-117 aircraft, a few summary graphs are included.
The combined P-3 and NC-117 display reliability as a function of the angle
between radials for the 3-aircraft encounter flights 9 and 11 on 17 and 26
July 1974 is shown in Figure VI-64. The negative encounter angles on the
bottom are matched with the corresponding positive encounter angles on the
top for ease of comparison. All of the positive encounter angles with the
exception of 180' had a display reliability of 100 percent. The worst Tau 1
and Tau 2 display reliability was 93.6 percent at the -90' encounter angle.
The combined P-3, NC-117 display reliability without regard to the angle
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between radials flown for flights 9 and 11 is shown in Figure VI-65. The
combined Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability is shown as 98.4 percent with
9 db attenuation in the RF link, and fruit consisting of 32,000 replies per
second and 1536 interrogation quads per second in each aircraft.

A more complete combined P-3, NC-117 display reliability summary graph
as a function of the angle between radials flown is shown in Figure VI-66.
Here, the results of flight 6 with no attenuation, and the first half of
flight 7 with 6 db attenuation, are combined with the previously summarized
flights 9 and 11 with 9 db of attenuation to give even better display relia-
bility. The worst total Tau l and Tau 2 display reliability is now raised
to 95.9 percent at the -900 encounter angle. The ct.mbined P-3, NC-117 display
reliability without regard to the angle between radials flown for these flights
is shown in Figure VI-67 as a Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability of 98.8 percent.S This was determined from a total of 63 collision encounters as 3079 successes
out of 3117 recorded attempts.

Figure VI-68 shows the combined P-3, NC-117 round reliability witho.t
regard to the angle between radials flown. In addition to the previous flights
summarized above 10,000 feet with the P-3 above the NC-117,this graph contains
the results of the second half of flight 7 below 10,000 feet with the NC-117
above the P-3. The "all rounds" reliability was 96.8 percent.

The final summary graph for this section is Figure VI-69. This is the
combined P-3, NC-117 display relihbility without regard to the angle between
radials flown for all of the P-3 versus NC-117 flights of this section. It
shows the results of 76 collision encounters as 98 percent for the Tau 2 display
reliability and 99.7 percent for the Tau 1 display reliability, or 98.5 percent
foý all displays.

RELIABILITY - RA-3B VERSUS NC-117 FLIGHTS

This section discusses the round and display reliability results for the
flights involving the A-3 and the NC-117 aircraft. Since these two aircraft
were involved with each other only as part of the 3-aircraft encounter flights,
the only data available is from flights 9 and 11, with the A-3 above thu NC-117
and all of the encounters being at -90.

!igure VI-70 for flight 9 on 17 July 1974 shows thu round reliability
at -900, with the RA-3B at 11,000 feet climbing to 12,000 feet because of the
climb commands it received fron the P-3 below it, and the NC-117 at 10,000
feet div.ng to 9500 feet because of the dive commands from the P-3 above it.
Both the A-3 and the NC-117 detected each other &q lesser threats while react-
ing to the more severe threat of the P..3 flying midway between them in altitude.
The A-3 rouiid reliability is shown - the bottom, and the NC-117 round reliabil-
ity is shown on top. The combined and NC-117 round reliability is shown
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at the bottom right, with the "all rounds" reliability being 94.2 percent with
3 db of external attenuation in the RF link. The rounds classified as Tau 1
and Tau 2 rounds were actually M5, MbO, PS, and PlO rounds limiting rates of
descent and climb to 500 and 1000 feet per minute, respectively.

The display reliability for this same flight 9, ahown in Figure VI-71,
was 98.8 percent for the A-3, 97.6 percent for thc NC-117, and 98.2 percent
for both aircraft combined.

The round reliability for flight 11 with 3 db attenuation in the RF link
is showrn in Figure VE-72, with a combined A-3, NC-117 "all rounds" reliability

of 95.3 percent. Since the NC-117 did not interrogate PlO threats (above 1300

operatiown i iueV- with th - icaft),bless-3 NC-117 "l rounds" inrhihtiasbosiblitfeet) when it was switched to normal mode (for the sake of obtaining normaloperation with the P-3 aircraft), less NC-117 rounds in which it was possible

for it to display the A-3 threat were recorded, i.e., 193 rounds compared to
273 rounds recorded in the A-3, which was left in the unrestricted mode of
operation.

The display reliability for flight 11 with 3 db attenuation is shown in
Figure VI-73. The equivalent Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability for the A-3was 99.1 percent, and for the NC-117 it was 98.3 percent. The combined A-3
and NC-117 display reliability was 99 percent.

Two summary reliability graphs are included here for the flights involving
the A-3 and the NC-117. The first is Figure VI-74, which shows the combined
A-3 and NC-117 round reliability for flights 9 and 11, both with 3 db attenua-
tion in the RF link. This shows a combined "all rounds" reliability of 94.5
percent. The second is Figure VI-75, which shows the combined A-3 and NC-117
equivalent Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability for these two flights as 98.4
percent. Even though these results are limited to -900 encounters, they are
consistent with similar good results obtained from P-3 versus NC-117 flights
over many different encounter angles.

SUMMARY

1. COMMUNICATION RANGE

All flighti involving the NC-17 versus either the P-3 or RA-3B had
sufficient commuii.ation range to insure the required Tau 2 warning times at
all collision encounter angles flown. The encounter angles were flown in
steps of 300. When extrapolated to higher speed encounters above 10,000 feet
involving two 600-knot aircraft, the average power margins ranged between 4.1
and 8.6 db, depending on the encounter angle. For the speeds flown, the
margins were correspondingly greater. Figure VI-20 is a composite of the
combined average P-3 and NC-117 communication range as a function of the
angle between radials flown. Figure VI-21 is a scatter graph composite for
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the A-3 and NC-Il7 communication range at the -900 encounter angle flown. The
more than 2 to 1 variability in the ranges obtained from 32 collision encount-
ers emphasires the variety of antenna look angles obtained for the -90*
encounter angle flown, due to variations in wind, heading, speed, etc., from
one encounter to the next. In no case was there a failure to meet or exceed
the 11.2 mile extrapolated, high-speed, 900 encounter angle communication
range requirement.

The flights involving the RA-3B versus the P-3 had a greater than 6 db
average communication range margin for all the encounter angles at the speeds
flown. When extrapolated to higher speed encounters above 10,000 feet for two
600-knot aircraft, the power margins ranged between 1 and 6 db for most of the
encounter angles, except for the case of the P-3 above the A-3 which was mar-
ginal at the -120' and 180' encounters. Figure VI-13 combines and averages
the available communication range data for the P-3 flying above the A-3.
Figure VI-14 similarly combines and averages the available communication range
data for the A-3 flying above the P-3. The marginal average communication
range tor some extrapolated higher speed encounter angles indicates the need
for optimizing antenna locations; however, in all cases, the important Tau 1
warning range requirement was well protected.

2. ROUND AND DISPLAY COMMUNICATION RELIABILITY

The round and display reliability were both satisfacto" from thecommunication point of view. The total round reliability for anL communication

reliability flights, for all aircraft, and for all types of rounds was 95.9 per-
cent, based on 11,213 three-second round opportunities. By round type, the
reliability was 95.3 percent before Tau 2, 95.8 percent for Tav 1, 97.8 percent
for Tau 1, and 96.3 percent for combined Tau 1 and Tau 2 rounds. These relia-
bilities are shown on the total round reliability graph of Figure VI-76.

The total display reliability for all communication reliability
flights, for 1il aircraft, and for all Tau 1 and Tau 2 displayL as 98.2
percent, base on 7373 three-second display opportunities. By display type,
the reliabili was 97.7 percent for Tau 2 and 99.7 percent for Tau 1. These
reliabilities ,re shown on the total display reliability graph of Figure VI-77.
The approximate 1.9 percent improvement in combined Tau 1 and Tau 2 display
reliability, compared to the combined Tau 1 and Tau 2 round re' %bility, was
due to the use of a 2 out of 3 display acquisition and retentic. logic for
threats within tl300 feet of altitude.

Significantly, the fc '-ing reliability figures were obtained from
168 collision encounters, of which 55 had no additional RF attenuation, 37 had
3 db of additional RF attenuation, and 76 had 9 db of additional attenuation.
All encounters had some fruit in either one or both aircraft z tging up to
64,000 replies per second and 1536 interrogation quads per secL.,d above
threshold in each aircraft, without apparent receiver desensitization or
excessive blocking.
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The total round reliability for all communication reliability flights
involving the P-3 and A-3, for all types of rounds, was 95.2 percent. This is
shown i.n Figure VI-78. The total Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability for all
communication reliability flights involving the P-3 and A-3 was 97.8 percent,
with the Tau 2 display reliability being 96.8 percent and the Tau 1 display
reliability being 99.6 percent. This is shown in Figure VI-79.

r The total round reliability for all communication reliability flights
involving the P-3 and NC-117 for all types of rounds was 96.8 percent. This
is shown in Figure VI-68.

The total Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability for all communication
reliability flights involving the P-3 and NC-117 was 98.5 percent, with the
Tau 2 display reliability being 98 percent and the Tau 1 display reliability
being 99.7 percent. This is shown in Figure VI-69.

The total round reliability for all communication reliability flights
involving the A-3 and NC-117 for all types of rounds was 94.5 percent. This is
shown in Figure VI-74.

The total equivalent Tau 1 and Tau 2 display reliability for all
communication reliability flights involving the A-3 and NC-117 was 98.4 percent.
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CHAPTER VII

RANGE, RANGE RATE, AND WARNING TIME ACCURACIES

INTRODUCTION

After initial debugging flights of the AVOID I were completed, col-
lision encounters were flown over the NAVAIRTESTCEN (Naval Air Test Center)
Chesapeake Theodolite Range to determine the accuracy with which the ?VOID I
measured range and range rate and the accuracy with which it gave Tau 2 and
Tau 1 alarms.

Six theodolites strung out in a line along the bay provided a three-
theodolite solution for the position of each aircraft of a two aircraft
encounter. The real time on the aircraft via a precision oscillator was
synchronized to the theodolite range via the same time source, WWV Boulder,
Colorado.

In order to comvarr the aperiodic AVOID I range and range rate data
with the periodic theodolite data, the theodolite data was smoothed using
a five-point moving arc polynomial. Four-point Lagrangian interpolation
was used to obtain theodolite range and range rate between aircraft at the
same instant of time that ; i AVOID I range and range rate measurements were
made. The statistical mean error and standard deviation of the raw AVOID I
data from thb smoothed theodolite data was then calculated.

Table VII-I is a typical computer printout of the theodolite and
AVOID I measurements of range, range rate, and Tau, together with the
difference between the two. The encounter is a nominal 320 knot head-onI
situation. The first column on the left represents the time to the nearest
millisecond at which the AVOID I made a range measurement (measured in the
seventh interrogation set of the round). The second column marked Range
A/C (NMI) is the AVOID I raw range measurementl the third column labelled
Range Theodolite (NMI) is the smoothed theodolite range measurement; the
fourth column is the difference between the AVOID I range measurement and
the theodolite range measurement. The fifth column is the AVOID I range
rate measurement; the sixth column is the theodolite range rate measure-
ment; and the seventh column is the difference between the AVOID I range
rate measurement and the theodolite range rate measurement. The eighth
column is the AVOID I Tau (range divided by range rate) computation; the
ninth column is the th3odolite computation, and the tenth column is the
difference between AVOID I Tau computation and the theodolite Tau computa-
tion. Tabulated at the bottom of table VII-I are the mean, rms, and sigma
errors in range, range rate, and Tau. Additional computer printouts will
be found in Appendices D through H.
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The theodolite tracking is most accurate when the aircraft are on a
flight path which is parallel to a line passing through the six theodolite
sites, with three theodolites tracking each of two aircraft. Therefore, the
flight encounters were confined to two aircraft encounters of the tail chase,
head-on, and parallel ove'ctake variety. In addition to the aforementioned
collision courses, non-collision courses which did not require Tau alarms
w~re flown. This established the stability of the GAS to give an alarm
when required and not to give an alarm when not required.

Since the communications reliability portion of the flight test estab-
lished that a satisfactory link was provided for alt angles of encounter
(except for a slightly marginal Tau 2 warning range between the P-3 and A-3
in the head-on case at an extrapolated speed of 1200 knots), it was not
deemed necessary to repeat that aspect of the evaluation during the theo-
dolite tests. Therefore, the three basic types of encounters flown on the
theodolite range were considered to be ample to make a valid determination of
range, range rate, and warning time accuracies.

The head-on profile with different pairs of aircraft was the moat use-
ful configuration, providing closing rates from 300 to 900 knots; 26 of these1K were flown. The tail chase provided closing rate data in the 150-knot range;
9 of these were flown. The parallel overtake profile with offsets between
the twc courses flown of 1 to 2 nmi provided closing rate data in the 50 to
280 knot region and provided data on how effective the CAS was in providing
the Tau 2 alarm while inhibiting the Tau 1 alarm. Five of these profiles

* - were flown.

Since the theodolite range is integral with a congested terminal area,
aminimum of 1000 ft altitude separation was maintained between aircraft with

operations usually below 7000 ft altitude. During some flights, in order to
force the GAS to go into a Tau 1 mode (Tau 1 requires an altitude separation

* ~of 600 ft at or below 9500 ft, 800 ft above 9500 ft) , the digitizing altimeter
* output to the GAS was disconnected and suitable fixed altitude gray code
* signals connected to each of the GAS equipments. This provided the altitude

separation required for the generation of Tao I commands. In encounters at
closing rates greater than 560 knots, at true altitudes of 5000 to 7000 ft,
the GAS was forced into the greater than 9500 ft altitude mode by furnishing
grey code signals equivalent to 10,000 ft in one aircraft and 10,800 ft in the
other. In this mode the transsitted power was increased by approximately
4 do to provide the additional communications range required for high closing
rates.

The theodolite rang-~ basically is limited to tracking aircraft
separated by not more than 10 nmi with each of two aircraft located at
the outer extremes of the range. At closing rates greater than 738 knots,
theodolite tracking was not available for the initial turn on of the Tao 2
alarm, since the range at which those alarms occur is beyond the 10 nmi
limitation. On some of the high speed runs where the vectoring and timing
had to be precise to place the aircraft at the outer extremes of the range
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AIRCRArT- NC-Il? PRINTOUT OF RANGE AMn RANGE RATE TO P3A
FLIGMT NO. a
ENCOUNTrR Nn. 16

TT u *********RANGE*********** **********RANGE RATE**
A/f THEOD MIFF A/C THEO0 0

N u SFC (NMi) (NMI) (NMI) (KNTS) (KNTS)

14 29 14.950 9.7760 9.4793 0.2967 456.000 436,663
'. 24 0.489 9.3s0 9.0S05 0.2645 436.000 436*904

14 29 22.053 0A710 8.6156 0.2552 462.000 43?*962
14 2 95.591 .4100 .163 0.*223? 40.000 436009914 24 12.692 ?::::0 ?.33o8 0,2072 468,000 433.312
14 2ý 06,219 ,•06909 0,1891 5600 436,246

14 26 19.285 6,AA5o 61.435 0.191S 450.O00 435*698
j4 2S &•.469 ,AiOo0 156624 0.1476 450.000 43.396r14 29 49.645 5.ilo 5,2764 0.1546 450-000 439s213
Is 29 92.791 5.6 60 4,8912 0.144A 450,000 440*609
14 2S SS.95? 4.A410 4.5038 0.13?2 456.000 440.0r6
14 2% •99113 4.,i60 4,1204 0.1256 a56.000 436,S31
14 2A 2-249 3,Av10 3,?73? 0,1133 456-000 440,090
14 26 5.425 3.4%60 3.3492 0.1068 aS6#000 439.03?
j4 26 8,569 3.6A10 2.966o 0.0950 456.000 435*453
14 26 1l.733 2.AA60 2.5798 0,0862 AS60000 4389582
14 2ok j4.89 2:,1710 2:1966 0,0?44 456.000 43?,223
1- 2A is:.0 2 1,A?60 1,8 156 0.0604 4S6,000 436-00?
14 26 21.203 I.Ak10 1,4310 0.0500 444,000 4350651
14 26 p4.349 1.rA60 1*0521 0.0339 444.000 4329398



TABLE VII-1. RANGE, RANGE RATE AND
TAU DATA FOR HEAD-ON ENCOUNTER
(437 KNOTS) ON THEODOLITE RANGE

SRANGE RATE TO P3A

**********RANGE RATE**********T****.**
A/C THEOD Dlrr A/C THEOD DIFP

(KNTS) CKNTS) (KNTS) (IEC) (SIC) (SEC)

%4560000 436.663 19,337 ?7018 7?.15 -0.97
[;38.000 4.6,904 1,096 76,S6 74,57 1,99
462.000 437,962 24.038 69.12 70.82 "1.70
•4OO00 4360099 13,901 67.28 67.58 o.30
4686000 433.312 34.688 57.98 60.91 "2092
ýA56,000 436.246 19,754 a AV.--"S6s00 56.9? -0.96

:450.000 433.798 14.202 13.32 53.48 "0.16
450.000 437.567 12,433 46,48 46.59 "011
;450.000 4396213 10.787 43.45 43.25 0.20
450,000 440.609 9.391 40@29 39,96 0.32

..56,000 440o076 19.924 36.64 36s84 "0,20
*56.000 436.631 19.169 33.52 33.96 '0.44
.56.000 440.580 15.420 30.40 30.54 "0.14
aS6.000 439.03? 16.963 TAU -1 27.28 2?746 0.18
456.000 438,453 17.947 ?7417 24.35 "0019
456,O00 438.582 ?7.418 21.05 21.18 "o.13
456.000 437:223 18.77? 1:,3 1 9 016
I456-000 436*007 19.993 14.81 4 .99 "0.18
444,000 435,651 8.349 12.01 11.83 0.18
444.000 432,398 11o602 8$et 8676 O.O5
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W/o wITH FRUIT

AIRCRAr," NC-117 PRINTOUT O RANGE ANn RANGE RATE TO P3A

FLIGHT NO. S
ENCOUNYrR NO. 16

**********RANGE RAVE**********

POINTS 2n POTNTS 20 POINI

MEANs 0.Ia79 NM 896,53 FT MEAN. 16.0395 KTS MEANv
RMSE 0.IA48 NM 1001.42 FT RM.u 17*3420 KTS RMSm

SIGMNA- OO.7? NM 453.62 FT S1M4A 6.0653 XTS S3G64
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TABLE VII-1. RANGE, RANGE RATE AND
TAU DATA FOR HEAD-ON ENCOUNTER

(437 KNOTS) ON THEODOLITE RNGE
(continued)

RANGE PATE TO P3A

6*RANGE RATE******.** **********AU*********

TS 20 POINTS 2.
16.0395 KTS MEAN "0,-" SECS
1704320 XTS RMS- O,,S sECS
6.7653 KTS SIGMAs 0.91 SECS
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at the same time, the theodolite tracks did not commence until the aircraft
were inside of the Tau 2 zone. On some encounters, the theodolite tracking
data was erratic near the outer limits of the range and the initial Tau 2
alarm was not under usable theodolite surveillance. In two cases, the theo-
dolite tracking was erratic due to a cloud cover for several data points
before and after initiation of the Tau I alarm, necessitating the discarding
of that data.

In a collision encounter between two aircraft in which there is
altitude separation and during which one aircraft passes over a second
aircraft at the point of closest approach, there is a transitional zone
where as the ratio of the slant range between aircraft to the altitude
separation becomes small, the closing rate decreases rapidly to zero as the
aircraft pass over each other and then changes rapidly as they separate. For
example, on a 900 knot head-on encounter, the closing rate decreases from 700
to 0 knots in approximately 1 second. The AVOID I is not capable of making
accurate measurements under these conditions of deceleration nor is it re-
quired; true collision courses are not associated with accelerations of this
magnitude. To greclude transitional zone problems, the AVOID I data was
truncated in the near range based on closing rate and altitude separation.

RANGE AND RANGE RATE ACCURACIES

As background for understanding the range rate statistics which
follow, the AVOID I techniques utilized for the measurement of range and
range rate will be described.

The AVOID I determines the range to an intruder by identifying the
range bin in which an intruder's reply falls. In the range 0 to 4.9 nmi,
594 bins are provided each of which is a constant 50-foot width. From
4.9 to 16.1 nmi the bin widths are incremented at range intervals which
become increasingly wider as depicted in Figure VII-I. At range intervals
from 4.9 to 5.3 nmi, the bin width is incremented to 54 feetp at the range
interval from 14.8 to 16.1 nmi the bin width is incremented to 168 feet.
There are 14 such range intervals from 4.9 to 16.2. nmi, each of which
contains 48 range bins. The range bin accumulative total from 0 to 16.1
nmi is 1266 bins. The variable width bins, increasing with range, were
chosen primarily to conserve memory. It will be noted that the AVOID I
utilizes narrow bin widths in the critical Tau 1 range up to 4.9 nmi for
high accuracy in the measurement uf range and range rate. With this high
range resolution, no tracking servo is required and no attempt is made to
determine the relative position of the reply pulse in the bin. The AVOID I
simply makes a determination of the presence or absence of a reply pulse in
the bin. In accordance with recommendations of NAVAIRDEVCEN engineers, all
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future AVOID systems will utilize 50 ft bin widths throughout the 16.1 nmi
range to ensure very low false alarm rates in dense traffic env onments.
With the advent of microprocessors, this approach has become viable from the

standpoint of size and cost.

Range rate is determined by sensing the number of bins skinped over a
3-recond period. Target discrimination in the presence of uncorrelated

replies (fruit) and other target replies is provided by intermediate
ccrrelation every 0.5 second which demands that the bins occupied by
rejly pulses fit a prescribed curve (within upper and lower limits) which
takes into account aircraft acceleration, bin splitting, the va:iable bin
width and the Tau criteria.

Target correlation data is stored every 0.5 second for use during
subsequent 0.5 second intervals. Failure to meet the correlation criteria
in any 0.5 second interval breaks track on that target, The range bins
further in range then are examined until another target is found (if one
exists). Thus, only when a target is a threat is it tracked pa.t the
second set of interrogations (7 sets of interrogations being a cumplete
sequence). Therefore, aircraft on the periphery of dense terminal area
traffic which do %ot encounter threatening targets will operate at very
low interrogation rates. This is one of the factors which keens the number
of uncorrelated replies to levels which can be handled by the i essor.
Essentially, the range and range rate errors in combination w a se round
time duration determine the accuracy with which the Tau 2 and 1 alarms
are displayed. The critical encounters are those which occur a ow closing
rates where errors in range rate can cause a much larger percentage error in
the warning time than those at high closing rates. Below 40 knots, the
minimum range criteria of 0.5 nmi for Tau 1 applies and serves as a back-up
threshold for closing rates greater than 40 knots. This requires good
range accuracy in the 0 to 0.5 nmi interval if th. wal,,ings a.' to be
accurate. At higher closing rates, the Tau equation can tolerate errors
in range which would be unacceptable in the Tau 1 minimum range zone.

The sources of error in the range and range rate measurements include:

a. The rise time of the ranging pulse

b. The jitter in the transmitted ranging pulse

c. The jitter in the receiver as a function of signal to noise S/N
and bandwidth

d. Fruit

a. The width of the range bins

f. Ranging pulses from intruder B (co-range vith intruder A)

entering the range bins together with the ranging pulses of intruder A
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g. The time interval over which the range rate is measured

No attempt was made to determine the contribution of each error source to the
overall error.

Table VII-2 is a tabulation of the overall range and range rate statis-
tics with subgroupings of data without fruit and data with fruit. The total
data sample consists of 1839 range and 1839 range rate measurements. Of
the 1839 measurtunents, 421 were flown injecting a nominal 32,000 uncorrelated
replies per second above threshold (fruit) and a nominal 6144 (1536 interroga-
tion quads) probes per second above threshold (simulating those probes eman-
ating from a large intruder population) into the front end of the AVOID I
receiver approximating Honeywell's simulations of the Los Angeles Basin in
1982. The remaining 1418 measurements were made without fruit or probes
injected so that a statistical determination could be made as to the effect
of fruit and probes on the accuracy of measurement of range and range rate.
More flights with fruit were flown, but, unfortunately, on these flights
there were technical problems with the theodolite range which resulted in
unusable data.

TABLE VII-2. RANGE - RANGE RATE ERROR STATISTICS

Data Range Error Range Rate Error-
Sample Mean Sigma Mean Sigma

Group N % of Range Feet Knots Knots

All Data 1839 +2.5 154 +10 11

Data Without Fruit 1418 +2.7 1.2 + 9 10

Data With Fruit* 421 +2.1 197 +13 13

* Predicted fruit rate in Appendix A.

The mean of the range differences between the AVOID I CAS range
measurements and the theodolite range measurements was determined by
a least squares fit of the data. Referring to table VII-2, the theo-
dolite data samplE. of 1839 measurements, including data with and without
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fruit, had a mean error of 2.5 percent of range with a standard deviation
of 154 feet, and a mean range rate error of 10 knots with a standard devia-
tion of 11 knots. Without fruit, the data consisted of 1418 measurements
with a mean range error of 2.7 percent of range and a standard deviation
of 132 feet and a mean range rate error of 9 knots with a standard deviation
of 10 knots, With fruit# the data consisted of 421 measurements with a mean
range error of 2.1 percent of range and a standard deviation of 197 feet,

* and a mean range rate error of 13 knots with a standard deviation of
13 knots.

As can be seen, fruit did increase the standard deviation of the error
both in range and range rate and increased the mean range rate error while
decreasing the mean range error percentage. Since the AVOID I will identify
a threat based on the earliest range on which it can develop a track, when
fruit does occupy a range bin closer in range than the real target, and is
close enough to form a track with the real target and other fruit, it can
result in the measurement of a lower range than without fruit. However,I. the overall errors with fruit at the predicted rate of Appendix A are small
and, together with the system ~implementation of the threat equations,
result in warning times which are tightly controlled with respect to the
threshold.

The range slope error was the result of range bins which were more
than 50 feet wide and which were not generated directly from the clock pulses.
This is easily correctable. With the necessary changes, the improvement in
the mean range accuracy at the maximum range of the equipment would be

expected to be 10:1.4

In order to determine the dependency of the range and range rate errors

on range between aircraft, and whether or not the aircraft are opening or
closing on each other, the data was further divided into subgroups. Each
of the three main data groups -- all data, data without fruit and data with
fruit were broken down into opening and closing data subgroups. The open-
range betweeosng aibrcratps awpraethenroe (1wni inrteralero 0nto 10grup nmith
iange andwclosingaf sugrus wepraethenroken donfrte intervsubgroupst 1 wmith
These statistics will be found in Appendix I.

Analysis of the s'ibgroup statistics for dependency indicates that the
range and range rate errors are dependent on whether the range between
aircraft is increasing or decreasing with time, are dependent on the range
between aircraft and are dependent on fruit. When the range between air-
craft is increasing (opening), the deviation from the mean range is only
1/4 of the deviation at 5 nmi closing, even though in both cases the bin
widths are 50 feet, the range rate mean error is only 1/10 of what it is when
the range is decreasing. The reasons for those effects appear to be rather
complex and have not fully been explained and they are being studied.
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The dependency of the range and range rate errors on range is due, in
addition to signal-to-noise noise effects, to the accumulative error in theI
range bins due to error effects mentioned previously, end the fact that

& 50 ft bins are used only from -3 nmi to 5 nmi, gradually increasing to 168
feet at the maximum range of the equipment.

WARNING TIME ACCURACY

The Tau 2 and Tau 1 warning time accuracies using the theodolite as a
reference standard were determined for the collision encounters flown on
the Patuxent River Range. The majority of the encounters provided bothI Tau 2 and Tau 1 warnings. In some of the encounters, the theodolite track-
Ing commenced inside of the Tau 2 zone, thus providing only a meaningful
Tau 1 warning. In other encounters, the combination of the miss distance
and closing rate was such that only a Tau 2 warning was given.

In order to determine how early or late the Tau 2 and Tau 1 alarms were
given, the time in seconds at which the intruder was first a Tau 2 or Tau 1
threat was read from the computer printout of the AVOID I data recorded on
the digital incremental tape transport installed in each aircraft. Then
the actual value of Tau was established by referring to the theodolite com-
puter printout of range, range rate and Tau at the same instant of time that
the warning was recorded in flight. This value was then compared with the
threshold Tau (the desired warning time in seconds) as computed from the
closing rate measured by the theodolites. The difference between the actual
Tau and the tnreshol4 Tau yielded the number of seconds the Tau warning in
the aircraft deviated from the desired threshold. An actual Tau greater
than the threshold meant that the warning was early and an actual Tau less
than the threshold meant that the warning was late.

For purposes of developing additional Tau 1 warning statistics, col-
lision encounters at altitude separations greater than co-altitude were
considered to be co-altitude. Once the theodolite measured Tau was less
than the Tau 1 threshold corresponding to the theodolite measured range
rate, the time of the first Tau 2 display for which the AVOID I calculated
"a Tau less than its Tau 1 threshold was considered to be the time at which
"a Tau 1 cormmand was given. Since the AVOID I processing of Tau 2 targets
which have altitude separations less than 1300 feet is the same as for Tati 1
targets, statistics derived in this manner are the same as those derived
from actual Tau 1 warnings.

Since the Tau thresholds vary as a function of closing rate (figure VII-2)
the early and late deviations from the threshold were normalized by dividing
those deviations by the Tao threshold at the particular closing rate associ-
ated with each warning and multiplying by 100. This then gives the Tau Two
and Tau one warnings as a percentage deviation from their respective thresh-
olds and permits the calculation of meaningful warning time statistics. The
data was divided into two groups:
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a. Tau l

b. Tau 2 i

Histograms were plotted for each grouo. iince the histograms appeared
to have a normal distribution, a normal distribution was hypothesized.
Using maximum likelihood estimators of the mean and standard deviation,
the normal curve was fitted to the experimental data on the histogram.
Then the sum of the differences between the observed frequencies and the
theoretical frequencies (for each group interval) squared and divided by
the theoretical frequencies were compared with the value of chi-squared
for a critical region of size of 0.05 and the appropriate number of
degrees-of-freedom. In all cases, the chi-squared test of the data
fitted to the normal distribution affirmed the validity of the hypothesis
that the data was, in fact, normally distributed. The histograms and the
fitted normal curves comprise Figures VII-3 and VII-4.

Referring to Figure VII-3, on the average, the Tau 2*warning time is
0.5 percent earlyl 68 percent of the time (the data falling within ±1 sigma)
the warning is within 3.6 percent late to 4.6 percent early, and 95 percent
of the time (the data falling within ±2 sigma) the warning is within 7.7
percent late and 8.7 percent early. The Tau 1 warning time in Figure VII-4
is seen to have an average time early of 0.4 percent; 68 percent of the
time the warning is within 3.7 percent late and 4.5 percent early, and
95 percent of the time the warning is within 7.8 percent late and 8.6
percent early. During the non-collision type encounterrs, e.g., formation
flight and encounters with large miss distances, the Tau 2 or Tau 1
warnings were not displayed when not required by ANTC-117.

The parameters which cause the warning time to deviate from the
desired warning time include the range and range rate errors, round time
(the time interval required to track aircraft A ability to track all other
intruders and then commence another track on aircraft A), improper altitude
correlation due to high fruit levels, aircraft antenna patterns, and co-range

target interference all of which affect communication reliability.

On the average, the AVOID I warning times were on time (actually
slightly early). This was accomplished by several techniques in the
equipment implementation which advanced the Tau 2 threshold by 1 1/2 rounds
(approximately 4.6 seconds) to accommodate the Tau 2, two alarms out of
three criteria, and advanced the Tau 1 threshold by 1/2 a round (approxi-
mately 1.5 seconds). The Tau 1 logic is such that a Tau 2 alarm is combined
with a Tau 1 alarm to satisfy the two out of three criteria so that the Tau 1
threshold needed to be advanced only by a half round. If there were no
equipment range or range rate errors, and the communications reliability
were perfect, the warning time distribution function would be uniform.
The normal warning time distribution function is the result of the AVOID I
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measurement error in the determination of range rate and to a much lesser
degree, range. It is important to know in a two-aircraft encounter what the
probability is that at least one aircraft will get the alarm at or in
advance of the warning time threshold, enabling that aircraft to commence
its part of the complementary evasive maneuver to provide safe vertical
separation. This was accomplished by deriving the probability density
function for the aircraft in a two-aircraft encounter which gets the
alarm earliest- e.g., a sampling of two normal distributions in which
only the greatur of the two is retained. By dividing the probability
space for the joint probability density function into three parts, the
following results are obtained:

EARLY +

PROBAPILITY
LATE

- p = 1/4

+p - 1/2

+ + p = 1/4

From the above it is seen that the probability of getting an early
alarm in at least one of the aircraft is 3/4. Thus, in two-aircraft
encounters it would be expected that the aircraft with the earliest
warning would be at or early relative to the threshold 75 percent of
the time. Actually, since the individual normal warning distributions
for the AVOID have a displaced mean of +0.4 percent, the early alarms
actually occur 79 purcent of the time. The earliest warning pdf (proba-
bility density function) as well as the cdf (cumulative distribution
function) are derived in Appendix J, with the following results:
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(pdf) f(x) -a2 at (

0o 2/• (o .

-I o+ a a a

2 2

(cdf) Fx) fdt (2)

where Po mean of the individual normal warning time distributions
of each alarm of an alarm pair.

0o - standard deviation of the individual normal warning time
distribution of each alarm of an alarm pair.

A plot of equation (1), the pdf, will be found in Figure VII-5,

using the mean and standard deviations for the normal warning time distri-
butions established on the theodolite range. The distribution is a
slightly skewed normal distribuw-4:. ', which the portion of the curve
to the left decreases at a fast~r rate and approaches zero at a smaller
error deviation from the peak of the curve than the corresponding portion
of the curve to the right of the peak. However, the displacement of the
mean from +0.4 percent for the individual normal distribution to +2.6
percent for the earliest warning distribution is the major factor which
provides most warnings at or greater than the warning time threshold.
In the plot of equation (2), the cdf (Figure VII-6), it can be seen
that 99 percent of the alarms in the aircraft getting the alarm first,
lie in the range from -7 percent to +12 percent deviation from the warning
time threshold, with 79 percent of the warnings at or qreater than the
threshold.

In addition to the warning time deviation from.r the Tau thresholds,
the AVOID error in making the Tau measurements (in seconds) was detez-
mined. This was accomplished by taking the difference between the
AVOID I measurement of Tau and the theodolite measurement oi Tau at tha
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time the alarms were given. Figure VII-7 is a histogram of the AVOID error
in the measurement of Tau 2 at the time that the alarms were displayed.
Note that >90% of the alarms are within an error band of 13.4 seconds.
A similar histogram is depicted in Figure VII-8 for Tau 1. In this case
90% of the alarms are within an error band of ±i.6 seconds.

The warning time histories of a large number of in-flight alarms
which were generated while flying collision encounters via radials on the
VORTAC range at Dover, Delaware were compiled. The co-range, threat situ-
ation occurred in several of the three aircraft encounters such that the
altitudes of two intruders were within two overlapping altitude threat
bands. It should be noted that this was a test condition with a low
probability of occurrence. The probability of two aircraft at the same
range being in overlapping altitude threat bands with respect to a third
aircraft and converging on each other is low and the probability that the
same two aircraft will remain co-range (within 100 to 200 feet) with the
third aircraft is low. The joint probability of the two events is even
lower. Thus the AVOID is adequately protected from deleterious co-range
effects. The co-range phenomena is discussed in more detail in Chapter
VIII.

The flight profiles associated with the warning time historiesgathered at the VORTAC site comprise Figure VII-9. The total number
of encounters flown is plotted as a function of the angle between the
radials flown. The totals are then further broken down into those that
were non co-altitude (NCA), co-altitude (CA), and those in which the miss
distance was greater than the Tau 1 threshold (MD) and therefore resulted
in no Tau 1 warning since none was required.

For efficient flight testing, the 3 aircraft encounters which would
otherwise have been difficult to synchronize were standardized to start
with a 1800, 900 configuration in which 2 aircraft persisted in 900

encounters with each other while varying their encounter angles with
respect to the third aircraf' This together with the fact that head-on
encounters were the only practical way to achieve the higher closing rates
accounted for the fact that the 900 and 1800 course angles predominated.

In the plot of Figure VII-10, the warning time and range rate were
taken directly from the computer printout of the decoded in-flight tape
recording of the CAS derived parameters via the digital interface. ior
those encounters below 100 knots, the range rate was calculated fro:
successive range measurements over a 6-second interval; the warnin,. ime
was then calculated using the range at the time the alarm was given
divided by the range rate calculated above. The range rates calculated
in this manner compared favorably with the theodolite range.
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Referring back to Figure VII-7, it can be stated with 90% confidence
that the plotted values of Tau 2 in Figure VII-10 are accurate to within
t3.4 seconds at closing rates greater than 100 knots. The dashed lines in
Figure VII-10 represent . 8.2% deviation from thresholdl these boundaries
encompass 94.1% of the warnings. With 90% confidence, it can be statedI
that for closing rates greater than 100 knots, 94.1% of the Tau 2 alarms
occurred within 3.4 seconds of an upper and lower boundary of 18.2% of the
Tau 2 threshold. It will be noted that there are more late alarms falling
below the -8.2% boundary than there are early alarms above the +8.2%
boundary, and that several of them are below the -3 sigma boundary with
a frequency slightly higher than it should be for a normal distribution (the
negative tail would decrease at a somewhat slower rate than a true normal
distribution, but the distribution from -2 sigma to +3 sigma would be for
all practical purposes normal). This effect Is caused by 2 or more lost
communication rounds at the time the alarm should be given. This type of
late alarm accounts for 3% of the data and involved the P-3 aircraft in
encounters in which the antenna coverage of the right-hand side (generally
the forward quadrant) of the~ aircraft was being utilized. Thus there are

indications that the antenna location was not optimized. Collision encounters
involving the NC-117/RA-3B combination did not exhibit this phenomena.
However, it is important to note that during moat of the flights, there
was 6 db of additional attenuation in the RF links for the communications
reliability tests. Seven of the nine late alarms occurred with 6 db of
attenuation in the link. Without the 6 db attenuation in the link, it is
probable that this group of alarms would have occurred earlier.

wihFigure VII-11 is a plot of the Tau 2 warning time of the aircraft
wihgets the alarm first in an encounter with another aitcraft. (In

some encounters, there were instrumentation problems in one aircraft such
that no data was retrieved. Since this type of plot requires data pairs,
the overall paired data sample was reduced) Thus, it can be seen quickly
how often both aircraft havo warning times significantly below the desired
threshold. The 9 late alarms in Figure VII-10 are included in the alarm
pair data. From the plot it is seen that in every case except one at
43 seconds (56 second threshold), one aircraft of the pair got the alarm
nasentially on time and was able to commence its portion of the required
complementary maneuver on time.

Figure VII-12 is the warning time history of 312 in-flight Tau 1
alarms. Agiin the dashed lines represent the 2 sigma boundaries on Tau 1
warning time, as established on the theodolite range. These boundaries
encompass 94.2% of the Tau 1 warnings. Referring to Figure VI1-8, it
is found that 90% of the time the CAS measurements of Tao 1 were with n
±1.6 seconds of the theodolite measurement of Tau 1. Therefore, it can
be stated with 90% confidence that for closing rates greater than 100
knots, 94.2% of the alarms were within 1.6 seconds of an upper and lower
boundary of ±8.2% of the Tau 1 threshold. With 90% confidence, it can
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FLIGHT PROFILES ASSOCIATED WITH THE I
TAU 2 AND TAU I WARNING TIM4E HISTORIES

OF FIGURES VII-10 TO -13
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Figure VII-9. Flight Profiles
For Warning Tlime History Plots
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TAU TWO

WARNING TINE HISTORY

OF 356 IN-FLIGHT ALARMS

94.1% OF WA WINGS WITHI ±8.2% OF 1 RESHOLD

___4 LNC-• 7 THRESHOLD

--- • •+ 8.2%

8.2%

560 640 720 800 880 960
kOTS Figure VII-10. Warning Time History

of 356 Tau Two Alarms.
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TAU TWO

WARNING TIME HISTORY OF THE EARLIEST

ALAF44 IN EACH OF 167 IN-FLIGHT ALAPM PAIRS

ANTC-117
THRESHOLD

560 640 720 800 880 960

Figure VII-I1. Warning Time History

of the Earliest Tau 2 Alarm of an
Alarm Pair.
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TAU ONE0

WARNING TIME HISTORY

OF 312 IN-FLIGHT ALARMS
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Figure VII-12. Warning Time History
of 312 Tau One Alarms.
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TAU ONE

WARNING TINE HISTORY OF THE EARLIEST

ALARM IN EACH OF 139 IN-FLIGHT ALARM PAIRS

~ ~~1~~ C-1____ 7__

------- THRESHOLD

560 640 720 800 880 960 I
10TS Figure VII-13. Warning Time History

of the Earliest Tau I Alamn of Each
Alarm. 207
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be stated that all the alarms except one were greater than 22.3 seconds.

The one exception was an alarm at 17 seconds in which there was 9 db of
additional attenuation in one link and 6 db in the other during a three
aircraft encounter. It is probable that this alarm would have been
earlier with the attenuation out of the links. At closing rates greater
than 800 knots, the CAS threshold does not appear to be advanced to the
degree that it is advanced at lower closing rates. This effect shows up
in Figure VII-12 as alarms which tend to be somewhat late on the average.

Figure VII-13 is a plot of the earliest Tau 1 alarm for each of
139 in-flight alarm pairs. The alarms are all greater than 23.4 seconds
at a confidence level of 90%. It will be noted that none of the alarms
with substantial deviations from the threshold in Figure VII-12 remainj
thus, in not a single case did both aircraft in a collision encounter
get Tau 1 alarms which were delayed significantly. Actually in the case
of the 17-second alarm, that alarm was displayed during a 3-aircraft
collision encounter in which the RA-3B was on the top of the stack at
1 1 ,500 feet altitude; the P-3 was in the middle at 11,000 feet altitude:
and the NC-117 was on the bottom at 10,500 feet altitude. The P-3 first
saw the NC-117 below at a Tau 2 with the NC-117 of 63 seconds and displayed
a limit rate descent to 200 fpm. At a Tau 2 of 45 seconds with the RA-3B,
the P-3 saw the RA-3B and displayed a limit rate of ascent and descent
to 200 fpm. This display continued until the P-3 lost co!itMunication with
the A-3 at which time the Tau with the RA-3B should have been 23 seconds.
The P-3 display changed to limit rate of descent to 200 fpm instead of
dive limit rate of descent to 200 fpm. This display which did not reflect
the t0reat with the A-3, persisted for 2 rounds (6.4 seconds) followed by
a proper level off display when the Tau l's with the A-3 and the NC-117
became 17 seconds and 29 seconds, respectively. The proper: command per-

sisted Lor the remainder of the encounter. The NC-117 and the RA-3B both
displayed the proper commands throughout the encounter. Computer print-
outs of other three aircraft encounters will be found in Appendices K
through M.

Inasmuch as reliable warning time is intimately associated with a
high degree of communications reliability, degradation of the power budget
which goes undetected is an area of concern. To insure that the power
budget is maintained at all times, the AVOID should have an automatic closed
loop self-test feature. The transmitted power should be sampled by means
oZ a probe at the antenna and fed back through an attenuator and delay line
to provide a calibrated minimum input signal at the AVOID receiver. The
signal should then be processed through the AVOID to establish proper opera-
tion of the correlator, Tau filter, and threat logic. Low transmitter power,
low receiver sensitivity or improper processing then would be detected
quickly, automatically disabling the AVOID and enabling a flashing
warning light or an audible warning. Properly designed,this scheme
should guarantee a power budget at n.11 times with ±2 db.
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CHAPTER VIII

FALSE AAM

INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the false alarm characteristics of the AVOID I
equipmnent as delivered in January 1974.* The false alarm rate was found
to be excessive. NAVAIRDEVCEN initiated many technical interchanges with
Honeywell regarding false alarms, culminating in design changes and the
issuance of the NAVAIRDEVCEN AVOID TI Requirements Document (Appendix B).

This resulted in an Avoid 11 design which should have a false alarm rate
in 1982 traffic densities which are in the 1 in 1000 hour range. It is

omeddtechniques aloshould result in false alarm rates in 1982
tafcdensities which are in the I in 1000 hour range instead of the ap-

proximate 20 per hour exhibited in the design reported herein. in making

an assessment of the impact which false alarms have on a collision avoid-I
ance system operating within an ATC (Air Traffic Control) environment, it
is important to calculate the aggregate number of false alarms per hour
which would occur in the most dense terminal area envisioned in the 1980-
1990 time frame. NAVAIRDEVCEN considers a false alarm rate in each air-
craft in the range of 1 in 1000 hours to be satisfactory in such an envi-
rozmnant.

Considerable effort was spent in analyzing the AVOID I system design
to identify the mechanisms by which false alarms could occur, devising

prinent tests and developing analytical methods to establish false

alarm rates. Even if a particular type of false alarm was believed to
be of very low probability, it was identified and appropriate tests run

topoeor disprove the predicted outcome.

reasoned that false alarms had to be subdivided into the following six
categories:

1.* Phantom Intruder Alarms due to fruit.

2. Conditional Alarm Alterations due to fruit (the alteration of a

valid alarm to an alarm of another kind).

3. Conditional Alarm Alterations due to altitude scaling factors.

4. Conditional Alarm Alteration due to two aircraft which occupy
overlapping altitude bands and which are co-range with a third aircraft.
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5. Conditional Phantom Intruder Alarms due to multipath of the
second pulse pair of the altitude encoded interrogation quad.

6. Conditional Alarm Alteration due to multipath of the second
pulse pair of the altitude encoded interrogation quad.

The phenomena encountered in categories 5 and 6 did not occur after
equipmesnt modifications incorporated midway in the flight test program.
A discussion of these categories will be found in chapter V. In this
chapter, the remaining four categories are discussed at length. Laboratory
test results together with supporting analysis of the mechanisms involved
in each category are provided. One section of the chapter consists of a
narative of the false alarms which occurred during the flight tests. The
last section provides conclusions.

GENERAL BACKGROUND

In order to understand the rationale for the experimental methods
used to establish the AVOID I false alarm rate, it is necessary to u:.-
deretand the various operational modes of the equipment. The AVOID I
basically has three automati operational modess one mode when in level
flight (includes vertical rates up to 500 fpm), a second mode when ascend-
ing or descending at rates between 500 and 1000 fpm and a third mode when
ascending or descending at greater than 1000 fpm. When operating in mode

one (level flight), the AVOID I is only concerned with an altitude band
within ±1300 feet of own aircraft. Hence only the 1,6 basic altitude bands
are enabled for all seven sets of interrogations comprising one sequence
or round. Branch interrogations in the I3 and I bands in the fifth and
seventh sets of interrogations further isoIate a threat as to whether it is
co-, itude (altitues differential of 600 feet or less) or a P-5 type threat
(altitude differential of between 600 and 1300 feet) and whether it is be-
tween an altitude -ifferential of 0 to 400 feet which requires biasing of
responses to insure complementary maneuvers. The co-altitude boundaries
are incremented by 200 feet in the high altitude region.

When operating in mode two, the AVOID I (if climbing) is only concerned
with an altitude band of 2000 feet above to 1300 feet below or if diving
just the reverse. Thus an additicnal altitude band, the 1.l is enabled
for all seven sets of interrogations (provided a threat exists) with branch
interrogations in the I. and PCA (predicted coaltitude) bands to isolate
the threat as being in tAe 1300 to 2000 foot altitude band, the 600 to 1300
foot altitude band or the PCA band with an upper boundary equal to the sum
of 600 feet and one half the altitude rate in feet per minute. Similarly,
when operating in mode three, another altitude band is enabled, the 1I2'
extending (if climbing) to 3200 feet above and 1300 feet below with branch
interrogations in the I1l3 to isolate the threat to the 1300 to 2000 foot
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altitude band or the 2000 to 3200 foot altitude band.

In mode one, the display is only enabled if essentially the same threat
level is present for two out of three rounds, thus providing substantial dis-
play suppression of fruit tracks or correlations in the branch altitude
bands which nearly always are separated by more than one round. In modes
two and three, the display is enabled the first round in which a threat is
present, and as would be expected, the fruit susceptibility is increased.

The basic fruit rates used in the false alarm tests are in accordance
with the Honeywell simulations of the FAA 1982 Los Angeles Traffic Model
(appendix A) during the peak hour of the peak day. In the simulation,
the most dense portion of the model was selected and all aircraft were
equipped with a CAS. All IFR aircraft (15% of the aircraft) were equipped
with AVOID I and all VFR aircraft (85% of the aircraft) were equipped with
AVOID I1. As a result of the simulations, it was determined that the
AVOID I would receive 32,000 fruit pulses per second and 1261 interroga-
tions. This will be referred to as the predicted fruit rate. The simulation
was then repeated with the power budget increased by 2 dB. Under these con-
ditions, the resultant fruit was 62,000 pulses per second with 1808 inter-
rogations. These figures slightly modified (64,000 pulses per second with
1536 interrogations) were recommended by Honeywell for purposes of the flight
tests and will be referred to as the recommended fruit rate. In some of the
NAVAIRDEVCEN false alarm tests conducted in the laboratory, the fruit rates
were raised beyond the recommended rate (as high as 96,000 pulses per second
with 1536 interrogations). This was done to accelerate the rate at which
false alarms were generated in order to get measurable numberf of false
alarms during tests of reasonable duration.

PHANTOM INTRUDER ALARMS DUE TO FRUIT

The test series designed by NAVAIRDEVCEN to generate the data for the
mode 1 fruit induced phantom intruder alarms, curve 1 of figure VIII-l, con-
sisted of operating the AVOID I in mode one in the above 9500 foot altitude
band at varying fruit rates. Two hour tests were conducted at each of four
different fruit rates 16K/1536, 32K/1536, 64K/1536 and 96K/1536 injected into
the receiver. It is to he noted that no legitimate threats were injected
during the tests at the 3 lower fruit rates. The phantom targets due to the
formation of fruit TAU tracks did not appear in a two hour period until a
fruit rate of 64K/1536 was reached. At that rate, two co-altitude TAU 2
phantom targets at different ranges and range rates appeared consecutively
as targets above the interrogating aircraft with a limit climb rate to 200
fpm displayed twice. At the 96K/1536 fruit rate, phantom intruders appeared
many times during the twu hour test period. Seven of these were co-altitude
TAU 2 threats above own aircraft and seven were co-altitude TAU 2 threats
below own aircraft. They are classified in table VIII-l by threat type,
whether they were displayed once, twice in a row, or three times in a row
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TABLE VIU-1 . PHANT~t4 FALSE ALARMS
IN LEVEL rLIGHT WITH NO INTRUDERS

(CURVE I FIGURE VIII-1)

No. Internal Threat
Fruit oi Pilot Status False Alarm

KPPS Occur- Round Display Duo to Due to mechanism
rences Real Target Fruit

16K - None - None None

32K None - None None

64K 1 1 T2A Fruit track in I
12.7 nmi @ 1635 Oot.

2 200A T2A Fruit track in I+6
9.3 nmi 8 2713 knout

3 200A None None

96K 3 1 T2B Fruit track in I
11.8 6 2286; 10.16@ 2589,
16 @ 1807

2 200B T2B Fruit track in I6
15.7 @ 1303; 13.36@ 1392,
9.5 @ 2689

3 200B None None

96K 1 1 T2B Fruit track in I.6
12.6 @ 2198

2 None None
3 200B T2B Fruit track in 16

10.1 @ 2749

96K 1 1- T2A Fruit track in I+6
15 @ 2861

2 200A - T2A Fruit track in I+6
113.1 @ 3886

3 200A - None None

96K 2 1 - T2A Fruit tralk in I
13.9 @ 2500, 16.16@ 1623

2 - None None
3 200A - T2A Fruit track in I

no print-out; 14.1 8 4254
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TABLE VIII-1. PHANTOM FALSE ALARMS
IN LEVEL FLIGHT WITH NO INTRUDERS

(CURVE 1 FIGURE VIII-I) (Cont.)

No. Internal Threat
Fruit of Pilot Status False Alarm

KPPS Occur- Round Display Due to Due to Mechanism
rences Real Target Fruit

96K 1 T2A Fruit track in 1+6 11.1 @ 2879
2 N one

3 200A t2A Fruit track in 1+6 12.1 @ 2595
4 200A - t2A Fruit track in 1+6 11.5 @2731
5 200A N None

Fruit Rate PPS

Summary 16K/1536 32K/1536 64K/1536 96K/1536

Number of False Display 0 0 2 14

Number of Rounds 2250 2250 2250 2250

Test Duration in Hours 2 2 2

False Alarm Rate Per Hour 0 0 1
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and the fruit mechanism which caused them. Referring to table VIII-l
there was one co-altitude TAU 2 threat below (T2B) in which the threat
was formed in the first round, missed in the second round, and formed in
the third round, satisfying the two out of three display logic. This caused
the output of a one round display of limit dive rate to 200 fpm (200 B).
The threat in the first round was caused by formation of a phantom fruit
track in the I6 altitude response band at a range of 12.6 nmi and closing
rate of 2193 knots and that in the third round by the same mechanism at
10.1 nmi and 2749 knots. There were three co-altitude TAU 2 threats below
in which the threats were formed in the first and second rounds cauainq the
200 B to be displayed. The phantom pairs were formed at 11.8 nmi at 2286
knots, 15.7 at 1303 knotel 10.7 nmi at 2589 knots, 13.3 nmi at 1392 knotsi
16 nmi at 1807 knots, and 9.5 nmi at 2689 knots.

The co-altitude TAU 2 threats above were similarly formed in the I..
bands. There was one occurrence where the 200A threat was displayed 6
twice in a row and one occurrence in which the 200A threat was displayed
three times in a row. In the later case, fruit formed phantom tracks in
the 1,6 band in the first, third, and fourth rounds at supersonic closing
rates. The possible effects which these phantom targets can have are multi-
tudinous. If there are no real threats when they occur and the interrogating
aircraft is in level flight, the effect is an unnecessary advisory to limit
rate of ascent or descent. If there are no real threats and the interro-
gating aircraft is taking off from a terminal area and is climbing rapidly to
get to cruise altitude, a limit rate of climb to 200 fpm commwand due to a
phantom target is disruptive to the pilot, to the ATC system and may be has-
ardods to the large number of aircraft in the area (the phantom targets are
the result of high fruit levels which result from a large population of air-
craft in a concentrated area). The other commands resulting from phantom
targets which limit rate of ascent or descent to 500, 1000, or 2000 fpm are
disruptive to varying degrees when the aircraft is ascending or descending.

The principal cause of the formation of phantom TAU tracks was the use
of range bins which became increasingly wider with increasing range (50 feet
from 0 to 5 nmi, widening to 168 feet at 15 nmi) and the processing of TAU
tracks involving phantom targets at supersonic closing rates. The latest
AVOID I design as of 15 April 1975 uses 50 foot bins throughout the entire
range, two out of two display logic, and does not process threats at super-
sonic closing rates since that is not a current requirement. Supersonic
capability if required could be incorporated with very low phantom alarm
rates by using round-to-round correlation in both range and range rate before
processing threats through the display logic.

Curve 2 of figure VIII-l represents the rate at which fruit induced
phantom intruder alarms were generated when in a climb or dive flight pro-
file between 500 and 1000 fpm (mode 2). The data used to generate this
curve were derived from the test series used to generate curve 3 in which
there was an actual P10 threat which masked the false Pl0 alarms. However,
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the computer printout of the all-threats data, listed all of the threats
(due to real targets and fruit) in every round regardless of what was fed
to the display. Thus it was possible to analyze these data to determine
the probability of developing phantom tracks in any of the threat bands.
By noting that the probability of a T2A threat (I 1 +1 ) or a P10
threat (I .*I+.) for a single round of seven s~es was-ihe same, the
occurence 8i the l2A phantom tracks could be used equivalently to develop
the Pl0 phantom alarm display rates. Thus the false alarms actually
occurred as TAU 2A internal threats on a round-to-round basis. None
appeared as a pilot display because of the two out of three logic require-
ment. However, Pl0 threats do not have the two out of three logic pro-
tection; thus the TAU 2A internal threats can be treated equivalently as
P10 displays.

In table VIII-2, it is seen that at fruit rates up to and including
32K/1536, no phantom tracks were formed. However, at a fruit rate of
64K/1536, there were twenty T2A internal alarms which were equivalent to
ten phantom PIO displays. All but three of these T2A tracks were formed
at supersonic closing rates at between 8.3 and 16.4 nmi. It will be noted
that the P1O type of threat utilized the one out of one display logic rather
than the much more powerful two out of three display logic used for co-
altitude threats. The one out of one enable/inhibit logic has been dropped
in favor of a two out of two enable/inhibit logic for all future AVOID
equipments which, together with other modifications, should insure a low
false alarm rate.

CONDITIONNL ALARM ALTERATION DUE TO FRUIT

The test series designed by NAVAIRDEVCEN to generate the data for
curve 3 of figure VIII-l consisted of injecting a vertical rate signal into
the AVOID corresponding to a climb rate of 700 fpm and then setting up an
intruder at an altitude of 2000 feet above own altitude and at a fixed
range of 0.3 mile where the bin widths are 50 feet. The one to two hour
tests were run at each of three fruit rates: 16K/1536, 32K/1536 and 64K/1536
injected into the AVOID receiver along with the desired intruder. The
proper display for own aircraft was limit climb rate to 1000 fpm. Analysis
of the computer printouts of the decoded tapes revealed (table VIII-3) that
the displayed commands were correct at a fruit rate of 16,000 pulses psr
second. However, at 32,000 pulses per second the limit climb rate to
1000 fpm display was altered to a 500 fpm display twice at different times
during the 2 hour period and altered to a level-off command display twice
in a row during the 2 hour period. At a fruit level of 64,000 pulses per
second the alteration to a 500 fpm display occurred six different times
during a one hour period, and the alteration to a level-off command occurred
and was displayed three times, twice in a row. Each time fruit correlated
in the IPCA altitude band, producing a single PCA threat, the display logic
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TABLE VIII-2. PHANTOM FALSE ALARMS

IN ASCENDING FLIGHT AT 700FPM WITH NO INTRUDERS
(CURVE 2 OF FIGURE VIII-l)

No. Internal Threat
Fruit of Pilot Status False Alarm
Rate Occur- Round Display Due to Due to Mechanism

PPS rences Real Target Fruit i

16K - - None None None

32K - - None None None

64K 20** 1 None T2A Fruit track in i
14.3 nmi @ 2897 its
15.2 nmi @ 2583 kts
9.1 nmi @ 2355 kto
8.3 nmi @ 722 kts*

** Since the number of possible 15.8 nmi @ 1605 kts

P10 rounds (6.5 seconds) ir. a 12.8 nmi @ 2358 kts
1 hour interval is half of the 14.1 nmi @ 2464 kts
T2A rounds (3.2 seconds), the 9.7 nm! @ 1842 kta
number of equivalent P10 die- 13.7 nmi @ 3738 kts
plays would be half of the in- 14.0 nmi @ 1179 kts*
tIrnal T2A threats which occurred. 15.6 nmi @ 1534 ktI
This would be equivalent to ten 15.7 nmi @ 1475 kts
1O00A (limit climb rate to 1000 14.8 nmi @ 1119 kts*
FýM) displays. 15.5 nmi @ 1451 kts

12.1 nmi @ 3448 kts
14.6 nmi @ 2849 kto

Subsonic Tracks 14.8 nmi @ 2962 kts
16.4 nmi @ 1664 kts
12.6 nmi @ 2778 kts
15.4 nmi @ 1481 kts

Fruit Rate - PPS
Summary

16K/1536 32K/1536 64K/1536

Number of Equivalent False Displays 0 0 10
Number of Roands 894 1125 563
Test Duration in Hours 1.6 2.0
False Alarm Rate per Hourt 0 0

t Level Flight Phantom Alarms are a Subset
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TABLE VIII-3. CONDITIONAL FALSE ALARMS
IN ASCENDING FLIGHT AT 700 FPM WITH INTRUDER

AT 2000 FEET (CURVE 3 OF FIGURE VIII-I)

No. Internil Threat
Fruit of Pilot Status False AlarmKPPS Occur- Round Display* "'Due to Due to mechanism

rences Real Target Fruit

16K - - 1000A PIO None None

32K 2 31 1000A P10 None None
2 500A PlO PS Fruit Correlation with

real target in I+6 on
5th and 7th se~ts

1 1 1000A PlO None None
2 Level Off PIO PCA Fruit Correlation with

real target in 11CA on
5th and 7th sets

3 Level Off Plo None None

64K 6 1 1000A PlO None None
2 SOOA PlO P5 Fruit Correlation with

real target in I on
5th and 7th sets+

6

1 OOOA PlO None None
2 Level Off PlO PCA Fruit Correlation with

real target in PCA on
5th and 7th sets

3 Level Off PlO None None

Proper Command is 1000A (Limit Climb Rate to 1000 FPM).

Fruit Rate - PPS
Summary

16K/1536 32K/1536 64K/1536

Number of False Displays 0 4 12
Number of Rounds 1125 1125 563
Test Duration in Hours 2 2 1
False Alarm Rate per Hour 0 2 1
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latched for two 6.5 second rounds resulting in the level off command being
displayed for 13.0 seconds.

in interpreting this curve, it must be understood that it is a con-
ditional probability curve that presupposes an aircraft in a threat status.
It is thus quite different from the phantom intruder phenomena .;hich does
not presuppose an aircraft in a threat status.

The mechanism by which the commands are altered by fruit can be best
explained by reference to the interrogation sequence diagram, figure I-5.
When climbing at a vertical rate of 700 fpm the AVOID I interrogates

with an I code which is shifted by 350 feet (30 seconds Y own altitude
rate in feq per second). if an intruder aircraft is at an altitude dif-
ferential of 1150 feet or less it will respond, and is considered a pre-
dicted coaltitude threat.

Since the climb rate exceeds 500 fpm, the irnterrogation of the 1+13
band is enabled for set 1 and all subsequent sets oI sequence a as long

as a TAU threat exists on each subsequent set of interrogations. If the
AVOID I were functioning correctly, it would interrogate with the 1.+13I+ , and I basic codes, develop a TAU track in the I•1 band and woud

no correlate in the I+6 or I bands on the 5th and Id sets (the in-

truder at 2000 feet above shoN not fall within tho I+6 band which has an
upper boundary of +1350 feet nor the I band which has an upper boundary
of +1150 feet at a vertical rate of 70R

0
)pm). The resultant display should

be a limit climb rate to 1000 fpm.

With fr,,'t injected at rates of 32K/1536 and higher, occasionally
fruit replies occupied the ! +6 bands or the I band in the 5th and 7th
interrogation sets within the acceptance gate-?ocated at the range of the
intruder aircraft. This then caused the limit climb rate to 1000 fpm dis-
play to be altered to a limit climb rate to 500 fpm (if the fruit corre-

lates in the I band) or to a level off display (if the fruit correlates
in the I cA bang). The level off command persietLd for two 6.5 second
rounds w sn fruit correlated in the I band durii.7 one round evidently

PCA
due to a display logic anomaly.

Similar alterations of commands occur when descending or when ascending
at vertical rates greater than 1000 fpm which enables interrogation with
the I code. If the real target correlates in the I or I bands,
and f +it correlates in the I bands, the threat log t

3
output

2
gisplays the

more serious threat which is Me predicted co-altitude threat with the level-
off command. A tabulation of some of the possible command alterations due
to fruit comprises table VIII-4.

Curve 4 of figure VIII-I is the level flight conditional false alnrm
rate of the AVOID I given that own aircraft is in a TAU I alarm statuc.
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TABLE VIII-4. CONDITIONAL ALARM ALTERATION MODES 2 AND 3

Interrogating Intruder
Aircraft Aircraft Proper Altered Command
Vertical Altitude Command (Due to Fruit Correlation

Rate - FPM Differential in the Branch Altitude Bands)

>500 fpm <2000 feet LVS up LVS up Level Off

>1000 fpm <3200 feet LVS up LVS up Level Off

>2200 fe't 2000 fpm 1000 fpm

<500 fpm <2000 feet LVS down LVS down Level Off
>1300 feet 1000 fpm 500 fpm

<1000 fpm <3200 feet LVS down LVS down Level Off
>2200 feet 2000 fpm 1000 fpm
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The series of teats developed to generate the data for this curve consisted
of operating the AVOID I in the level flight mode in the above 9500 ft alti-
tude region, setting up a target at 0.15 nmi at an altitude differential of
800 feet above and conducting two hour tests at each of four different fruit
rates: 16K/1536, 32Y,/1536 64K/1536 and 94K/1536. If the AVOID did not corre-
late on fruit, it would display a dive command continuously. As shown in
table VIII-5, it did just that at fruit rates up to and including 64K/1536.
At the 96K/1536 rate, however, the dive command was altered in three instances
to a dive command with a limit dive rate to 200 fpm and was altered in one
instance to a dive command with a limit dive rate to 500 fpm. Table VIII-5
lists the type of alarm alterations, their duration in terms of number of
rounds displayed, and the mechanism by which the alarm alterations occurred.
In case 1, the dive command was altered to a dive limit rate of dive to 500
fpm on the third of three rounds. During the first round fruit correlated
in the 16 band on the 5th and 7th sets of interrogations which together
with the real target in the I band satisfied the logic for an equal alti-
tude TAU 1 threat (EAl). Dur ng the second round, the fruit did not corre-
late or form a phantom track. However, in the third round, fruit occupied
the range bins in the A through G registers of the I band, formed a phantom
track at 16.3 nmi at 1955 knots and in addition correlated in the E and G
registers of the I band. This satisfied the logic for an M5 threat which
when combined with'de EA1 threat in the first round (2 out of 3 display logic)
caused a limit dive rate to 500 fpm to be displayed along with the dive command.

In case 2, the dive command was altered to a still more restrictive
command "dive but limit dive rate to 200 fpm" for two consecutive rounds.
During the first round, fruit correlated in the I band on the 5th and 7th
sets of interrogations which together with the reai target in the I band
satisfied the logic for an EAl threat. In the second round, fruit trmed a
phantom track in the I band at 10.7 nmi at 2873 knots. This satisfied
the logic to output a TAU 2 co-altitude threat below (T2B) which when com-
bined with the EAl threat in the first round caused a limit dive rate to
200 fpn to be displayed along with the dive command for two rounds. Case 3
wa milar to case 2 but only displayed the limit dive rate to 200 fpm
once since there was no fruit correlated thre&t in between the EAl threat
in the first round and the T2B threat in the third round at 15.4 nmi at
1765 knots.

Thus the rate at which fruit alteration of a TAU 1 alarm occurred
(given that a TAU 1 alarm was present) was 4 out of 2250 rounds or approx-
imately 2 per hour.

CONDITIONAL ALARM ALTERATION DUE TO ALTITUDE SCALING FACTORS

The altitude scale factor of 1 nanosecond per foot, proved to be too
critical to preserve the 100 foot digitizing accuracy of the altimeter in
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TABLE VIII-5. CONDITIONAL FALSE ALARMS
IN LEVEL FLIGHT, CO -ALTITUDE INTRUDER

(CURVE 4 OF FIGURE VIII-l)

Internal Threat
Fruit Pilot .tatus False Alarm

Pulses Round Display* Due to Due to Mechanism
PPS Real Target Fruit

16K Dive TA, TlA - None

32K Dive TA, TlA - None

96K 1 Dive TA, TIA EAl Fruit Correlation

(Case 1) with Real Target
in I 6 in 5th and 7th

2 Dive TA, TlA None
3 Dive 500B TA, TIA M5 Formation of Fruit

Track in I @ 16.3 nm,
1955 kto an• correlation

in Il3 in 5th and 7th
sets

96K 1 Dive TA, TlA EAl Fruit Correlation with
(Case 2) Real Target in I6 in

5th and 7th sets
6

2 Dive 200B TA, TIA T2B Formation of Fruit Track
in I_ @ 10.7 nm, 2873
kts

6

3 Dive 200B TA, TIA - None

96K 1 Dive TA, TlA EAl Fruit Correlation with
(Case 3) Real Target in I6 in

5th and 7th sets

2 Dive TA, TlA None
3 Dive 2002 TA, TIA T2B Formation of Fruit Track

in I.- @ 15.4 rnm, 1765 kts
* Proper Display is a Dive Co165nd
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TABLE VIII-5. CONDITIONAL FALSE ALARMS
IN LEVEL FLIGHT, CO-ALTITUDE INTRUDER

(CURVE 4 OF FIGURE VIII-1)(Cont.)

Fruit Rate - PPS

Summary 16K/1536 32K/1536 64K/1536 96K/1536

Number of False Displays 0 0 0 4

Number of Rounds 2250 2250 2125 2250

Test Duration in Hours 2 2 -2 2

False Alarm Rate Per Hour 0 0 0 2
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establishing altitude threat boundaries. The system jitter which was pri-
marily in the receiver was such that when altitude encoded interrogations
were received, approximately 2% of the time the decoded interrogations
were in error by 100 feet (and in a few instances by 200 feet). (Additional
information on specific flights will be found in the flight narrative of this
chapter.) Part of the problem stemmed from the fact the design goal was a
receiver with 20 MHz bandwidth at the 3 dB points. System problems -.ith
regard to power budget, resulted in a receiver bandwidth of less than 10 MHz
Thus the ability to resolve the I nanosecond per foot was degraded. This
resulted in a 100 to 200 foot zone of ambiguity at the altitude response
band boundaries and caused the alteration of legitimate alarms. For example,
in the above 9500 foot altitude regime, an intruder at an 800 foot altitude
differential which should be identified as a co-altitude threat with a dive
or climb command is sometimes decoded as being a 900 foot non co-altitude
threat with a limit rate of ascent or descent to 500 fpm. The reverse situ-
ation also can occur where the intruder is at 900 feet, should be identified
as a non co-altitude threat but instead is decoded as being at 800 feet and
is classified as a co-altitude threat. Similar mechanisms occur at the upper
boundary of the I band which can cause -assification of an intruder as
above 1300 feet wAn in fact the intruder is below 1300 feet (or the reverse
situation). Similarily, an uncertainty at the upper boundary of the 1 +1
band can cause classification of an intruder at above 2200 feet when in iact
the intruder is below 2200 feet (or the reverse). Ambiguity in the I boundary
causes an intruder at an altitude differential of 500 feet to be identified
as having a 400 foot altitude differential thus causing the interrogating
aircraft to bias its responses by 200 feet in a direction opposite to the
threat. The reverse situation can also occur.

Future AVOID I and AVOID II equipment will have 20 MHz bandwidth
receivers and a 2 nanosecond per foot scaling factor to insure that alti-
tude decoding is noncritical and to insure full compliance with the
NAVAIRDEVCEN AVOID II Requirements Document (appendix B) which requires
that there be no zone of ambiguity at the altitude threat boundaries.

CONDITIONAL ALARM ALTERATION DUE TO A CO-RANGE SITUATION

In the situation where two aircraft are co-range with a third aircraft
and occupy overlapping altitude response bands with respect to the third
aircraft, alarms which have been correct in previous rounds could be al-

tered resulting in a false display. Visualize a three aircraft encounter
in which an aircraft A is at an altitude of 10,000 feet converging on
aircraft B and C at altitudes of 10,500 and 11,000 feet, respectively.
Assume that B and C have ranges to A which are within 300 feet of each other
and that the TAU 1 threshold of B with respect to A has been exceeded.
A correlates B in the I1 alU.tude response band and since there is ample
range separation between B and C, correlates C in the I and I alti-
tude response bands. A thus determines that B is a co-atitude++U 1
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threat which supercedes C which is a non co-altitude threat < 1300 feet
above. The threat logic outputs a dive command. Assume that one round
later B and C's range to A become the same (co-range) and remains that
way for the round. A now correlates B and C in the same range bins in
the I altitude response band, considers it one intruder and correlates
C in tfe I . A thus considers that it has a single intruder which is
non co-alttade and less than 1300 feet above. Since the display logic
requires two threats out of three to be the same, the effect that this
round has had was to alter the internal threat status of the intruder
but not the displayed dive command. If the co-range situation dwelled
for another round (actually an unlikely event) the display would be al-
tered to an incorrect alarm indicating a limit rate of ascent to 500 fpm
rather than a dive command.

In a situation where aircraft A is at 10,500 foot altitude, conver-
ging on S and C at 10,000 and 11,000 foot altitudes, respectively, if
B and C become co-range with A, A correlates B and C as one target in
the I and I altitude response bands thus identifying the intruder
as an equal altitude threat. If the co-range situation dwelled for two
rounds it could cause alteration of a level off command to a dive or aclimb command depending on the decision made by the tie breaking logic.
It must be pointed out that these are very low probability events. To be-
gin with a situation where three aircraft converge on each other with
small vertical separations is a low probability event. This coupled
with the low probability of two of the aircraft being co-range with a
third aircraft in the crucial TAU 1 zone for more than one round results
in a very low joint probability of alarm alteration.

To determine the AVOID I co-range resolution capability, laboratory
tests were conducted using two targets in overlapping altitude bands
each of which were generated from separate traffic simulators. The tar-
gets progressively were brought closer and closer to the same range until
the AVOID was no longer able to distinguish the two separate intruders
and thus failed to correlate the altitude bands correctly. The resolu-
tion was found to be between 100 and 200 feet.

In the flight test, co-range situations occurred during the three
aircraft collision encounters. The AVOID I ,.s able to resolve two in-
truders which were co-range within 100 to 200 feet. In those encounters
in which the aircraft were co-range within 100 feet or less, the altitude
correlation was incorrect for one round and altered the internal threat
status of the intruders. However, in no case was the wrong command dis-
played to the pilot.
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FALSE ALARM FLIGHT NARRATIVE

The frequency of in-flight false alarms decreased after corrective
actions by Honeywell midway through the flight tests; however, there
still remained a significant number of such events, particularly those
considered in the category of alarm alterations. For example, at or
near the 1300 foot altitude separation, the boundary definition was not
always firm. Thus, a 1300 foot TAUl 2 above threat should be displayed
as "limit climb to 500 feet per minute"(P-5). if it were displayed as
"limit climb to 1000 feet per minute" (P-l0), it was considered a con-
ditional alarm alteration. The appearance of a target threat where
none existed, due to excessive fruit, was categorized as a phantom in-
truder alarm. occasionally, wrong threats at various critical altitude
boundaries occurred intermittently for single rounds, but did not appear
as wrong displays because of the 2 out of 3 display logic. The altitude
boundary problem was scrutinized carefully during a special p,,rtion of
flight 6 designed for this purpose. The P-3 flew repeated figure 8 pat-
seprnsation). the f11ight were thus1 alwase inehen TAes 1tzone at5 orinea
teprnabiove. The flights withtuawysi the TAU cls behin (lsstha 0.r miea
critical altitude separations such as 1300 and 800 feet above 10,000 feet.
There were 14 altered displays out of a total of 2200. The percentage of
altered displays was thus 0.63 percent. There were no phantom false
alarms. All 14 altered displays occurred in the P-3 aircraft and for the
same reason. The fruit in the NC-117 was 64K/1536. This means 64,000
fruit replies and 1536 interrogation quads above threshold. The fruit in
the P-3 was 32K/11536. In a typical case, the NC-117 detected the P-3
target in the I interrogation band which covers altitudes from -50 feet
to +1350 feet. ~itl. the actual P-3 altitude separation being 700 feet, for
example, the I al,-itude correlation sequence of interrogations in the

+13
NC-117 covering altitudes from 850 to 2250 feet properly identified the
P-3 target as co-altitude. However, the I+ altitude correlation sequence
(+450 feet to -950 feet) wrongly mistook fruit for the target and identi-
fied it as being within 400 feet above requiring the NC-117 to bias its
own altitude 200 feet negatively. The NC-117 had the proper "dive" command
but because of its negative bias appeared to be 900 feet below the P-3 in-
stead of 700 feet below. The P-3 had no choice except to call the NC-117
an M5 threat (limit to 500 feet below) instead of displaying a "clinb*
command. The cause of the problem, in this flight, was a conditional
wrong altitude correlation due to excessive fruit levels in the NC-117
aircraft. The problem would not have occurred at lower levele of fruit
in the NC-117. It should be noted that in the AVOID I equipment flight
tested, altitude correlation of a threat occurred in the 5th and 7th
interrogation sets of the 7 set interrogation sequence.

Some of the false alarms occurring in the remaining communication
reliability flights were those due to fruit looking like a supersonic
threat, in the wider range bins generally beyond 8 miles. A typical
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example in the communication reliability portion of flight 6 was a
fruit target in the NC-117 (recall the high fruit rate 64,000 replies
per second) at an apparent range of 48,000 feet and a range rate of
2500 feet per second giving a TAU of 19 seconds. This registered as a
TAU 1 below threat for one round. This is an instance, bowever, where
the 2 out of 3 requirement for display prevented a fal "larm display
from occurring. A supersonic capability had been buil. .to the AVOID I
equipment before the requirement for supersonic capabilcy was dropped.
Honeywell could have inhibited supersonic TAU tracks in this equipment
but becainse of the complexity did not do so. Therefore, these supersonic
fruit threats should not be assessed as faults. Should a supersonic
capability be later required, the equipment could be built with the
narrower 50 foot range bins all the way to maximum range. This would
give a finer discrimination against false tracks due to random fruit.
In the communication reliability portion of flight 6, there were 3 such
instances of isolated rounds all in the NC-117 with its higher fruit
level detecting a supersonic fruit track, none of which resulted in a
pilot display. In addition, there were 6 altered rounds; e.g., TlA
instead of PS, but no altered displays.

In flight 7, with fruit of 64K/1536 in both the P-3 and NC-117,
there were 8 altered displays, 7 cases of unnecessary biasing, 17 iso-
lated altered rounds not resulting in a wrong display, and one round
having a phantom fruit target.

Flight 9 illustrated the altitude boundary problem due to the use
of a scale factor of 1 nesec/foot. In the first encounter of this flight
with the A-3 at 11,600 feet and the P-3 at 10,800 feet (800 foot separa-
tion should be co-altitude), the P-3 should have displayed a "dive"
command. However, with the 1 nsec/foot scale factor, the A-3 replied
to the P-3's I + interrogation set and was therefore declared to be a
P-5 threat (limii climb to 500 feet per minute) instead of co-altitude.
There were a total of 19 such altered displays in this encounter. A
similar 1 nsec/foot resolution problem occurred during a portion of en-
counter 9 of this flight. With the A-3 1400 feet above the P-3 after
taking evaqive action, it was displayed by the P-3 as a P-5 threat three
times instead of as a P-10 threat. In the remainder of the flight, there
were only three isolated altered rounds in the P-3 with no altered dis-
plays. During encounter 13 of this three aircraft flight, the P-3 tracked
the NC-117 perfectly at the 800 foot boundary below, indicating that the
critical altitude gate adjustment in the NC-117 was probably better than
that of the A-3. There were two instances of uncalled for altitude
biasing in the P-3 with the A-3 500 feet above. The fault, again was in
the A-3 altitude gate, since it should not have permitted a reply to the
P-3's I+4 interrogation at 500 foot separation.
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One of the isolated altered rounds in the P-3 was due to a co-range
effect which did not persist long enough to result in a wrong display.
The A-3 above was at the same range from the P-3 as the NC-117 below.
Thus, the P-3 had a response to its I interrogations at the same range

as the response to interrogattons. It had no choice but to in-
terpret this a i a sing e ua altitude target.

The A-3 displayed four P-10 and P-20 phantom fruit targets in the
"unrestricted" test mode as false alarms during the encounters of this
flight. All were of the supersonic range rate variety previously dis-
cussed. P-10's and P-20's do not have the benefit of the two out of
three logic and are displayed for 6 seconds. In the normal mode of
operation, these would not have occurred in level flight since higher
altitude bands are not interrogated; however, the P-10's and P-20's
could have occurred if the climb rate had been greater than 500 and

1000 fpm, respectively.

In the same three aircraft flight with the A-3 above the NC-117,
the A-3 had four altered displays like M-10 instead of M-5, while the
NC-117 had one altered display, a P-5 instead of a P-10.

The P-3 had no altered displays in this flight with respect to the
NC-117. Neither did the NC-117 with respect to the P-3. There were
two isolated altered rounds in the P-3 and one in the NC-117. Each
aircraft had one instance of erroneous bias.

Another instance of altered displays at the 800 foot boundary
occurred during encounter 11 of flight 11 at an angle between radials of
60 degrees. The A-3 was 800 feet above the P-3 and displayed the proper
climb command. However, over a good portion of the TAU threat status
interval, the A-3 replied to the I altitude correlation interrogation
set from the P-3 causing the P-3 tolAisplay a "limit climb to 500 feet
per minute" (P-5 threat) instead of "dive" (TAU 1 threat). There were
seven such altered displays in the P-3 aircraft. In addition, there
were three isolated altered rounds in the P-3 and three in the A-3
without accompanying altered displays.

An even more consistent example of the altitude boundary problem
occurred during several of the minus 90 degree encounters between the
A-3 and NC-117 of flight 11. With the A-3, 1400 and sometimes 1500

feet above the NC-117, the A-3 had 50 wrong M-5 displays instead of
the proper M-10 displays. Approximately concurrent with the A-3 altered
displays, the NC-117 had 40 P-5 displays instead of the proper P-10
displays. This could be explained by poorly adjusted altitude gates in
both the A-3 and the NC-117, or by a problem in the A-3 alone. Remember
that the spacing between the first pulse pair and the second pulse pair
of an interrogation has a factor of 1 nsec per foot for each altitude
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band interrogated. if this spacing were of f, the NC-117 would reply to
the A-3Vs X-6 interrogation set (+50 to -1350 feet) when it should not,
giving the A-3 wrong boundary indications. If, at the same time, the
A-3Vs altitude gate adjustment was of f, it would reply to the NC-li7's
1+6 interrogation met when it should not, giving the NC-l17 wrong boundary
indications. In any case, thAe wrong displays at the various altitude
boundaries indicate the need for a less critical scale factor, e.g., 2 nice
per foot. The incidence of this type of altitude boundary problem between
the P-3 and NC-1l7 in flight 11 was much lower, with only 1 case of an
altered display in the NC-il?.

Flight 12 between the A-3 and P-3 did not experience any altitude
boundary or false alarm problems.

problems were solved the remaining communication reliability flights
starting from flight 6, experienced approximately 133 conditional alarm
alterations (altitude boundary problems) and ten phantom tracks, six ofI
which were displayed in the unrestricted interrogation mods and four of
which were isolated single round phenomena which were not displayed (high
fruit, wide range bins, supersonic range rate problem). There were
approximately 38 wrong rounds primarily due to the altitude boundary
problem which did not result in wrong displays because of the two out of
three round display criteria. A few were due to altitude fruit correl-
ations. There were approximately 14 cases of unnecessary biasing con-
tributing to altered rounds and altered displays at the opposite end of
the link. The biasing was primarily due to problems in distinguishing

the altitude boundaries of '400 feet by the I iýaltitude correlation
sets of interrogations, e.g., an altitude sepa ation of 500 feet was mis-
taken for 400 feet. On some occasions, fruit replids were correlated in
biasing. To improve the altitude boundary definition, NAVAIRDEVCEN recoin-

medda 2 nosec per foot scale factor in place of the 1 noee per foot.

occasionally, an early alarm would result from a fruit track looking
like a TAU 2 threat a round before a real threat appeared. The two

ronsin succession satisfied the two out of three criteria and gave
a display 3 seconds earlier than desired even though the two separate
threats (one false and one real) were not related in range.

CONCLUSIONS

NAVAIhbEVCEN considers the false alarm rate of a collision avoidance
system crucial with respect to pilot acceptance and interaction with the
air traffic control system. If a pilot who flies with a CAS sees that
when he gets a CAS command it is real except for one 6.8 second false alArm
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TABLE VIII-6. SUMMARY OF IN-FLIGHT FALSE ALARMS

(PREDOMINANTLY LEVEL FLIGHT MODE 1)

Number Number False Alarm
Of Of Of Rate

Alarms Rounds Occurrence Per Hour

Conditional Alarm Alteration
Due To Altitude Scaling Factors
And Fruit:

Total All Categories 133 7373 2.0 20

Unnecessary Biasing 14 7373 0.2 2.

Phantom Intruder Alarms* 10 11,213 0.1 **

*6 Alarms were displayed in the unrestricted interrogation mode (A test mode not

used in normal operation) and 4 were isolated, single round occurrences which did

not result in a display.

"**The phantom false alarm rate in the normal interrogation mode was zero.
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in 1 year of flying (estimated to be 1000 hours for a full time pilot)
'e will build up confidence in the system. If on the other hand he
gets several false commands .n 1 day of flying, he will reject or ignore
the system outputs. In a crowded terminal area, where the controllers
are working at full capacity, false commands to the pilots which cause
deviations from the flight path prescribed by the ground are disruptive
and could be dangerous. For these reasons, NAVAIRDEVCEN believes that
false alarms should be confined to a rate in the range of 1 to 10 per
10,000 hours in the 1982 Los Angeles basin traffic model.

On this basis, it is seen from the test results, that the false
alarm rate of the AVOID I delivered for evaluation was unacceptable.
After a month and a half of laboratory testing of the AVOID I 'AS,
NAVAIRDEVCEN considered the false alarm rate unsatisfactory aae initi-
ated a series of technic°' interchanges with Honeywell concerning the
reduction of false alarms. During the flight test pxogram several
changes were made which alleviated somewhat the alarm alteration due
to scaling factors but fell short of being satisfactory. In so far as
false alarms due to fruit were concerned, the changes required were
not feasible since they would have required a major redesign.

At about this time, NAVAIRDEVCEN was preparing an RFQ for the

AVOID II CAS for low performance aircraft. Integral with the contract
was a NAVAIRDEVCEN Requirements Document (appendix B) which delineated
the performance criteria which had to be met. Incorrect alarms due to
faulty translation of the digitized altimeter outputs on either the
interrogating or transponding end of the data links were specified at
a zero rate. False alarms due to fruit equivalent to the FAA 1982
Los Angeles Basin Traffic Model were specified as follows: TAU 2 less
than one per 1000 hours, TAU 1 less than one per 10,000 hours.

To meet these requirements the AVOID II and future AVOID I designs
incorporate many changes:

i1. Modes 1, 2 and 3 all incorporate the same fruit suppression
logic.*

2. TAU tracks are correlated on eight sets of interrogations
instead of seven.

3. Branch altitude responses are correlated on five sets of inter-
rogations per round rather than two sets (actually since two consecui-ive
rounds are required to satisfy the display logic, correlation must take

place in the branch altitude band 10 times as opposed to twice in modes
2 and 3 of the AVOID I CAS (version 1) which was evaluated.

4. The display logic only outputs a threat, if a TAU track persists
in two successive rounds, correlated in range from the 8th set of the
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first round to the let set of the second round. The AVOID I (version 1)
utilized an any two of three round logic with no range correlation for
mode 1 and no round-to-round logic or range correlation in modes 2 and 3.

5. The altitude scaling factor is 2 nanoseconds per foot instead of
the 1 nanosecond per foot in the AVOID I (version 1) to preclude trans-
ltion errors of the altimeter digitized output at the interrogating and
responding ends of the data link.

To further enhance the system fruit suppression capabilities, and
provide inherent growth capabilities to supersonic closing rates and/or
greater power budget margins, range rate correlation should be incor-
porated into the two consecutive round display logic.

In order to increase the fruit margin even further, consideration
should be given to changing the interrogation 500, 600 neec quadruplet
to a 500, 700 nsee 600, 800 nsec sextuplet as shown in figure VIII-2.
This would essentialiy eliminate the possibility of fruit pulses com-
bining with the first pulse of the first pulse pair or the first pulseof the second pulse pair to form a faulty interrogation code which
could result in a conditional alarm alteration or lost alarm.
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CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The AVOID I provided the necessary avoidance warnings to
the pilots. The warnings were consistent with the requirements
of ANTC 117, and provided the pilots with sufficient time to
execute the necessary avoidance maneuvers.

Ti.e required commurication range was exceeded for all en-
counter angles at the speeds flown, and for all extrapo - -1
1200 knot range rates above 10,000 feet for all of the I ýts
involving the NC 117 vs. either the RA-3B or P-3. The sai re-
sults wer• achieved for all of the flights involving the RA-.3B
above the P-3. For the flights involving the P-3 above the RA-3B,
the communication ranges were marginal when extrapolated to a
1200 knot range r&te, above 10,000 feet, at encounter angles of
-120 and 180 degrees.

The round and display reliability were both satisfactory
from the communication point of view as shown in the chart below:

TAU 1
BEFORE TAU 2 TAU 1 AND

RELIABILITY TAU 2 kADVISORIES) (COMMANDS) TAU 2 ALL
Round* 0.953 0.958 0.978 0.963 0.959

Pislot 0.977 0.997 0.982Display _

*Time between "looks" at the same target

From the above it can be seen that the total round relia-
bility for all the communication reliability flights, for all
aircraft and for all types of rounds was 95.9 percent, based
on 11,213 three-second round opportunities. By round type, the
reliability was 95.A percent before the TAU 2 threshold was
reached, 95.8 percent for TAU 2, 97.8 perce t for TAU 1 and
96.3 percent for combined TAU 1 and TAU 2 rounds.
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The total display reliability for all communication relia-
bility flights, for all aircraft and for all TAO 1 and TAO 2
displays was 98.2% based on 7373 three-second display oppor-
tunities. By display type, the reliability was 97.7 percent for
TAO 2 and 99.7 percent for TAU 1. The approximate 1.9 percent

V improvement in combined TAU 1 and TAU 2 display reliability,

compared to the combined TAU l and TAU 2 round reliability was
due to the use of a 2 out of 3 display acquisition and retention

bility results were obtained with up to 9 db of additional
external attenuation in the RI link, and fruit above threshold

ranging up to 64,000 replies and 1536 interrogation quads per
second in each aircraft. The round and display reliability

only. If altered alarms due to fruit and altitude scale factors
are included the reduction in display reliability is approximately
2%. Phantom trac',s (a track where no real threat existed) con-I
stituted approximately 0.1% of the rounds during flight.

¶ The air-to-air data link, used to determine the altitude
threat band of an intruder, had an error rate which was the
principal source of false alarms. In flight, the criticality
of the alti.tude scale factor accounted for most of the altered
alarms. Extensive laboratory tests established the phantom and

altered alarm rater exclusive of the altitude scale factor, under
controlled conditions which were impractical during flight. At
predicted fruit rates the altitude correlation logic was insuf-
ficient to preclude the alteration of an alarm. This was a con-
ditional type of false alarm dependent on the existence of a real

* target threat. A serious false alarm of this type was the altera-
tion Of d "limit vertical speed to 1000 fpm" advisory to a 'level
of f" command. This occurred at a rate of three tines per hour
at altitude rates greater than 500 fpm with an intruder at an

* altitude differential of 2000 feet. Each time it persisted
for 13 seconds (two rounda) with fruit at 64 1(/1536. (The first
number, in the fruit notation, is the fruit replies per second
and the second number is the interrogation quads received per
second.)

There was a second category of false alarms not conditional
upon the presence of a threat. These were caused by the forma-
tion of phantom intruders from -gh density fruit. They occurred
in the wide range bins near the maximum range of the equipment
at supersonic closing rates.
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The overall displayed false alarm rates at varying fruit
rates are tabulated below:

LEVEL FLIGHT 500fpm<CLIMB OR DIVE<1000fpm

TAU 1 ALARM TAU 2 TAU 2 ALARM TAU 2
ALTERATIONS PHANTOM ALTERATIONS PHANTOM

FRUIT (CONDITIONAL) INTRUDERS (CONDITIONAL) INTRUDERS
RATE PER HOUR PER HOUR PER HOUR PER HOUR

32K/1536* 0 0 2 0

64K/1536** 0 1 12 11

96K/2550 2 7 ....

* Predicted fruit rate in accordance with computer simu-
lation of 1982 Los Angeles Basin Traffic Model (Appendix
A).

** Recommended fruit rate in Appendix A (approximately
twice the predicted fruit rate).

The range and range rate accuracies (Theodolite reference)
were :

RANGE RANGE RATE

MEAN SIGMA MEAN SIGMA
GROUP % OF RANGE FEET KNOTS KNOTS

All Data +2.5 154 +10 11

Data Without Fruit +2.7 132 r 9 ln

Data With Fruit* +2.1 197 +13 13

*Predicted fruit rate in Appendix A.
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Thn errors with fruit were small and provided warning times
in close agreement with ANTC-1l7.

The warning time mean and standard deviations expressed as
percentages of the TAU TWO and TAU ONE thresholds (Theodolite
reference) were:

TAU ONE TAU TWO

= +0.4% = +0.5%

- 4.1% o - 4.1%

N 47 N 48

From the above it can be seen that the TAU TWO warnings
provided by the AVOID were on the average 0.5% earlier than the
threshold with a standard deviation of 4.1% from threshold. The
TAU ONE warnings were on the average 0.4% earlier than the thresh-
old with a standard deviation of 4.1% from threshold.

At the Dover, Delaware, VORTAC site, the warning time history
of 356 TAU TWO in-flight alarms and 312 TAU ONE in-fliqht alarms
were compiled. For closing rates greater than 100 knots, at a
90% confidence level, 94.1% of the TAU TWO alarms occurred with-
in 3.4 seconds of an upper and lower boundary of ±8.2% of
threshold and 94.2% of the TAU ONE alarms occurred within 1.6
seconds of an upper and lower boundary of +8.2% of threshold.
The round time for all TAU ONE and TAU TWO co-altitude commands,
predicted co-altitude commands and non-co-altitude advisorieswithin a ±1300 feet altitude differential was a fixed 3.2 ± 0.2

seconds. Predicted co-altitude commands and non-co-altitude
advisories at altitude differentials greater than ±1300 feet had
a fixed 6.5 ±0.2 second round time.

During the flight test program, analysis of the in-flight
data revealed the formation of phantom targets below own aircraft
due to multipath. This effect was corrected by providing an
altitude interrogation response guard gate ahead of the altitude
acceptance gate to inhibit the acceptance gate upon receipt of a
multipath interrogation.
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SGOVERNMENT & AERONAUTICAL NADC-75056-60 C.E.L. NO.

PRODUCTS DIVISION
MINNEAPOLIS OPERATIONS DATE April 3, 1974

PAGE 1 OF 12CUSTOMER ENGINEERING LETTER

Mr. James L. Hinds
Command and Control Division
Naval Air Development Center
Department of the Navy
Warminster, Pa. 18974

Subject: AVOID-I INTERROGATION AND FRUIT RATES

SUMMARY

Honeywell Inc. has conducted a study to determine the interrogation and fruit rates
expeced in the L.A. Basin in 1982.

The baseline air traffic model used was Snapshot I as given in the Mitre Cor-
poratLion Report

1
. Snapshot 1 contains 743 aircraft. Calculations nonnalized

to 800 aircraft are also included.

The basic analytic approach was to treat each aircraft in the model on an in-
dividual basis. The computer was used extensively due to the large number of
calculations involved.

All IFR aircraft were assumed to be equipped with the AVOID-I GAS (ANTC-117
threat criteria).

VFR aircraft were assumed to be equipped with the AVOID-lI CAS that is to be
delivered to NADC[ The AVOID-Il is designed for Gencral Aviation aircraft that
operate under 10,000 feet.

The resulting mix of CAS equipment is approximately 15 percent AVOID-I and 85
percent AVOID-I.

The expected fruit rates over the LA terminal and at a point +15 miles east and
10 milee south of the terminal were calucalted. The latter position is at the
approximate center of the most dense air traffic.

Average interrogation rates (transmitted and received) for the AVOID-I and
AVOID-Il were also calculated.

As a result of the study, Honeywell recommnends the following traffic simulator
sett lugs when conducting traffic handling tests on the AVOID-I CAS. These settings
Significantly exceed the predicted fruit and interrogation ratcs.

FRUIT RATE INTIER;ORGATION RATE

64,000 1536 (20% requiring responses)

" Statisticsl Summary of the 1982 Los Angeles Basin Standard Traffic Model",
April 1973, MTR-6387.

2 RFP N62269-74-R-0674.

/Cont'd. ..
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The estimated fruit rate (See Section D) for an AVOID-I with loop sensitivity
of 129dB is 36,732 pulses per second when the AVOID-I is operating in the
most dense air traffic in the LA Basin model.

The estimated received interrogation rate is 1261 interrogations received per
second under the same conditions.

A. INTRODUCTION

The average fruit rate received by an AVOID receiver can be estimated
if the interrogation and response rates of all aircraft within comm-
unication range are known. The following figure identifies the parameters
that must be determined.

INTERROGATION No, IFR

RESPONSES AND No.RAR
/INTERROGATIONS No. FR -VFR

AVOID-I
RECEIVER

NO. FR

No. VFR q

No. VFR

The AVOID-I receiver under question receives responses and interrogations
from a given number of IFR and VFR aircraft (AVOID-I and AVOID-It). The
number of fruit pulses transmitted by each aircraft is determined by the
number of interrogations each receives. This is stated in equation form
below:

AVOID-I FRUIT EQUATION

(NO. AVOID-I RESPONDERS)(AVERAGE NO. AVOID-I INTERROGATORS) R1

+(NO. AVOID-1 RESPONDERS)(AVERAGE NO. AVOID-If INTERROGATORS) R2
5

+(NO. AVOID-If RESPONDERS)(AVERACE NO. AVOID-I INTERROGATORS) R1
7

+(NO. AVOID-I1 RESPONDERS)(AVERAGE NO. AVOID-I INTERROGATORS) R2
5

+(NO. AVOID-I)4R1 + (NO. AVOID-II)4R2

A-3 /Cont'd...
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The last two terms in the equation account for interrogations received
during the "listening period" by the receiver for which fruit is
being calculated.

The R, and R2 terms are the average interrogation rates of the AVOID-I
and AVOID-IT respectively. The interrogation rates are divided by 5
because the AVOID CAS responds to approximately 1/5 of the interrogations
received.

B. AVERAGE TRANSMITTED INTERROGATION RATES

The interrogation rate depends on the interrogation decision logic and
threat status. A computer program was written to determine the threat
status of each aircraft in Snapshot I.

The programmed threat criteria for all air carriers was identical to

ANTC-117 requirements. The threat criteriataltitude bands and
interrogation schedule for all General Aviation air.raft (VFR) is
given below:

0 +1300

I ~o Al
RANGE 0A3,
RATE0

0- ~~RANGE--- 8 -30

6000 ft.d

THRtAT CRITERIA INTERROGATION ALTITUDE BANDS

0 .5 .0 1.5 2iO 215 3.0

81l II -- ' • II II III III IIII

52 III III
B INTERROGATION SCHEDULE

/Cont'd...
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The interrogation rate for each air carrier was determineO by corr-
elating the threat status and interrogation decision logi, as given
in Figures 5 and 6 of the AVOID-I OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS (reproduced
in this document for easy reference) hand-book. The interrogation
decision logic applied assumed that the air carrier was not violating
the displayed advisory. For example, if a limit climb to less than
500fpm advisory was displayed the I(+13) and 1(+25) interrogations
were not counted. The results for all air carriers in snapshot I are
summarized below:

AVOID-I

NO. A/C TOTAL INTERROGATIONS (6.4 sec)

A/C WITH NO THREATS 14 396
A/C WITH ONE OR MORE

THREATS 16 1644
TOTAL 30 2040

AVERAGE INTERROGATION RATE 2040
PER SECOND 30"6.4) 10.6

This interrogation rate was assumed for all IFR aircraft in subsequent
calculations.

A similar correlation of threat status and interrogation decision logic
for the 689 GA aircraft was completed. The results are tabulated below€:

AVOID-Il

THREAT IN Al THREAT IN BOTH A/C WITH
OR B1 BAND ONLY Al AND Bl BANDS NO THREATS

NO. INTERROGATIONS
IN 3.2 SECONDS 36 48 12

NO. AIRCRAFT 137 146 406

TOTAL NO. OF INTERROGATIONS = 16812

AVERAGE NO. OF INTERROGATIONS = 16812 = 7.9
(689)(3.2)

The same analysis of all GA aircraft within a 10 mile radius of the
LA terniril resulted in a calculated average interrogation rate of
S. 1 interrogations per second. The 8.3 number was used in subsequent
calculations.

C. AVERAGE COMMINICATION RANGES

The baseline AVOIL power and sensitivity are summarized below:

AVOID POWER BUDGET SUMMARY (BASELINE DESIGN)

POWER TRANSMITTED(EACH ANT.) RECEIVER SENSITIVITY

AVOID-I 58dBm -71dBm
AVOID-I1 55dBm -68dBm

A-5
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The power budget was chosen to obtain near equal gain margins for all
communication links.

4 
The baseline communication link parameters are

listed below:

REQUIRED PATH LOOP GAIN AVG. COMM.
XMITTER RECEIVER RANGE(FT) LOSS(dB) SENSITIVITY(dB) MARGIN(dB) RANGE (mi)

AVOID-I AVOID-I 52,d00 121 129 8.0 17
AVOID-I AVOID-l1 43,500 119.5 126 6.5 12
AVOID-I AVOID-I 43,500 119.5 126 6.5 12
AVOID-1l AVOID-Il 25,600 115.0 123 8.0 8.4

By increasing the transmitted power of each AVOID transmitter (each antenna)
by 2dB the average communication range increases to the values given in
the following table;

COMMUNICATION LINK PARAMETERS (+2dB)

REQUIRED PATH LOOP GAIN AVG. COM0.
XMITTER RECEIVER RANGE(FT) LOSS(dB) SENSITIVITY(dB) NARGIN(dB) RANGE (tri)

AVOID-i AVOID-I 52,000 121 131 10.0 21.4
AVOID-I AVOID-Il 43,500 119.5 128 8.5 15.1
AVOID-Il AVOID-I 43,500 119.5 128 8.5 15.1
AVOID-Il AVOID-Il 25,600 115.0 125 1O.0 10.6

The IDA
3 

report estimated that the iverage comnMunication range between
two AVOID-I systems with 129dBm loop sensitivity to be 171sni when using
the antenna patterns of a Boeing 737 which has m forward gain of 3dB.
The same report estimated that communication range between two AVOII)-II
systems with 126dB loop sensitivity and omnidirectional antenna patterns
to be 12nml. Since the baseline AVOID-Il loop sensitivity is 123dBm
(required range was reduced to 25,600 ft), the average conmmunication range
between two AVOID-I systems is 8.4nmi.

The AVOID-I to AVOID-Il communication range was estimated by Honeywell
to be l2nmi (loop sensitivity of 126dB). This assumes omnidirectional
antenna patterns on both aircraft.

D. AVERAGE FRUIT AND INTERROGATIONS RECEIVED

A computer program was written to determine the num'ber or aircraft
(snapshot 1) in communication given the communication ranges listed in
Section C. The program was modified twice as shown below:

CENTER COMM. RAN(CE

LA TERMINAL BASELINE
15 MI EAST, 10 MI SOUTH BASELINE
15 MI EAST, 10 MI SOUTH +2dB to LOOP SEN.

The number of aircraft in communication is summarized in the following
charts.

3
"A review and analysis of the Honeywell Collision Avoidance System", IDA

Study S-424 Oct. 1973.
The AVOID-I flight test models have the same loop sensitivity (transmitted
power = 55dBm, Receiver sensitivity .-.74dBm)
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NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT IN COMMUNICATION

-AVOI-D-I- AT PLATERMINAL

l~l - -8IR) - 7mi 23(IFR)

- \ 12 mi - 73(VFR)

CENT ER

8-C .4mi - 39 VFR)

-AVOIP-II AT LA TERMINAL.

2- 1 m lm - 1 7 ( I F R

12 mli 76 (VFR)

CFNTER 4-

12lmi 17(IRR)

64 m, ---- 3,.6( FR)
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AVOID-I AT 15 MI EAST, 10 MI SOUTH

17ml 24(1FR)

17mi 25(IFI) - - -
- 12mi- 91(VFR)

CENTER

BASELINE
GAIN MARGIN 12 mi 13 (IFR)

12 m i 120 (VFR)

8.4 m! 55(VFR)

- 21.4mi 33 (1 FR)

21.4 Mri 42(IFR)

-C 15.I mI - I25(VFR)

CENTER .--

+2db
INCREASE IN -151 mi - 20(IFR)
GAIN MARGIN ""GAIN IN5.1 mi 164(VFR)

""-.-10,6 ml T78(VFR)
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AVOID-1I AT 15 MI EAST, 10 Ml SOUTH

l~mi 25(lFR)

12m1 12CIFR) II l 12VR

CENTER -1m

BASELINE \
GAIN MARGIN 12 ml 12 (IFR)

8.4 m l -- (V FR)

21.4 mi- 36(IFR)

15.1 mi 20(IFR '

'-- -15.1 mi - 144(VFR)

CENTER
+2db
INCREASE W1
GAIN MAR,'.:,

I-.,s ml - • R)

10,6mi 85(VFR)
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SAMPLE CALCULATION OF AVOID-I FRUIT AND INTERROGATION RATE

[RESPONSES RECEIVED (15 MILES EAST, 10 MILES SOUTH)]

[25(24)(10.6) + 25 (91)(8.3) + 120 (13)(10.6) + 120 (55)(8.3)]5

Responses Received = 19,311

INTERROGATIONS RECEIVED

25 (10.6) + 120 (8.3) = 1261

TOTAL FRUIT RECEIVED

[19,311 + 4(1261)] 1.3 = 31,666 Fruit Pulses/Sec.

The interrogations received are multiplied by 4 because each interrogation
contains 4 pulses. The 1.3 factor accounts for an average multipath reception
rate of 30 percent. The 1/5 factor is included because only approximately 1/5
of the interrogations received require a reply.

The following table summarizes the results of the study. The last column is
normalized to 800 aircraft. The interrogation rate calculated from air carriers
was used for all IFR aircraft.

The average communication range of the baseline system is considered adequate
for operation below 10,000 feet. For flight tests Traffic Simulator settings
of 64,000 fruit pulses per second and 1536 interrogations per second with 20
percent requiring responses will provide sufficient excess fruit and transponder
blockage to provide confidence in the test results.

The increased loop sensitivity of AVOID-I's operating above 10,000 feet
(+4db transmitter power) from each antenna was not included in the calculation
of number of aircr it in comnunication. These aircraft will require very
tew responses that contribute to fruit.

C.P. Harman L. Jordan
Project Engineer Principal Development Engineer
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APPENDIX B

NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
WARMINSTER, PENNSYLVANIA 18974

6071

18 Jun 1974

NAVAIRDEVCEN REQUIREMENTS
FOR AVOID II COLLISION

AVOIDANCE EQUIPMENT

SECTION 1.0 References
SECTION 2.0 AVOID II Specification
SECTION 3.0 Deliverableg

NOTE: IF THERE IS ANY CONFLICT BETWEEN ANY PART OF THIS DOCUMENT
AND REFERENCE 1.1 UNDER SECTION 1.0 OF THIS DOCUMENT, THIS
DOCUMENT SHALL GOVERN.
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SECTION 1.0
REFERENCE.S

1.1 Honeywell Proposal E7417-RD of 31 May 1974 consisting of:

(1) Technical Description AVOID II, E7417-RD of 31 May 1974

(2) Letter lPLC4-05-041 of 31 May 1974 - Price, Terms and
Conditions.(3) Contract Pricing Proposal DD-633-4 of 31 May 1974

1.2 NAVAIRDEVCEN RPP N62269-74-R-0674 of 18 April 1974

1.3 MIL-STD-810B - Environrental Test Methods
1.4 NAVAIRDEVCEN Contract N62269-73-C-0487 of 22 January 1973

with Honeywell for delivery of AVOID I full collision

avoidance systems with ancillary equJpmnt.
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SECTION 2.0

AVOID II SPECIFICATION

2.1 General: All of the following specifications are in addition

to those contained in reference 1.1.

2.2 Power Output: ?- 54 dBm

2.3 Receiver Sensitivity- • -68 dim for .99 probability* of
receiving correct altitude boundary, rang. and range rate
with 1000 interrogations per second (202 of which are at the
altitude setting of the AVOID I1 and traffic simulator) and
32,000 responses per second injected at the front end at a
level of -64 dBm. The 1000 (20/32,000/-64 dBm combination
will be referred to throughout this specification as SnL
(Standard Fruit Level) and represents a level in excess of
worst case conditions in the MITRE 1982 traffic model as
established by Honeywell simulations. *This allows for
s meed alarms not false alarms (sea paragraph 2.8).

2.4 Dynamic Rangse: The performance of paragraph 2.3 *hall be
met over a dynamic range of 46 dB from -68 dBm to -22 dBm.

2.5 Accuracy: The following accuracies shall be obtained with
SFL injected with an AVOID It connectpd to the traffic
simulator at target signal levels of 48 dBm and -22 dBm
and with an AVOID I1 connected to an AVOID 1I at the pamlevels.

2.5.1 Altitude Boundarie-: When the difference between the digi-
tized outputs of own altimeter and intruder altimeter (D)
are equal to or less than the appropriate boundary, the
TLS (threat level status) shall so indicate, e.g., if D is
between 0 and 600 feet inclusive, TLS will be co-altitude:
if D be between 700 feit and 1300 feet Inclusive, TL bill
be D< 1300 feet t if D is 1400 feet or more, there will be
no TLS.

2.5.2 Range: Mean < 300 feet

Standard Deviation < 300 feet

2.5.3 Range Rate: M•an < 10 knots

Standard Deviation < 30 knots
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2.6 Alarm Display Consistency: For all range rates from -48

knots to +550 knots with SnL injected and over the dynamic
range of paragraph 2.4, once the TAU 2 threshold has been
crossed (assuming the commands are not obeyed) the correct
TAU 2 and TAU 1 alarm will be displayed with a probability
of .99* updated every 4 seconds from the range corresponding
to the initial TAU 2 threshold crossing to 0.42 nautical
mile opening. Accuracies to be consistent with paragraph
2,5. *This allows for missed alarms not false alarms
(see paragraph 2.8).

2.7 Update Time: Cycle time to completely process all targets
within +1300 feet of own altitude and update the CAS display:

. 4 seconds.

2.8 False Alarms: A displayed alarm will be considered false if
it is extraneous or incorrect (other than a missed alarm).
Extraneous alarms are those not associated, in range, with
real targets but are the result of additional threatening
tracks being formed by the interaction of fruit, threatening
and non-threatening targets. Incorrect alarms are those
associated in range with real targets being tracked in which
the wrong alarm (a missed alarm is not considered wrong in
the set of definitions used in this document) is displayed.
Missed alarms are those associated in range with real targets
•eing tracked in which no alarm is displayed even though the
situation demands it (consistent with paragraph 2.5). Poor
signal strength, or transponder blockage in the interrogate
or response modes which inhibits replying to an interrogation,
are the causes for missed alarms.

2.8.1 False Alarm Rate with SFL Only:

TAU 2 and advisaries - ' 10 alarms in 10,000 hours
TAU 1 - < 1 alarm in 10,000 hours

2.8.2 False Alarm Rate with SFL and Non-Threatening Targets (early
or late alarms due to errors within the limits of paragraph
2.5 are not considered false alarms):

TAU 2 and advisarles - < 10 alarms per 10,000 hours
TAU 1 - • 1 alarm per 10,000 hours

2.8.3 False Alarm Rate with SFL and Threatening Targets (early or
late alarms due to errors within the limits of paragraph 2.5
are not considered false alarms):

TAU 2 and advisaries - < 10 alarms per 10,000 hours
TAU 1-. 1 alarm per 10,000 hours
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2.9 Vibration: Reference 1.3, curve B (2g), figure 514.1 two 15
minute cyclic mcmo of the frequency amplitude curve. Dirac-
tion of the vibration through the vertical axis of the device-
device mounted on CF rack with isolators. Devices shall
operate properly during and after vibration.

2.10 Temperature: 10r to +135"1 - Within 5 minutes after applica-
tion of power devices shall operate without degradation overthis ambient temperature range. For cooling, the device willI

draw air through openings in the rear across the IC boards,
power supply and receiver/transmitter and exhaust through the
front of the device.

2.11 Failure Pate: Prior to delivery and acceptance tests, the
contractor shall be responsible for debugging and operating
the equipment a sufficient number of hours to eliminate the
early failures. During acceptance tests by NAVAIRDEVCEN,
the equipment shall not experience greater than two failures
In 80 hours of testing. To be considered flight worthy for
purposes of evaluation, the equipment shall have a minimum

iTS? of 50 hours.

2.12 Size and Weight: < 3/8 SHORT ATR

< 15 pounds

2.13 Digital Outputs Connector: Digital outputs connector which
interfaces with the DDI (Digital Display Interface) delivered
under oeference 1.4 shall be the eaw type of connector
(indexing can differ) utilited on the DDI.

2.14 Co-Range Targets: Under all the conditions of paragraphs
2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, two targets which are separated by 350 feet
or greater in range shall be correctly tracked and processed
by the threat logic regardless of the altitude separation
between the targets.

2.15 Remitter Mode: Device shall be capable of this mode by means
of a one- or two-wire change on one of the PC boards.

2.16 CAS Display Compatibility: Two connectors shall be provided
on the AVOID I1; one will drive the existing CAS/VSI, display,
Che other will drive the new AVOID II CAS display with range
marker lights.
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SECTION 3.0
DELIVERABLES

3.1 General: All of the following deliverables (except In cases
where items are repeated) are in addition to those contained
in references 1.1 and 1.2. In the case of the data items,
the additional requirements of this section shall be combined
with those in reference 1.2.

3.2 Following equipments delivered under reference 1.4 shall be
modified by Honeywell to be completely compatible with the

new AVOID II equipment:

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION

3 AVOID I DDI (Digital Display
and Interface)

3 AVOID I TS (Traffic Simulator)

3 AVOID I CAS (Collision Avoidance
Systems)

3.3 DDI Modifications

3.3.1 Dual Mode: AVOID I or AVOID II mode accomplished automatically
when either CAB is connected to the DDI.

3.3.2 Three Aircraft Encounter Logic Dual Mode: By means of a front
panel switch, the modes shall be as fnllovs:

Position No. I - Existing logic in which only one intruder per
altitude threat bond is displayed and recorded up to a maximum
of two.

Position No. 2 - Modified logic in which the first two intruders
whether they are in the em altitude threat band or in separate
altitude threat bands are recorded. Intruder No. 1 or No. 2
will be displayed depending on the Intruder selector switch
position.

3.3.3 Simulated Target Altitude: DDI shall be modified to record on
tape the altitudes set into the traffic simulator for each of
two target sets. The algorithm to convert switch positions to
altitude separatitn shall be furnished.

3.3.4 Synchronous Reply Count: Synchronous reply count- received by
the AVOID CAS from the TS shall be recorded. A moje switch
shall permit display of fruit replies or synchronous replies.
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3.4 TS (Traffic Simulator) Modifications

3.4.1 Target Altitude Control, Each of two target sets will be
provided with separate altitude band and bias switches.

3.4.2 Target Altitude D)igital Outputs- TS shall be modified to
provide digital altitude output@ for two target altitudes
to enable them to be recorded on tape via the DDL.

3.4.3 Variable Range Control: Variable vernier range controls
shall be provided for each of two target sets which will
permit at any coarse range setting, an additional 0 to
500 feet (50 feet stops) to be set in.

3.4.4 Range Rate Extension., TS shall provide above 10,000-foot
altitude a range rate output of 2000 fps +. 5%, -0Z, In
lieu of the 1600 fps matting.

3.4.5 Separate Level Controls: Traffic simulators shall be
modified so that each of the output levels of fruit replies,
random Interrogations and target replies can be independently
controlled in steps of 0, 6, or 12 dB. In addition, target
replies will be brought out on separate jacks for use with
external attenuators.

;.4.6 Interrogations Received: Shall be modified to reflect the
following output settings..

EXISTING TO BE MODIFIED
PPS TO THIS FPS

1536 2000

768 1000

384 500

192 250

96 125

48 63

24 31

12 15

6 7
0 0
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3.4.7 Moving Targets Automatic Reset: In the moving targets mode,

a target will be set in motion by placing the hold witch
in the off position and purhing the reset button. The targets
will then continue to the and of their range at which time the
TS will automatically reset and start the targets moving
again. The cycle will be repeated as long as the hold 6witch
is in the off position; the cycle will cease when the hold
witch is placed in the hold position. The TS shall inhibit
the DDI from the time the targets have reached the end of
their range until the time reset has been completed, the
targets begin to move again and the TS is sending valid re-
plies to the AVOID CAS. On inward bound targets, when the
first target of the set has reached zero range, reset shall
be initiated. On outward bound targets, when the last target
of the set has reached maximum range, reset shall be initiated.

3.4.8 Random Synchronous Reply Mode: The purpose of this modifica-
tion is to inject random replies (simulating targets) into
the front and of th* AVOID receiver during the AVOID listen-
ing period following an interrogation. In this mode, when
the TS receives the first pulse pair (500 ns separation)
of an interrogation it will, after appropriate delay, inject
random pulses into the AVOID receiver during its listening
period to cause bin densities in accordance with figure 3.4.8.

The number of random synchronous replies shall be selectable
by a front panel switch (SW1): Position No. 1 - off;
positions No. 2 through 8 corresponding to curves No. 2
through 8, respectively (figure 3.4.8). A second switch (SW2)
Phall be provided which in the No. 1 position will inject a
different random set of pulses into the receiver after each
interrogation. In the No. 2 position, it will provide a
random set of pulses whose interpulse relationships shall
remain constant from the beginning of a 4-aecond sequence
(3 seconds for AVOID I) to the end of the second such se-
quence: the random set of pulses will change then each
8-second period (6 seconds for AVOID I). A separate level
control shall be provided which will permit 0, 6, or 12 dB
above the main attenuator setting on the TS. The listening
period length shall be set to the correct value, automatically,
as a function of altitude and CAS type: e.g., AVOID I or
AVOID II. In rositions No. 1 and 2 of SW2, the pattern of any
random pulse set shall not be repeated in less than 10 hours
of operation. Note: These synchronous random replies are in
addition to the asynchronous random replies presently injected
into the receiver over the entire sequence interval.
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3.5 Electrical Intercom.ecting Cables

3.5.1 AVOID 11 - Five complete sets.

3.5.2 DDI to TS for modification described in 3.3.3 and 3.4.2 - Six
complete sets.

3.6 AVOIr I CAS Cockpit Indicators

Quantity: Three

3.7 AVOID I1 Rack and Shock Mount

Quantity: Three

3.8 Data Items: Reference 1.4 applies to AOO0 through A008 inclu-
sive, except as modified herein.

3.8.1 AOO0 - Engineering drawings and associated data including
electrical and mounting interface sketches for use during
equipment installation and a complete set of schematics,
logic diagram* and timing diagrams.

3.8.2 A002 - Operating instructions shall include a comp-ete,
detailed, accurate and thorough theory of operation, com-
plete with timing and logLc diagramse, pertinent mathematical
equations, tables and chxrte together with associated des-
criptive material. All )ages shall be legible and clearly
reproduced.

3.8.3 A003 - Frequency Allocation rtata (DD Fofm 1494).

3.8.4 A004 - Spectrum Signature Data - MIL-D-18300.

3.8.5 A005 - Equipment test procedures shall include all specifica-
tion items in sections 2.0 and 3.0 of this document together
with other tests to insure the operational integrity of the
equipmsnt to perform the collision avoidance function.

3.8.6 A006 - Progress Reports - Shall be furnished bi-monthly instead
of monthly as stated in reference 1.2.

3.8.7 A007 - Final Report.

3.8.8 A008 - Spectrum Signature Test Plan (MTL-D-18300).
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3.8.9 A009 -Cost Estimate Data: Selling coat estimates of the
AVOID 11 in quantities of 500, 1000, 3000, 10,000 and 25,000
(the latter three quantities being figured over a five-year
production period) shall be furnished.* Cost shall include
the display but not the cost of an altimeter and altimeter
encoder. Estimates should be based on a parts count
exactly the way the units are built in *on column together
with a second column showing LSI units and other subassemblies
which would replace those items In the first column on a
function to function basis. LSI technology as of the date

Of the estimate shall be the reference. Specify what method
of distribution of the product is contemplated together with

the mark-up above the factory selling price.
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APPENDIX C

Honeywell Customer Engineering Letter

NADC-74-2 of October 4, 1974

Post Shipment Modifications of the AVOID I

I
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GOVERNMENT & AERONAUTICAL C.E.L. NO. NADC-74-2
PRODUCTS DIVISION

MINNEAPOLIS OPERATIONS DATE October 4, 1974

PAGE I OF 3
CUSTOMER ENGINEERING LETTER

U.S. Naval Air De,'elopment Center
Johnsville
Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974

Subject: POST SHIPMENT MODIFICATIONS OF THE AVOID-I

SUMMARY

Four (4) modifications to the AVOID-I CAS have been made since delivery of

the systems. The modifications and purpose for the modifications are:

The Tau filter altitude correlation was changed to the "expanded mode"
for all altitudes. The original system used the expanded mode only
for t!titudes of 9,600 feet or above. This change was incorporated to
insure that altitude correlation was obtained between the 600 and 1300
foot altitude bands for all allowable range rates. Prior to this change
targets with a range rate of 800 feet/sec in the P5 or M5 bands could
generate an incorrect coaltitude coimmand.

The pulse pair codes were changed from 400 and 500 nanoseconds to 500
and 600 nanoseconds for pulse pair I and pulse pair 2 respectively. It
was determined that for aircraft in close proximity IF saturation stretched
pulse pair 1 to single pulse. The single pulse was not being decoded
as pulse pair 1 and therefore no response was mado. By changing the pulse
codes to 500 and 600 nanoseconds all pulse pairs ire decoded over a
greater received signal level allowing proper system operation for two air-
craft in close proximity.

An inhibit circuit was inserted in the video 1 and video 2 lines on card
A6 such that only the first video signal received was gated to the
remaining circuits. It was determined that, at signal strengths greater
than 30db above the IF threshold, cross talk in the IF gave out-
puts on both channels with the opposite channel signal delayed from
the direct signal resulting in two pulse pairs be.ng received in place of
the single pulse pair transmitted. A delayed p~ilse pair 2 when being
compared with the direct pulse pair I resulted in false altitude decoding.
By inhibiting the delayed signals the correct altitude is decoded.

An altitude acceptance gate inhibit circuit was incorporated such that
if a pulse pair 2 is received in the 5 microsecond period prior to the
altitude acceptance gate the altitude acceptance gate is inhibited. The
inhibit was incorporated after it had been determined by flight tests
that a pulse pair 2 from multipath coupled with a direct path pulse pair
1 would generate a response for interrogations that were below the al-
titude acceptance gate. The interrogating aircraft would thus see two
intruders,the correct intruder and a multipath generated intruder which
was at a farther range and below the actual intruder. The inhibit circuit
removesthis multipath generated intruder.
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BACKGROUND

Tau Filter Altitude Correlation - Flight and bench tests indicated that at
altitudes below 9,600 feet an intrxider in the P5 and M5 bandsp when inbound at
800 feet/sec would generate an occasional coaltitude Tau 1 or Tau 2 command.
Bench test determined that with bin splitting, the multiple intruders could have
one intruder which did not correlate in altitude. At 9,600 feet and above
the wider correlation range resulted it, altitude correlation with all in-
truders. The Tau filter altitLde correlation width was thus changed such
that the wider correlation range is used at all altitudes. The change was
made by removing the line on card A3 pin 54 and connecting this line to +12 volts.

Pulse Pair Codes - Flight tests had indicated that pulse pair 1 was not correctly
decoded at all times. Bench tests then determined that at strong signal levels
the IF was stretching pulses such that pulse pair 1 was merged into a single
pulse. The single pulse was not decoded as a pulse pair and the interrogated
do~vice thus did not respond. This resulted in a loss of communication when
t,.:, aircraft were in close proximity. To insure that at all signal levels possible
in flight, both pulse pairs are properly decoded the pulse pair spacing was
changed from 400 and 500 nanoseconds to 500 and 600 nanoseconds for pulse pair
I and pulse pair 2 respectively. To accomplish this the pulse pair encoding
was changed by potentiometer adjustments in the transmitter module, the 500
nanosecond pulse pair decoders were connected to the pulse pair I outputs, and
the 400 nanosecond pulse pair decoders were recalibrated to 600 nanoseconds
and connected to the pulse pair 2 outputs. Recalibratiora of the 400 nanosecond
pulse pair decoders was accomplished by changing the timing resistors for
A4U63 and A4U78.

Video Inhibits - Flight tests indicated that at strong signal levels incorrect
altitude correlation was obtained. This was confirmed by bench test which
indicated that cross-talk in the IF was generating delayed pulses at strong
signal levels. A single interrogation would thus generate four pulse pairs,
a pulse pair I in the direct channel followed by a pulse pair I in the opposite
channel and a pulse pair 2 in the direct channel followed by a pulse pair 2 in the'
opposite channel. The time between the direct channel pulse pair 1 and the
opposite channel pulse pair 2 would indicate the interrogated altitude band
was 100 feet higher than actually interrogated. To prevent this, the inhibit
circuit shown as Figure 1 was inserted in the video I and video 2 lines. The
circuit operates as follows:

The output of one shot U73 pin 6 is routed directly to U2 pin 9 and by 2
inverters to U2 pin 10. This removes any narrow low voltage pulses. The
video signal is then routed to U12 pin 3 and to the toggle (pin 2) of
UIO-1. If the D input of Ul10-1 (pin 2) is high pins 4 and 5 of U12 are
toggled high by U1O-l, passing the pulse through U12 to the video I output.
At this time, since U10-1 pin 5 is high, U110- pin 6 is low blocking the
video 2 output. The video output pulse from U1O pin 6 triggers the one-shot
U3-1 which clears U10-l after a 160 nanosecond delay. This reenables the
video 2 output.

Altitude Acceptance Gate Inhibit - Analysis of flight test data showed that due
to multipah a single intruder could generate two commands. Thi incorrect
command was generated when an interrogation was made, which had a pulse pair
2 occurring just prior to the altitude acceptance gate a delayed (isultipath)
pulse pair 2 could fall in the altitude acceptance gate and thus generate a
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response when the actual altitude interrogated would not gener~ate a re-
sponse. To correct this the circuit shown in figure 2 was inserted in the
altitude gate. The circuit operates as follows:

The D input of a Flip Flop is connected to the Channel 1 response mode
signal (A4 U16-5), 1his Flip Flop is clocked high 5 microseconds prior to the
altitude acceptance gate which enables the altitude gate through the 7408
AND gate. The first pulse pair 2 received after the lip Flop is clocked
high then clears the Flip Flop. If this pulse occurs prior to the altitude
acceptance gate, the gate is blocked by the ACCZ.

RO/pa
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AIRCRAFT- NC.117 PRINTOUT OF RANGE ANn RANGE RATE TFLIGHT NO. a

ENCOUNTFR NO. a

T Tmr **.***.*****RANGE**I******** *****A
N/r THEOO D IF A/C TNHM $le (NMI) (NMI) (NMI) CKNTS) (K4

13 2A Ii.903 4 .,;9o 4.3600 0.149) 82,000 ?4
13 24 45.049 4,a4a40 42997 0.1443 Nl.000 69
13 24 18.20 5 24,780 4.2377 0.1403 82.000 70
I3 2! 10737 4*1120 4.1763 0.135? 71.000 69
33 2! 4.507 4.2460 4.1147 0.1313 82.000 ?1
13 2S ?.117 4.Ao00 4.0514 0.1286 77.000 66
21 2! 10.873 4

.1ilo 3.9910 0.1400 10oo00 TO
13 25 04.009 4 .,A50 3.9293 0.1357 71.000 TO
13 24 i?.jN5 3.9990 3.8684 0.3306 71.o0o 69
I3 25 ,0.331 3.9130 3.8079 0.1251 ?1.000 68
13 21 P3.497 3.808Q 3.7462 0.1218 71.000 71
13 23 13.653 3

.-A20 3.6854 0.1166 A2.000 69
13 29 29,?A9 3.7920 3.6235 0.1285 71.000 7o
13 2! 12.9A5 3:A?0 3:5612 00126840 71
13 25 16,0i1 3A,10 3.49 2 0.1228 .?*000 3
13 25 19.288 3.%50 3.4312 0,1238 82.000 73
13 24 a2.464 3.0730 3.3659 0,1071 82.000 73
13 2' A5.5tO 3.amo 3.3048 0.1022 82.000 ?7
23 2! a8.796 3,W70 3.2388 0.1182 71.000 72
13 25 91.932 3.,920 3.1749 0.1171 71.000 72
IN 21 95.068 3:,260 3.1125 0.1135 71.000 ?1
13 2! R8.244 3.1400 3:0487 0.1113 71,000 71
10 26 1.390 3,*40 2.9872 0.1068 82.000 7O
13 26 4.538 3

.,p
8
o 2.9251 0.1029 77.0oO0 o

13 26 7.?13 2.0A20 2.8642 0.0978 71.000 69
13 26 10.890 2.A?0 2.8026 0.0944 71.000 69
13 28 14.036 2.110 2.741? 0.0893 82.000 ro
I3 24 17.21? 2.?A7o 2.6797 0.1013 71.000 69
13 26 Po.348 2.7160 2.6182 0.097A 710000 ?0
23 2A 22.524 2.AA00 2.5764 0.0736 71.000 68
13 24 P6.670 2.%A40 2.4996 0.0844 71.000 65
13 26 P9.816 2.q180 2.4398 0.0782 71.000 7o
13 28 12.992 2.AA

9
0 2.3767 0.0923 71.000 69

11 26 16.172 2.4m30 2.3188 0.0842 A2.000 63
13 28 19.318 2. o70 2.2607 0.0763 71.000 71
I3 26 a2.494 2.?71o 2.1953 0.0757 82.000 71
13 2A 45.610 2.pv2o 2.1368 0.0852 71.00f 65
11 26 a&8.S6 2.1560 2.0?92 0.0768 71.000 66
23 26 S1.952 2.m0oo 2.0202 0.0698 71.000 64
1I 26 15.098 2

.6a*O 1.9631 0.0779 71.000 ?O



NADC-75056-60

APPENDIX D

OUT OF RANGE ANn RANGE RATE TO P3A

**********RAmGE RATE*O********* * *

0I77 A/C THEOD 01Pr A/C THEOD oIr7
(NMI) (KNTS) (KNTS) CKNTS) (SEC) (SEC) CSEC)

0.1490 82.000 74,038 7.962 197.96 212.00 "14.04

0.1443 71.000 69s495 1.505 225.33 222.73 2.60
0.1403 82.000 70.686 11.314 192.20 215.82 1 2 3 0A?
0.135? 71,000 69*386 t.614 21$.64 216v68 1.99

0•1313 82.000 71.752 10.245 186.41 206.4S "20.04

0.1286 77.000 66.741 8.259 I45.43 212.17 m16.74

0.1400 710Co0 70.321 0.609 209.46 20,031 5.14

0.135? 71.000 70,667 0.333 206.11 200,I
7  5,94

001306 710000 69.801 1.199 202.?? 199.51 3,25

0.12S1 71.000 68*200 2.800 199.42 2010o 1 -1.59

0.1218 710000 71.098 .0.096 196.12 189.68 6.44

0.1166 A2.000 69.867 12-133 166.092 189.00 *22.96

0.1285 71.000 70.755 o.245 19o,24 184.36 5.86

0.1268 71)000 72.933 *1,933 186.95 175.73 11.21

0.1228 7.000 73.516 '.464 169.29 171.30 '2.01

,0.1238 82.000 73-779 8.221 156.07 167.42 -11.35

"0.10?I 82.000 72.973 9.027 132.4y 166.05 "13.58

4.1022 82.000 72.897 9.103 149.58 163.21 "13.63
),.1182 71.000 72.504 " O.504 170.21 160.81 9.40

0,1171 71.000 72.756 :10756 166.92 I57.10 9682

0.1135 71.000 71617 "0.017 163.57 157.78 5.79

0-1113 71.000 71.398 ".0398 160023 153.72 6.51

0.1068 82.000 7o.571 11.429 T/'-. ,135*83 152.39 "16.55

0,1029 77.000 70.i15 6.885 141.57 1S0.19 -8.62

0.0978 710000 69.380 1.620 150.19 148.62 1.%7

0.0944 71.000 69.808 1.192 146.89 144.53 2036
0.0893 82.000 ?0.038 11.962 124.29 140093 "16.64

0.1013 710000 69.763 1.237 141001 138.26 2.73

0:0974 71.000 70.609 0.391 137@71 133.49 4.22

0.0?36 71.000 68.830 2.170 134.37 134075 039

0.0844 71.000 654073 5.227 131.02 136.81 5-79

0.0782 71.000 70.905 0,09s 127.67 123.87 3.80

0.0923 71.000 69.512 1.488 12'.19 123.09 2.10

0.0842 82.000 63.473 18.527 IoS.50 A31.
5 2  '26.02

0.0763 71.000 71.39 "0.339 11850s 114.08 4.41

0.0757 82.000 71.536 10.464 99.70 110.48 -1o.77

0.0852 71.000 65.929 5o071 112.66 116.68 -4.01

0.0766 71.000 66e266 4.732 1090.2 112.95 "3.63

0.0698 710000 64.951 6.049 1os.97 111097 '6.00
0.m779 71.000 70.664 0.336 103.49 100.01 3.48

D-1



W/O WITH FRUIT

AIACRArT" NC"117 PRINTOUT OF RANGE AND RANGE RATE TO P3A
FLIGHT NO. a
ENCOUNTrR NO. 1

**********RANGE********** **********RANGE RATE**********

POINTS 4t) POINTS 40
NmENP 0.164 NM 658.55 FT MEAN. 4o2739 XTS
11Su O.1i1e7 NM 672.62 FT RMP. 6.4783 KTS

SIGMA. 0O0PV8 NM 138.63 FT SIrMAw 4.9305 KTS

I



NADC-75056-60

~7PRINTOUT OF RANGE ANn RANGE RATE TO P34

**********RANGE RATE**********

POTNTS 40 POINTS 4p
i#55 FT MEANN 4.2739 XTS MEAN. ?3,48 sECS
.62 F7 RMsu 6.4?83 KTS RMSu 10 F4 SECS.'63 7 SIgMAs 4o9305 KTS SIGMAs 10.29 SECS

D-2



AIACRAV?. P34 PRINTOUT OF RANGE A~jn RANGE RATE TO NCe117
FLIGHT NjO, 6
ENCOUNTrR NO* 6

TmF *.********RANGE********** **********RANGE RATE**O**ý
Ajor. TH4100 01FF A/C TI4EOD DI!I

H4 M SEC (NMI4) (NMI) (NMI) (KNTS7) (XNTS) (KNI

13 11 49.612 4.4420 4.3796 o.1622 159#000 150s064 81
13 It 42#834 4:1:!0 4.245# 0.1461 116.000 1I8416. *31g
13 11 56.055 4.,v30 4.1119 0.1511 154.000 146.77
13 it 49,286 4.ii4o 3.9794 0.13*6 165.000 147.720 M7
is 12 2.519 3.9A30 3.8466 0.1362 159.000 14?9973 114

'k. 13 I 5.74Q .80 3.AvI I5 0.1355 139-000 147. 06a4 Ill
13 12 9.002 3.?630 3.5608 0.1222 I5'O.0o0 147.491 111
1 3 IP f2.225 3.4710 3.4501 0.1209 159-000 146.545 a2
13 12 15.458 3.4400 3.3164 0.1216 1594000 146o314 124
1 3 12 is.689 3:1860 3.1863 0.121? 15990000 146.367 12,11 12 21.921 3.i?60 3.0576 0.1184 146.000 142.19?
is to 26.395 2 .9030 2.8006 0.1122 154-000 14 3.770 101
13 12 '1.627 2.?ASO 2.6722 0.0926 1596000 143.605 13C
13 to14-834. 2.1330 2.9421 0.0909 13.47 15
13 to 38.089  2.%m2o 2.4137 0.0663 186000 145.476 t
13 12 41.344 2.s.?oo 2 .2619 0.0661 1 46.000 143.661 k
13 12 44.565 2.21860 2.1526 0.05 139:000 144.43 '14a* 13 12 07.807 2.in 0 2.02*3 00:0827 146.00 0 1 43:3'0
13 12 41.030 1.0750 1.6946 0.0604 1584.000 146.229 ?1
13 12 94.261 1.8430 1.71641 0.0769 1s6.000 143.530 Aq
13 to6.513 1.A4%O 1.6746 0.0204 0940o00 143.006 114

13 1'% 0.?24 1.9630 1.5065 0.0565 ISO.000 i450o?9 13o
13 11 3.979 1.4120 1.3758 0-0562 159,000 145.7?1 134
13 11 7.160 1.I'400 1.241`6 0.0524 159.000 147.576 114
13 13 10.431 1IIA90 1.1105 0.0585 159.000 14 9 .04 9  9o

1. 1 3.683 1.6p00 0.9764 0.0416 159.060 144.508 1*4
i13 16.68 4  0.AA90 0.8493 0.0)39? l'6.000 145.022 24

13 13 0.7'570 0:721g 0:0361 1584.000 1440.866 13;

13 1 060 0.&9400.479 0.026 :48000 1A:32@6 5
t31 985O,%9 .59 0.0251 136.000 120s661 154

I31S 6050.90046 0:0194 *i3o0.co '126.699 as
13 1349.27 004A000:52 0.o03?3 *i42.000 "133.225131442480AI o46 0.04?4 -194.000 *134sior Wis



-- ~NADC-75056-60 I
NTOUT OF RANGE A~n RANGE RATE TO NCI7 PPNDX

**********RANGE RATE*****O***** *****A*****
IOF AIC 714100 01FF AIC 714100 01FF
(NNIl CKNTS) (NNTS) (KNTS5 (SEC) (SEC) (see,

'0.1622 139-000 150.064 6.936 102.64 105.0y -2o23
0.1481 1180000 140,416 030.416 134.00 102099 Si1o0 ]
:ý0.1511 154-000 148.7 5o223 99065 99.50 0.1'

0O.1346 165.000 147.720 17.260 69.76 96.96 "7.22
0.1362 159*000 14?:9?3 11.427 90.18 93.64 3.,6

1015 59.000 147.064 116916 .4,_U V $67019 90.94 "37
10.1222 t,39:000 1049.1 11.509 A4.64 67.40 "3.96

.0.1209 159.000 146.545 12.455 80,85 64.76 30
0.1216 159.000 146.514 12.466 77.69 81.5& -3.65o
A.1217 199.000 146.387 12.613 ?4.90 7806.1 34
661184 148.000 1432:19? 5.603 ?7.25 ?7.41 :0.:1
.0.1122 154-000 143.?To 10-230 66.10 70.13 :f)
0.0926 I599000 143.605 15.395 62.60 66.99 4 .38
*.0-090 j59:000 143.647 15.113 59.62 63.62 4.040
p0O.0883 1I6.000 145,476 2.524 60.66 59.73 11

ý0.0881 148.000 143.661 4.139 57.65 S~To1 0.5
1599:000 4 1 ? 14.56? 50.67 53.66 "-299

10:0821 146.000 14330 ~ 4.9 51.2s 5s.65 0.40
0.0'154.000 146.229 ?.? 46.17 46.64 04

0.0769 1468.000 143oS38 4.462 44.63 44.25
0.0204 1594000 143.006 19@994 34.36 42.16
0.0565 159.000 145.079 13.921 3S,39 37.36 19

0.0562 159.000 100.71 13@.22 9 T~AU) --*32.o42 33.96 -1.56
0.0524 059.000 147.576 11.422 29.43 30.43 :1.00
0.0565 I59.000 149.049 9.951 26047 26.62 -0.35
:0.0416 159.000 144a504 14o492 23.00 24,17 -1.26

1.39 j3060t 145.022 2.976 21.62 21.06 0,54

0.3014584000 140.6601 13.1&* i7.7o 16.43 00.3
0.0)335 146000 141 .3Y 6.161 1NS.20 1540l oplo
0.0261 146.000 132.667 15.333 12.02 12.0 0.6
0.0251 136.000 120,661 1S.119 it)#o3 10.54 -10.651

0.0194 -130.000 :126.699 .10 1 611.65 "11.S9 -0.26
o.0373 -142.000 -133.225 "68709 -14.20 -t4.13 O-0.0

0.04?4 -IS4.000 0134.i0? 0194693 -16.15 017.28 1.12

E-1



W/O wITH FRUIT

AIRCRAFTe P3A PRINTOUT O RANGE ANn RANGE RATE TO NC-tl?
FLIGNT NO, a
ENcOUNTrR NOt 6

*****************************.***RANGE RAYE********** **e

POINTs 34 POWNTS 34
NEANs OOA30 NM O5,30 FT MEANE 7*.924 KTS
RMSM 0.O0D2 NM %66#10 FT RNmu iU05g?7 KTS R4
SIGmAs 0.0&,9 NM 260,90 FT S3lmAft 10,1783 KTS



N4ADC-75056-60

OF RANGE Awn RANGE RATE TO NC-117

*****..*RANE RTC**..*,.***********ITAU..*********

POtNTS 34 POINTS 34
mEANN 705924 KTS MEAN. -0.65 3 ECS
REqu 12.5776 wYS R'4m8A 5,69 SECA

Slt~mAu 10.1743 gETS SG1A 5.04 SECS

ILI



AIRCRArT" NC*11? PRINTOUT OF MANGE AND RANGE RATE TO P3A
FLIGHT N0. a
CNCOUNTFR NO@ 2

TMr ********RANGE*****.**** **********RANGE RATE**
Air THEOO oIFF A/C THEOD DO

H m SEC (NMI) (NMI) (NMI) (KNTS) CKNTs) (

12 46 27.SA9 9.0410 9.6269 0.3121 325.000 325.357
12 463 0.?55 9

.Ala0 9.340? 0.28?3 361.000 328.8?3
12 463 3.911 9.N120 9.0533 0.278? 361,000 3289668
12 43 7?.o47 9.M350 8.765? 0.2693 361.000 330.439
1 6' 40:223 a.7390 8:4737 0:2653 349:000 330:523
12 43 *3.359 a,6430 881667 0.2563 343.000 32G,659
12 41 46.535 6.1a?0 7?.966 0.2504 343.000 329.016
12 41 49-6991 ?,A00 7.6086 0.2414 33.,000 330.714
t1 41 92-827 7.9,18o ?3191 0.2169 349.000 331.531
12 &1 96.o 0 3 7.?Ao0 7.0251 0.2159 33.0000 331.716
2 4.1 %9.139 6.0o50 6?7390 0.2060 3S5.000 330036?

12 64 2,315 6
,A 9

0 6,4 64 0.20W6 343,000 331.567
12 44 5.416 6.1160 6.1577 0.1763 325.000 335.219
12 46 8.98? lo 5.8262 0.15 349000 336*432
12 44 i-5.276 5.9 5.2403 0.1666 3S5.000 331.580
12 64 j8.454 5

.in20 4.9471 0.1549 349.000 336.656
1.2 44 p1.590 4. A60 4.6549 0.1511 3 9.000 331.616
if 44 p4.766 4.4930 6.3631 0.1299 349*000 330.694
12 44 0-.812 4,900 4.0635 0.1135 355.000 332.946
12 44 11.058 3,ontO 3 0781? 0.1193 3490000 333o6?3
12 44 34.234 3.AA40 3.4 a88 0:1152 337.000 330,22012 44 i?.3?0 3.P920 3.199 0.o0922 343.000 331.687

12 44 4005A6 2.905o 2.908o 0,08?0 317:000 332:16?-- 12 644 13.692 2-090 2.6186 0.0804 337.000 339.648

12 44 &6.838 2:am30 2.3300 0.0?30 33r:000 330:193
12 44 R0.014 2.i•70 2*o409 o.0661 337.000 326 A?2
1 2 44 113 .148 1 6; 100 1,755 1 0.0549 S; 7 10 00 328 0 c: ;32 4. A6.324 .A1N40 1.4662 0.415 33F.000 326609b

j2 46 R9.470 I.Pla0 1.1815 0.0365 33?,000 321#569
12 4A 2.616 0.9160 0.901? 0.0363 337.000 322.669



NADC-75056-6
0 .

OUT OF RANGE ANO RANGE RATE TO P3A 
APPENDIX F

**********RANGE RATE********* **********

•rF A/C THEOD OIFr A/C THEOD DIFF

.NMI) (KNTS) (KNTs) CKNTS) (SEC) cSEC) (SEC)

3121 325.000 325,357 0o.i57 110.12 10
6 .5

4  3.57

3073 S610000 326.673 32.12r 96001 102.25 "6.21

2767 361.000 3260666 32.312 93.06 99.16 06o10

2693 361.000 330s439 30.561 90010 95050 05.40

653 3493000 330.523 18-477 914 92:9 -2.15

i2
5 6

3 343.000 320S659 14.141 S8.61 a9.62 "1.00

2504 343.000 329.016 13.9064 5.51 66.40 mOie9

2414 337.000 330.?14 60286 63.66 02.86 1.03

2189 349.000 331.531 17.469 77.76 9.468 1?7 2

2159 337.000 3310.16 5.204 77*35 76.24 lpl

62060 355.000 330.387 24.613 ?0,43 ?3.43 "3.00
02026 3430000 331*SG? 110413 69.?9 69.99 O0.20

-i•03 325.000 335o219 "10.219 70.18 66.13 4.0

1646 349.000 336.432 12.568 "T'AuL -0061460 62.34 -0.5
5

1577 355.000 331.560 23.420 54*74 56,89 "2.15

1549 349.000 336.456 12.5.4 5,.63 52.03 :0.31

9:3.000 331.616 17.384 49.57 50053 "0.96

1299 349.000 330@.94 18.106 46.35 4r **1.14

1135 355.000 332.946 22.054 42.56 44.15 -1.59

1193 349-000 333.873 IS127 46s24 40.76 "0.54

,1152 337.000 330.220 6.760 36.50 30.3 0.46

:0922 3436000 3310688 11,113 34.55 34071 "0.16

0870 337?000 332,167 4.633 31.99 31.52 0.46

0004 337.000 329,468 ?6512 7Aui -- s28063 28661 0.22

:0?30 337.000 330.:93 6.60? 25.67 25.40 0.2?

.0661 33 .000 3260472 10.526 22.51 22.50 0000

.0�6:1337.000 323.61 6.159 4.31 10.921 0012

.0476 33?0000 326,94T 10.053 16.17 16.14 0003

.0365 33?7000 321.569 150411 13001 3.23 "0.22

.0363 337.000 322.669 10.311 10#02 10.06 "0.04

F-1



W/O wITH FRUIT

AIRCRAFT* NCWIIT PRINTOUT OF RANGE AND RANGE RATE TO PS*
FLIGHT NO, 8
ENCOUNTFR NO. 2

POINTs 3r POYNTS 30
MEANs 0.16P1 NM 904.92 FT MEANu 130.600 MYS
RmSm Os1AvO NM 1105.60 FT RMS. 16.5104 XTS
SIGMA. OOga* NM 510.05 FT SIGMA, 902951 KTS



NADC-75056-60

2! otANGE Awn RANGE RATE TO P3*

POTNTS 30 PoINTs .39

NEANN 13.7*00 KTS ME ANE 0 77 1ECS

ANS. 16 9184 KYS omse 2:3 ICS

SlamAs 9#2951 XTS SF4u 2.26 sECS

P-2



AIRCRAFT- P3A PR1NTOUT O mANGE ANO RANGE RATE TO RA-.3

FLIGNT NO. 18
ENCOUNTFR Nn. 2

TTur *********RANGE********** t*********RANGE RATE***i

Air. THEOD oIFr A/C T'D00 DII
M U S!C (NMI) (NMI) (NMI) (KNTS) C(KNVS) CKO

213 S •6.?0o 5.SA30 5.4592 0.1038 '56.000 552o699

2535 39.635 S nA
9

O 4 .97 9 0. 0957 566000 594:964
13 25 %2.91 , 0 4.4846 O0.054 08.3000 9502ý1:66A4?•,50 4:j063 0.058? 13784000 5551:5?6 2113 1- -9. )3 3.R?!o 3 20? 0.0503 566,000 552.5

3 2 52.439 3.f*040 3.*04 0.0532 562.000 SLO957 1S
is 215 5.561 2.An0o 2.5613 0.0387 562.000 548.681 11
13 24 86.?J7 2,•O7• 2.0829 0.0241 462.000 544.543 11
13 2A 1.693 1 A130 1.6042 0.0086 551.000 5470091
13 2A 4.996 1.06o 1.1334 0.0026 1S6.000 53?.361 14



NADC-75056-60 ,

UT OF RANGE AND RANGE RATE TO RA-39 APPENDIX G

* ********RANGE RATE**********
77 A/C T'4D0 DIF0 A/C THEOD 0177
114) CKSTS) (WNs) CKNTS) (SEC) (SEC) (SEC)

038 S56.000 552.699 3.301 16.02 35.56 0.46

56::000 5;:.96j 13:039 .1.2? "0.14
162.000 5,502 g91 21101 21 .25 0.05
163764:000 551. 22.422 •A 1--+25-49 26:15 -0.65

,503 166000 552.512 15.468 22.63 22.94 "0.31

j532 6.0000 S50o.55 11.425 19.82 19.66 "000
1367 562.000 548#661 13,319 16.65 16.61 W0.15
1241 q62,000 544.543 17.457 13.50 13.7? -0.2F

lose551.000 547o091 3.909 10.54 10.56 w0.02

1026 556.000 537.361 1S4639 7.36 ?.19 "0624

G-1



W- O wIfM FRUIT

AIRCRAry- P3A PRINTOUT OF RANGE AND RANGE RATE TO RA-sI
FLIGNT m0O 1t
ENCOUNTrR NO. 2

**********RANGE RATE**.********

POINTS 16 POINTS 10
MEANN OOq1l NM 316.38 FT MEANN 1208489 KTS
RMSE 0 .06i NM 3S.00 FT "M3a 14.1031 KTS R4
SaMNAs 0,0149 NM V12.21 FT SIdmAw 6.12865 TS



NADC-75056-60 -

ýUT O RANGE AND RANGE RATE TO RAm39

**********RANG[ RAtEl****e*t** ***********

POINTS 10 POINTS 10
MEAN. 12*6469 XTS MEAN. -013 SECS
RMs. 14o1031 XTS R4S- . o030 SECS
SIGMAE 6.1285 KTS SIGMA. 0.29 SEcS

G-2



AIRCRAFT" P3A pRINTOUT OF RANGE ANn RANGE RATE TO RA-39

FLIGHT NO. 16
ENCOUNTVR NO* 10

**********RANGE********** **********RANGE RATE***i

A/r THEOD DIFF A/C THEOD DIP

w m SEC (NuI) (NMI) (NMI) (KNTS) (KNTS) (KO

j4 1J ,4.397 
9 .%620 9.3609 0.2011 A47.000 635.474 Il

14 I 27,553 ',mm
5
o 8.6282 0.1768 817.000 837.754 w2t

14 If 33.833 7.:010 7.*616 0.1294 A65.000 844.4681 2

14 1I 36.969 
6
,isnl0 6,4236 0.0774 900.000 8647.-520

14 19 40.145 5 ??7O 5.6738 0.1032 86s.O00 864,035 14

1 14 43.280 5.t•m
3

0 4,9293 0.0737 949.000 855.903 36
14 14 46.322 4.*300 4.2048 0.0252 900.000 660.640 34
14 1A 49.558 3.a6o 3.4290 0.0270 894.000 864.314 al

i4 IS q2.035 2.*A30 2.6640 0.0182 6*6.000 8666731 21

a 14 05.882 I.@1
9
0 1.907Y 0.0013 466,000 $660132 21

\L• .. . . .



NADC-75056-60 "
'UT OF RANGE ANn RANGE RATE TO RA-30 APPENDIX H

.FF A/C THEOD 01FF A/C THEND DIFF
MI) CNNTS) CNNTS) (KNT5) (SEC) (SEC) (SEC)

Oil1 447.000 835.474 11.526 TAVJ2 --p40.64 40.34 0.31
766 a 17,000 637.754 020.754 36.60 37.06 W.2
294 465.000 8449461 20.519 30.34 30.53 '0.19
74900.0000 64.2 92.460 TAVI .-4-26-00 27.29 "1,26

A02 654000 654,035 10.965 24.04 23.92 0.13
73 94.000 6955903 3SPOO? 20:15 9:7 :.599

252 900.000 6606640 39.360 16.9 2 I1.so '0.67
270 894.000 664,314 291666 13.92 14.26 *0.3?
162 666e.000 0666.731 21.269 1n*66s it-o7 *0.1?
013 888.000 8666.132 21.666 7.74 7.93 00.19

H-1



W/0 wITH FRUIT

AIRCRArT* P3A PRINTOUT or RANGE ANO RANGE RATE TO RAw3S
FLIGHT NO. 16
ENCOUNTrR NOs 1o

*******AG[****************RAN4G[ RATE**.*O**** i
POINTS im POINTS 10
MEANN 0.031 NM 506.3? FT MEANe 22o5015 XTS
RWSu O.lnq9 NM 643069 FT Rmis 29.4471 KTS
SIGMA. 0.0A9 NM 418090 rT SIAMAU 2O*0226 XTS



NADC-7 5056-601

ýTouy or RANGE ANDl RANGE RATE TO RAm3S

POYNTS 10POTS 1
MEANU 2205015 XTS MEAN. .0 is sees
Rum. 39.4471l KTS RMSE 0,vA seeCs
SIaMAN 20*0226 utTI STONAm 0.79 sees

H-2



NADC-75056-60

APPENDIX I

TABLE I-I RANGE-RANGE RATE

ERROR STATISTICS

Range Range
Data Sample Difference Rate

Mean Sigma Difference Data
NFeet Knots Group

Range Mean Sigma

1839 2.5 154 9.6 11.0 All Data w/wo Fruit

1418 2.7 132 8.6 10.2 wo Fruit
421 2.1 197 13.1 12.9 w Fruit

1642 2.5 164 10.9 10.6 All Closing w/wo Fruit
1258 2.7 138 9.8 9.8 " wo Fruit

383 2.1 206 14.6 12.3 w Fruit
198 2.7 50 -1.0 8.4 All Opening w/wo Fruit
160 2.7 54 -0.8 8.4 wo Fruit

38 2.9 27 -1.7 8.2 w Fruit
28 4.7 219 22.0 12.6 Closing w/wo Fruit 10-9 nm.
33 0.5 209 19.5 14.5 9-8
43 3.6 179 14.6 11.3 8-7
52 3.3 238 18.9 13.4 7-6
76 1.7 210 16.2 11.3 6-5

148 3.1 196 15.8 12.5 5-4
285 2.2 190 10.2 9.5 4-3
444 2.8 149 8.5 9.0 3-2
459 2.9 126 8.6 8.9 2-1

74 1.6 87 11.3 10.0 1-0
52 2.2 40 -1.1 7.4 Opening w/wo Fruit 0-1

126 3.1 51 -5.1 8.9 1-2
17 0.2 53 -3.3 7.0 2-3
17 3.4 102 23.3 13.5 Closing wo Fruit 10-9
21 3.0 204 15.3 9.0 9-8

28 2.5 118 12.8 10.6 8-7
35 2.6 158 16.5 12.8 7-6
52 2.3 177 15.1 9.9 6-5

115 3.6 166 14.2 11.8 5-4
234 2.3 146 8.9 8.9 4-3
348 2.9 134 7.7 8.3 3-2
347 3.2 121 7.9 8.5 2-1

61 0.8 03 11.6 10.6 1-0
41 2.2 44 -2.2 7.3 Opening wo Fruit 0-1

103 3.1 55 0.5 9.0 1-2
13 0.7 58 -2.0 7.0 2-3

I-i
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APPENDIX I

TABLE I-i RANGE-RANGE RATE
ERROR STATISTICS (Cont.)

Range Riinge
Data Sample Difference Rate

N Mean Difference Data
%of sigma Kno Group
Range Feet Mean Sigma

ii 5.0 227 19.9 11.4 Closing w Fruit 10-9 nmi
12 -3.1 193 26.8 19.4 9-8

15 5.2 221 17.8 12.4 "8-7

17 6.4 303 23.9 12.8 7-6
24 -0.8 250 18.6 13.8 6-5
33 1.8 245 21.6 13.6 5-4
50 -0.6 266 16.2 10.2 4-3
96 2.4 192 11,4 10.6 3-2

112 1.7 137 10.6 10.0 " 2-1
13 4.7 24 10.0 9.6 1-0
11 12.4 11 3.0 6.6 Opening w Fruit 0-1

23 3.3 24 -3.0 8.4 1-2
4 -1.7 33 -7.2 5.7 " 2-3

w-Data With Fruit
wo-Data Without Fruit

w/wo-All Data With And Without Fruit

1-2
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APPENDIX J

DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAXIMUM OF
TWO SAMPLES FROM IDENTICAL NORMALS

1. An alternative deriva.ion, here of the pdf, may help clarify the result.
We have 2 identical norn.41 distributions and pick one sample from each. The
greater of the 2 (maximum) is chosen. What is the distribution of the sam-
ples chosen? Lcit the original normal assumed with zero mean and unit standard
deviation, have pdf f(x) and cdf F(x). Then

f(x) e-X212 1 F(x) . /1 X dX2/2t

Now, in general, if we have 2 random variables X1 and X2 with corresponding

distrihutions f, and f 2 (pdf) and F, and F 2 (cdf), pick one sample from each

distribution and retain the greater, the following is trues

In order to retain a sample of value u, either of 2 mutually exclusive
events occurs. Either X1 = u and X2 -_X1 - u or X2 - u and Xl1 'X 2 - u.

(The equality' in X2 tX 1 is used in order to take care of ties and is used only
there to keep the events mutually exclusive). Since the events are mutually
exclusive, their probabilities are additive. Also, they are exhaustive (take
care of all possibilities). Therefore, if the pdf of the greater of the
2 samples is called g(u) (the probability that a sample of value u is picked
and retained) then

q(u) - f (u)F 2(u) + f (u)F (u) (1-2)

(f 1 (u) is the probability that X1 - u and F 2 (u) is the probability that

X2'gu, etc. in accordance with the analysis above). In the case under

consideration

f (u) - f (u) - f(u)1 2 (1-3)
F (u) - F (u) - F(u)

1 2

J-1
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so that

g(u) - 2f(u)F(u)

The c.d.f., G(u) is then

G (U) - [ F 12 j• (1- 5)

since f(u) - dF(u)/du.

2. It turns out that it is possible to get the mean and variance of the
distribution g(u) analytically using integration by parts. Let the mean
be pl. Then, by definition

it "- -f tg(t)dt - 2 f tf(t)F(t) dt

S....J (2-1),<

with f(t), F(t) defined in (1-1). Also f(t) - dF(t)/dt. Then, integra-
ting by parts, setting U - F(t)i dV tf(t)dt.

t- 2/2 /2-2
Thus dV - t -t/ dt and V-- e -f(t)

Then 2 () F () t) 12 dt(2-3)I

Now, the square bracketed term 0 0 since f(--) = 0, f(-) - 0, F(--) - 0,

F()= 1. Also,

f (t) (,- t e2/2 L -t 2
1 1 - (2-4)

Then

11 2 f(t) 2 dt - e dt

(2-5)

J- 2
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Thus, in general, the mean of g(u) is shifted V to the iight of the

normal mean. (W applies to the original normal)
For the variance, the same technique is applied to obtain the non-central
second moment mi2 .

ma2 - 2 fat'f (t) j(t) Idt(26-m (2-6)

Here

U - tF(t) and dV - tf(t)dt, V - -f(t), as before.

Then j[- 2ff(t)tF(t) ~Jf(t) jtf(t) + FMt)Jd (2-7)

Again, the square-bracketed term is zexj (here f(t) goes, to zero at -•
and w faster than t goes to 0). Then

ma .- 2 ft I f(t) I dt + 2 f f(t)F(t) dt (2-rj)

Now,

2f(t)F(t) - g(t), and gWt) dt - G0c) ( cc

While

2 jt f(t)2 dt f ta-t dt

" 2 - e " 02 (2-9)

Thus

m - 1 and the variance, liis • " - ii , 1 -2
a 2 a I (2-10)

J-3
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lien, in general, the variance is (1- li_) 02

3. As a matter of interest, it may be shown that the distribution is
skewed. All we need to show is that the mean and mode (point of maximum
value of the distribution) are not the same. Equivalently, since the distri-
bution is unimodal, we tced only show that the slope of the distribution at
the mean is non-zero. Thus,

- 2 [f2( [j)-Wjf( !)J)F(I)1-

Now, f(W ) > 0 and looking up va:.ues in the tables for f(lJ) and F(11 )

we find that g'(Pi)< 0. Therefore, the mode (peak) of the distribution occurs to
the left of the mean.

J-4 MJJ. OOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1916-603-753/12•2



FLIGHT NO. 9 ENCOIINTEQ NO. P4 nfA'E 7 1

TIME TA*Gc? NO. I TA•"fr Nf. 2
Rq MIN qEC DISPLAY TANGE QATE TAU THR I PANrP PATF TAU THR 2 ALT PPLS TXl

14 8 5.68 217.0 6290 34 0.0 -0 0 LO, 4.8.q NA
14 8 20.0'4 22q.4 4890 46 0.0 -0 0 10.5 49.' 30
14 8 30.81 '21.0 5100 41 0.1 -_ n 10.5 49.1 30
14 8 34.4? 117.7 600 q0 0.0 -0 0 in.5 4.;0 30
14 8 41.58 90.2 620 q0 0.0 -c 0 Ifl 5 49.4 30
14 8 59.54 251-.4 40qO 61 0.0 -0 0 1n.s 40.O 31
14 9 6.73 255.8 5190 43 0.0 -0 0 t0.5 49.1 i1
14 9 13.92 156.4 7620 20 0.0 -f 0 10.9 4q.3 31
14 9 20.27 190.9 4780 19 P24.2 *350 9n jfl.5 41.2 10
14 q 42.65 177.7 -PA 99 u .0 -n 0 10.5 49.'4 30
14 9 49.71 r7.1 640 0O 253.0 1260 90 10.5 40.3 31
L4 9 57.00 5?.8 621 45 2.7,0 7990 30 10.5 4..3 30
14 10 *61 59.4 700 A4 50.5 65n 77 10.5 49.2 30
14 10 4.14 48.4 600 00 0.0 -0 0 1".r 48.0 30
14 10 t11.4 44.0 600 73 0.0 -0 0 t0.5 49.5 '40

14 10 t4.96 41.8 61m 68 0.0 -0 0 10.5 9.e4 30
14 10 18.53 21l.3 3460 61 3q.6 660 60 CA2 10.5 4q.7 30
14 10 22.15 ?OO8NT 37.4 640 59 Cn? 0.0 -0 0 10.; 49.7 24
1' 10 25.7p 2000NT 15.2 630 59 'n c 0.0 -0 0 10.5 40.4 14
14 10 ?8.90 200ONT 33.2 640 51 Co? 0.0 -0 0 1.o5 41.9 1I
14 10 3P.13 200RNT 38.2 690 55 CA2 '1.3 6?0 50 t3l 10.5 4.'0 18
t4 10 35.3t 00A 200PNT 36.t 660 54 r42 9q.3 A40 4r CR2 10.i 144.0 20
14 10 30.50 "00A OORNT 34.0 670 50 CAP 27.3 940 42 P 10 .°5 41.q P0
14 10 41.70 200A 200•NT 31.9 680 45 CA2 ?2.3 650 38 C

0
t 10.5 41.9 20

14 1O 44,89 200A 200PNT 29.7 690 43 rA2 23.4 620 37 rm? 10., '3.0 2n
14 10 48.11 200A 2006NT ?7.6 650 43 CAP P21k 630 33 rl2 10.5 '.3.8 20
t4 10 51.30 ?00A 20ORMT ?:,. 690 36 CA? 19.4 62n 31 :R2 t:5 43:6 20
14 t0 54.49 200ACLIMNBT 17.4 640 '7 A4 0.0 -0 0 10.5 4..8 16
14 10 57.67 20nACI.ITMfNT 21.2 670 31 CA2 15.5 640 24 CBI 10.5 .4.0 18
14 11 .85 200ACLIMPNT 19.1 ?o0 z8 C2 13.5 A20 21 COi 10.5 43.8 20

I•t4 11 4.04k LFVEL OFF NT t7.1 661 25 CAi 11.6 6PO IS C•li 10.5 43.ý 20
14 11 7.26 LEVEL OFF NT 15.0 650 23 CAI 9.6 640 15 PRt 10.5 '43.9 20

t4 11 10.45 LýVFL OFF NT 17.1 650 20 CAI 7.A 650 11 CIt 10.5 '.3*9 ?0
14 tt 13.65 LEVEL OFF NT 11.0 640 17 CA1 5.6 630 3 mO1 10.5 .4.0 2n
t4 1 16.84 LEVEL OFF NT 8.9 65q 13 CAt 3.6 64 c ; CRI 10.5 44.0 21

1.. 11 20.03 LEVFL OFF NT 7.0 620 11 fAt 1.9 570 3 13S 10.5; 43.7 01
14 11 23.25 DIVE 5008NT 5.1 620 8 fA1 0.0 -0 0 10.5 44.0 20
14 it 26.4' DIVE NT 3.3 59" 5 Cra 0.0 -0 0 10.l 43.7 16
t4 11 ?2.62 OIVF NT 1 . '.70 3 CAI q.1 -0 0 10.5 '..8 1'
14 1t 42.79 186.9 2140 79 0.0 -0 0 1t"5 r.4.5 I1
14 11 49.98 195.7 *.60 9 ?c21.0 5270 4. 10.5 i0.0 30 1
14t 11 53.58 216.2 A80 90 0.0 -q 0 10.r 4Q.7 30 1
14 11 57.1? 183.9 560 90 0.0 -0 q 10.5 43.9 ft I
14 12 22.32 260.1 ?q90 86 q.0 -'( 0 10.€ '.0.5 tt
14 12 36.71 10?.? 0000 20 187.6 1671 51 40.5 '9.1 30
14 12 40.28 252.2 4110 55 0.0 -0 0 11r, 49.1 3L
14 12 43.80 241t. *.60 99 0.0 -0 0 I.5 40.2 11
14 12 58.24 55.3 -670 9q 0.0 -0 0 10.5 4'..0 30
14 13 1.86 5?.7 -670 90 0.0 -0 r 0.5t 49.1 30
14 13 11.05 62.6 -•U0 99 0.0 -0 0 10., '9.0 31
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I'ER NO. ?4 nfl1'E 7 t7
T~e: Nn* 2APPENDIX K

,RANr.r PATF TAU THR 2 ALT PPLS TXMT Itýfn
0.0 -0 0 10. B 460. 30 2034 I
0.0 -0 0 1.5 43.4 30 ?0 01 a
0.0 -I V1 10.5 49.1 30 2037 0
0.0 -0 0 0n. r.44.O 30 P0O6 0
0.0 -C 0 ln. 49q.4 3n 20?' 0
0.0 -0 0 10.5 42.0 31 20n3 0
0.0 -0 0 10.5 49.3 '0 2(11; 0
0.0 -n 0 10.9 44.3 31 2071 0

2. 309 nr 3230 20314 a
53.0 1:Ec 90 10.5 S.4.3 30 205.3 n

&7.0 799M 30 tO.5 420.3 30 P024 0
sn .5 650 77 10.5 49.? '0 2012 0
1.0 -0 0 In.9 45.0 30 1079' r
00 -0 0 10.5 4. 5 30 7043 0
0.0 -0 0 10.5 43.4 30 #0 6 0

39.6 660 60 CR2 10.5 44.7 *0 2066 1,19 p
00 -fl 0 10 .5 49.7 ?4 20 AQTi

0.0 -0 0 10.5 44.4 14 P071 T 0
0.1n -0 0 1.5 0..9 11 1055 TS 0
i .3 690 50 fll 10.5 44.0 '3 1840 TP8 T? 0
M2.3 I 409 4r• 1 32 10.5 r, 44.0 P0 1"05 T2A T? 0 0

27.3 A40 1,2 '*I 10.5 41.0q P20 16g19 T2A 'TPA p
,r25.3 650, 38 Q C2 .10. 41. 9 23t0 1'14 1 TA
23.4 620 37 r? 10.r 430.8 2n 151. TPA T7q 0
121.4 630 33 f'82 10.r 43.8 20 183? 2A T-2A 0
19.14 2q, 31 r'82 1.1.5 43.6 20 tlkt TA TIP 0

0.0 -0 " 10.5 43.A LS 10?4 Ttn 0
15.5 640 24 CRI 10.5 44.0 1503 T98 T10 a

ý13.5 6211 21 Ct1 10.5 .3. A 20 Im3w TýA T71 0
ýl1.6 620 18 COL 10.5 43.M 20 183A TIA T7R 1

9.6 6140 15 •. t10.5 43.9 20 1t?1 Tif Tt7 0
7.6 650 11 Cq1 10.15 43.9 ?0 1A72 T1A TiA 0
5.6 630 8 p111 10.5 44.0 2n 1031 TIA TIO 0
3.6 640 C91 10.5 44.0 21 1859 

T
iA T¶11 0

1.9 570 3 13B 10.5 43.7 .0 1I1I TIA 45 11
0f.0 -0 1 10.5 41.0 PO 103 114 0

S0.0 -0 0 10.; 43.7 16 1814 TiA 0
ft.1 -0 0 10.5 41.8 1' 18 4 T7A 0
0.0 -0 t 1 4•.5 4.5 r1 .09q 0

;t 1.0 5270 47 10.5 50.0 30 ,' 104 0
0.0 -0 0 10.5 4q.7 30 21.q4 0
0.0 -0 n 10.5 4?.9 0n 2091 Ar'rvpru 0

- a -1 0 10.= ý19.5 " n 2114 0
t87.6 36v71 51 10.5 49.1 30 2075 A-3 - lf #*a Fr 0

0.0 -0 0 10 .5S49.1 3L 206f6F3-pyoF 0
0.0 -0 "1 10.5 40.2 V PC7?'O 0
0.0 -0 0 10.5 49.0 30 7039 NC-7 117 Fr 0
0.0 -0 0 10.5 43.1 30 2005 0
0.0 -0 0 11.r 49ý.0 31 1061 0

K-1



FLIGHT NO. 9 ENCntINTFo NO. 11 nATE 7 17

TIME TA9GET N3. I TADGFT NO. I'
MR MIN SEC OTSPLA'," RANGE RATF TAU THR 1 RANGF MATV TaU THR 2, ALT PPLS TXMT•i
12 26 37.97 51.6 350 (ýO 0.0 -0 0 10.5 4 9..3 $3 P30
12 26 41.59 1q1,1 4810 39 0.0 -0 a 10.9 49.9 3M 203
LP 26 45.16 49.0 350 qO 0.0 -0 1 10.5 49.9 11 2ij
t2 26 48.74 01, -0 % 4767 360 90 110.5 49 05 sm 20,1
12 26 5P.35 83.0 1sl qQ 11.6 35r) ql in5 4q.? 301 20
12 26 Sq.55 184.4 2570 7t ?Oh. 5 -3AO 9q 10.5 41. 5 33 V
12 ?1 6.70 42.5 270 q 3 0.0 -0 0 10.5 45.7 3n 70:
12 ?T 10.31 41.8 230 90 0.0 -0 ft 10e5 49,9 30 204
•2 27 13.89 41.0 730 90 0.0 -0 0 Ac, 500- 0

12 27 21.08 3qý7 2on 9n 0.0 -n 0 1o05 49,9 30 "1•

12 ?7 2A.27 66.p 590 Q0 O.q -0 0 10 .; 4ý.5 30 204
12 27 31a85 64.3 55n 90 coo -n a 10~,q 4q*4 ' 200
12 27 35.46 36.9 220 q0+1-117 0.0 -P 0 1 a.,; 4q.5 3p vj
12 P7 3q.04 60.6 970 94 f. A3 96.3 140 90 4.1 l 10, k.; 400 2ft
1 2 2 7 ý. 2 3 56 . 9 5 4 0 O3 4. 5 ? 40 9 0 1 0 . 5 49 . ý 2 1j
12 27 49.85 59,2, W• 90 060 -0 0 10,S 4;,5 30 20;
12 27 53.4? 51.5 510 9n ý. 8 140 AO 10.5 49.4 10 200
12 27 57.00 51,0 500 go '1200 1,20 90 10 . 9; 4o5 3" 201
12 28 .63 550.1 470 90 tq1o2 ý30 90 1n.5 41 0 0
12 28 4.19 48.5 490 90 30.4 ?41 90 10o5 4 4 30 20
12 28 7s81 46.8 481 90 ?9.6 230 90 10*5 49.4 39 iqji
12 p8 J113A 45*7 470 90 28.8 p 5 90 10.,; 44.1 30 191
L2 28 14.96 4l.? 45O go 25.0 220 qo 10 ,• 4301 3 1 191
12 26 18.57 42.1 440 90 V.7. 240 90 10a, 49o2 30 191

12 28 22*15 40.6 440 90 26*5 220 90 10.5 49.4 30 201
12 26 25.77 39.0 460 A4 25.7 P a0 On to10 4.4 31 Po0
12 28 29.34 37.5 45n 83 24.9 P3nl qq 10.S 4, 30 201
12 78 32.96 36.0 440 Rt 24.1 120 90 '100.5 4q.4 It 204
12 28 36.53 3465 420 8? 23.4 720 90 tn5 49.1 30 19l
17 28 40.11 33.0 420 78 P2.7 POP ý' '10o 49.3 31 191
12 28 43.7? 31.5 430 73 2t.Q 220 q0 10.r 49.0 3D 154
12 20 47.30 30.0 440 68 C5? 2t.1 22m c 1 10.5 4q.4 3) 191
12 28 50.9P 700A 209PNT 28.5 411 65 MA2 ?0.4 2 "0 90 Cq 2 10.5 0#. 9 V 241
12 26 54,4Q 200A 200eNT 27.0 440 61 CA2 19.6 720 89 •9 05 4.2 20 tgl
12 78 57.72 200A 200RNT 25.6 430 c;9 rA? 19.0 POO 9" C'8P lf.••37 0
12 29 .91l 1004 2009NT ?4.3 440 55 nA? 18.3 2130 90 C11? 10.r 4ý.q 0 0 181
12 P9 4.09 POOA 9 0M 'tT 23.0 420 54 CA? 17.7?t e40 9; 44 l .0 k 20 161
12 29 7.29 2004 20064T 21.7 420 St CAP 17.0 220 77 r, 42 '100,5 490t V• 00
12 29 10.46 200A ?O0BNT 2'0.4 420 4 1 CA2 16.1 72O 74 C32 ir,5 43.8 21 1•l
12 29 13.70 200A 2009NT 19.1 42n 45 042 t5.6 240 65 CRI t0,r 43.6 20 t8l
12 29 16.89 700A P 0OQKH 1L7.8 420 4? CAP 14.q 210 64 r82 10.5 44og ?a 10
12 29 20.08 200A 200PNT 16.5 400 41 C42 14.9 240 59 fR 2 to .q 9 .01 ?0 1tAl
12 29 23.26 200A ?O0PNT 15.3 4ift 37 PA 1-.5 ?40 51; C32 10.; 43.7 20 181
t2 29 26.4Q 200A POOt'NT 14.2 370 38 •A2 12.8 'J2 0 59 C3? tO,5 411.7 20 17f
12 29 ?9*A? 200A 200ONT 13.1 34O 15 rA2 12.1 230 52 09? 10.9 43.8 20 M7
t2 29 32o85 200A 200FINT 12.0 14 0, 35 C&2 11.4 2?0 St r"92 10.9 43.8 20 irl
12 29 36.04 200A 200PNT it.1 140 32 CA2 10.7 P20 48 tR2 tO.5 44'. 20 111
11 29 39.*26 1001 210PNT t0.q '101 12 110. 770 15 19,55 41*7 10 19,
12 29 42.45 OTVE 200P4T 9.1 300 30 CAI 9.4 290 42 l!R 1".5 43.8 20 171
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!a NO. 11 1ATE 7 17 APPENDIX L

%NGF PATV TAU THR 2 ALT PPLS TXMT "Dt.Vl
D.0 -0 0 10.5 4r.3 30 70%0 0
0.0 -0 0 10.09 49. 30 2032 a
0.0 -0 1 10.5 49.9 1• 7110 0
?.7 360 90 10.5 'do5 S" 2073 0
1.6 350 9q 1".5 44.P 30 2072 0
1.0 -380 9q 10.5 41. 33 P053 0
0.0 -0 0 10.5 43.7 30 P061 0
0.0 -0 " 10.5 49.9 30 20qd 0
c0. -0 0 .10.5 50.0 10 P0Q6 0
0.0 -1 0 10."S 49.9 30 ' 7"•A A4i.AFI"r flMG IVrfI Ake4,, 0

4.2 6190 39 10.q 49.4 30 10 1I 0
0.0 -0 0 10.5 4ý.5 30 ?041t ae-)t" "3e0
0.0 -4 0 10.0 4q.4 "4" 2065 A +(Poo 0
0.0 -P 0 10t'o 4105 30 2M6C 0
6.0 '240 90 4"1 j 10.540k.1 'Rl 2rnqS 0

4.5 *40 90 10.5 490. "1 2107 l
0.0 -0 0 10.5 4;.5 30 2014 0
P.8 ?40 MO 10.5 49.4 "0 202q 0
"2.0 P20 90 10.0 4;.5 3n 2M13 0
1.2 930 90 l0.5 4Q.4 30 9001 0
0.4 ?41 90 10.5 41s4 30 2006 0
9.6 230 90 10D. 49.4 3"9 q34 0
6.8 ?50 90 10.0 44.1 30 tq24 q
8.0 220 qO 10.; 43.1 3) 1917 0
7.7 240 90 10.! 49.2 30 196q 0
6.5 220 90 10.0 49.4 310 037 0
5.7 700 Qn 1O.0 4q94 31 P030 0
4.9 7•3 q0 10.5 43.4 30 2 n0 0
4.1 920 90 10.5 4q.4 31 2030 0
,3.4 20 90 10.5 49.1 30 197q 0
2.7 70 q 0 10. 49.3 31 1972 0

.Q 220 qO 10.0 49.0 30 108(,q 7 0
1.1 22" 0ý 10.5 4••4. 31 t9q? T7 P T2q 0
0.4 21C 90 CR2 10.5 49.3 2V ?OPP 207A T 0
9.6 720 89 r8P 10.5 4;.2 20 1973 TPA 1T9 0
,9.0 P00 9n C12 10.5 43.7 'V0 17,8 TA "-rig 0
8.3 210 90 C9? 10.; 41.0 2P I1033 T?A T12 0
.7.7 ?10 84 Cck P 10.r 44.0 20 18,6 T2A T29 0
.7.0 2Po 77 rq2 10.5 43.4 2P 17;4 T17 T*' 0
A.3 P2 0 74 C32 1P.5 43.8 2• 1"7'A TSA T128 0

.5.6 240 65 CA' 10. 41. 20 1024 T28 T'9 0
"A. q 21g0 64 r2 10.5 44.0 P0 1836 T12A 1? 0
".4.' 240 5c "0?2 10.0, 43.e 20 1020 T17A T2R 0
.1.5 740 56 C82 10.0 43.7 22 1804 T'A T?R 0
2.8 'A20 908 C8 10.0 410.7 20 17P14 ¶2R TIP 0
,2. t 230 52 09? 10.S 43.8 20 1750 T12 T12 0
:1.4 2PO St nR2 10.0 43.8 20 1758 T2A TR 0
A0. P 720 48 CR2 10.0 4W.1 20 1827 r2A T'S1 0
l0.0 77O 45 10.0 43.7 20 1006 FA 79 2+
9.4 2PO 42 e.97 10.5 43.8 20 1754 '1A T¶F +

L-1



FLIGHT NO. g EN,7O1)NTER NO. 11 nATE 7 17

TIME TARGET NO. I TAqGFT NO. 2
MR MIN $Er DISPLAY A NGqF RATF f.AU THo 1 RANGE RATV TAU THR 2 ALT Ril• ZXMT.ý
12 29 4S.65 \DIVE 2008KT 5.2 280 29 CAI B.? 220 19 082 10.5 16139 20 tM2
12 29 48.84 DIVE 2 O•N T11 ?.3 280 26 CAT 8.0 ;)220 16 C92 l .• 5 4.0 20 IRS
t2 29 52*06 LEVEL OFF NT '6*4 270 23 CAI 7.3 920 13 091 10 ic 44.0 20 1521

12 29 55.25 LEVEL OFF NT 5.6 270 20 rA1 6.7 220 10 C"I 10.5 hl.q 21 192i
12 29 58.44 LEVEL OFF NT 4.9 ;120 2? CAI 6.1 ion 3ý? C•1 11.9 47.8 20 18'ý
12 30 1.62 LEVEL OFF NT 4.3 200 21 CAI S.S 519g 29 C31. 19.5 43.8 2(f 1021
12 30 '4.80 L~FVL OFF NT 3.6 130 ?9 CA1 5.1 140 36 Cot 10s5 44*2 PO 1651
12 30 8.03 LEVEL OFF NT 1.6 90 40 CAI 4.7 120 19 '8 1 To. 5 43-8 20 182i
12 30 11.2t LEVEL OFF N'T 3.5 40 ST CA2 4.5 9c so 13R 10.c 4T.8 20 ITS

12 30 14.40 200A 5D0BNT "3.6 -0 9q CA2 4.4 SO A8 aISO 10.r, 439 20 1$4

12 30 17.60 200A SOOONT 3.9 -t00 93 t3A 4*4 "0 0 lss 4905 4$s9 20 IAO0
1 2 3 0 20 .81 SO DA 500 8 4. 4 - 130 99 13 A 4. 5 - 5 0 9q 13 A 1 0 .5 44.1 'ý 1 6 51
1.2 30 23.01, SODA 5000 4.8 -150 9q IIA 4.8 -ql '9g 13F3 to0.15 4.8 p• I1to
12 30 27.20 500A SODS 15.1 -110o 90 13R 0.0 - 0 n 1.r) 43.9 2U 1•1
12 30 30.38 8;O09 5.5 -120 q9 1l 0.0 -0 0 10.5 41.6 1• R180
12 30 33.57 SOOB 5.9 -150 99 0.0 -0 a 10.5 4T.6 t7 W8

1.2 30 43.55 9.1 -250 99 7.6 -17l 99 10.5 4P.1 30 193

12 30 47.1l 9.9 -250 99 9.2 -190 9q ta.9 44.5 in 203,
t2 30 50.74 10.9 -290 99 0.0 -0. 0 10.5 49.5 .33 200)
L2 30 54.36 12.0 -310 99 9.5 -1•n q9 10.5 49.5 30 P09
t2 30 57.97 1J.I -320 9cl 10.t -170 99 i0.5 4g.6 30 2019
12 31 1. 11 14.3 -330 94 10.7 -t90 99 10.5 44.6 It ?06
1,2 31 5.13 15.5 -330 99 11.4 -tqo q9t .105 49.6 In ?06

12 31 8*70 12.0 -180 99 1913*4 *290 09 1065 49o6 30 206
12 31 12.28 18.0 -350 93 12.7 -Iq9 go t0.5; 49.5 30 ?06
12 31 1c3.sq 13.3 -1 0 99 0.0 -0 0 10.• 9;q.6 30 tq&
t2 31 t9.47 14.0 -180 9q 10e -a 0 10 . 9;Is(. K 30 209

12 31 23.09 14.7 -210 9q 0.0 -0 0 10a'5 4qo 30 204
12 31 26.66 200.A 3730 57 15.3 -ý00 99 10 .• c;q.6 Xn 206
12 31 30.24 16.10 -210 99 0.0 -0 a lin.5 49.5 3n 2"2

131 33.85 1o.7 -?00 9q 10.0 -9 n 1n.5 4ý.3 0 204
12 31 37.43 17.5 -220 93 0.0 -n 0 10.15 49.5 70 209

12 31 41.04 2A.4 -360 09 238.4 7760 'RD 10.5 40.6 lo 209
12 31 44.62 29.6 -350 99 18.Q -200 99 10.5 4q.r 30 tlg

12 31-59.0O0 198.9 9250 ?1 1.3 -0 0 10.5 43.3 31 202
12 32 2*5R 2" *6 -220 * 1119. O - 080 9g 10.5 49.6 30 29 1
12 32 6.16 37.0 -331 91 211.3 -201 9g 10.5 49.5 3n 209

1? 32 9.77 38.2 -36n 9Q 28.4 -i7n 9o 10.r, cl. 5 30 203

12 32 03.35 39.4 -340 .99 0.0 -e0 10.5 49.5 10 700

L2 32 16.96 43.7 -360 99 0.0 -0 0 1.5 41.4 31 201

12 32 20.54 4t.9 -360 99 0.0 -0 0 10. c;4.5 30 '>0
12 32 24.12 43.2 -370 99 3`0.7 -Il•p 9q 10.5 4q.4 30 P01
1.2 32 27.73 44.4 -740 901 221.1 1910 90 10.5 4;.7 33 A01

L2 32 31.31, 49.7 -370 99 26.0 -19o go 10,5 49.7 30 207

12 32 34.92 47*O -400 99 25.7 -19l 9q 10.5 43.55 0 ?P0
12 32 38.50 48.3 -400 49 13. 1 -140 go t0.5 49.? $3 191
.12 32 42. t1 49.7 -383 9Q 0.0 -0 0 1".5 490• 30 19l

12 32 45.69 51.1 -41D 99 30-7 -1 O0 99 10.5 49.3 It 201

12 32 49.2? 52.5 -410 99 3t.4 -290 q9 10.5 49.4 10 201



NADC-75056-60

'E, NO. 11 MATE 7 17

"9 G.T NO. 2
ANGC QSTI TAU T14R 2 ALT RPLS IXMT ICfn
, 220 39 C8 . 10.5 1.3.9 20 tR21 TtA TOR 0
S.0 220 16 C92 10.I 4.0 20 1CS1 TIA T23 0
r,3 120 M3 C91 10iq 44..0 PC 1826 TA fiB 0
6.7 220 10 C"1 10.5 4.9q 23 1 28 TIA T1R 0
M .1- 3? 081 10.5 I4R.6 20 18?8 TIA 71T 0
5. 195 1 29 CO1 10.5 43.0 2" 1822 TtA T71 0
_.1 140 36 CR1 10.5 44.2 P0 18554 TI TiR 0"ý.? 120 39 P81 1'0.5 43.8 20 18?0 Tt T T71 720 0
4. 5 90 50 131 1t0.' 4t.8 20 1785 TP7 Al 0
4. 4 90 AS 130 1.0, 43.9 20 184.2 TPA M5 0
'4. -0 0 1a 6 .10.5 43.9 20 1101 PS M5 0
,W 5 -50 9q 139 10.5 44.1 ?0 1866 PS "S 0

N.8 -qj 9q 1 313 1.S 43.8 P0 1807 P0 MS 0
a0 -0 0 10., 43.9 20 11i1 MO 0

,;.0 -0 0 10. 011.8 19 1806 PS 0
a0. -0 0 10.5 4'1.6 17 16 P8 0

7.6 -17? q9 10.5 439.1 30 1938 0
1.2 -190 9q 1O.5 19.5 10 2035 0
S. 0 -0. 0 10.5 49.5 '30 2002 0

1.5 -'189 qg 10.5 49.5 30 2051 0
0 -170 10.5 49.6 30 2036 0

0.7 -190 09 10.5 4q.6 3t P066 0
5.3 -'00 q9 10.0 49.6 3n ?2F03 0
s4 -250 09 10.5 49.6 30 2062 Good example ofrtw t argets at same ranget 0

.107 -10 9q 105 .149.5 30 2064 Time 12:2909
* -0 0 10.6 1.4.6 30 2066 A3 at 10,000 ft. range in 1+b 0
0.4 -0 0 10.t 44.A 30 200e 0
.3 -200 qq 0.5 40.9 30 1942040 C117 at 10,000 ft. range in ii1 0
.3 - 0 0 10.6 49.6 3X 20t6 0
180 -0 0 15 49. r.33 3n 2024 Avoids interprets this as a single target 0,V.a -0 9 10.5 4.3. 30 204Q at equal altitude. P3 chose + bias in this 0

.0 -1 0 10.65 49.5 i0 2066 0

04 7. 6•00 0.5 4a.6 30 2050 case. if this had persisted another round, 0
4isQ -00 09 10.5 41. 30 '04 the P3 would have given the climb indica- 0O~q fl 010.••.• 0 •OPi tion. But it did not persist for a second 0

,0.17 -1t509 10.53 49.45 30 2050

. 0 0 0. .3 0 round because by 3 sec later, the A3 was 0

18.0 -10 a9 10.6 49.7 30 20274 0

90.A -1A0 99 10.5 49.6 30 .048 at 9,100 ft. and the C117 was at 9,400 ft. 0
3.1 -010 99 10.5 . 3" 2027 The 300 ft. separation was sufficient to 08.4 -1717 9CI LO.g ";49. 30 2035 distinguish both targets separately again. 0

.0.0 -0 0 10.5 49.5 30 1066 0
.0. -la 0 10.6 1q.4S 1 2061 0

00 -0 a in0.9; 4-9.5 30 IP042 0
07 -113P 9q 10.5 4q.4 3 0 :010t n
.*1 19t0 90 10,.9; 49. 33• 1069

16.0 -190 9q 10.5 49g.? 30 2074
•.7 -191 9q 10.5 4,3.13 10 P048 0

S1,1 -140 9q 10.5 49.? 30 1970 ft
0.0 -0 a IM, .15 49. 30 19fig 0
0.7 -1-00 99 10.5 49.3 11 2020 a .1
1.4 -700 q9 10. 49.4 10 2023 0

L-2



FLIGMT NO* 9 ENCOUNTE* NO. 12 "ATE 7 17

TIME 'TARGET NO. I TA•rT NO. 2
MR MIN SEC DISPLAY RANGF RATF TAU THP 1 RANGE RATE TAU T14R 2 Atr •PMS TXMT

12 41 16.81 107.7 -0 13 2q.6 20 90 10.5 49.,8 3nl 2134
12 41 20042 19800 *520 9Q 0.0 -0. 0 10. 4,S in, ?0 PO1

12 41 l1,21 ?03.2 Otto 90 0.9 -0 0 10,q 49.,1 30 2071
12 41 45.59 212.2 *610 99 0.0 -8 0 to .q k9,99 30 2061

12 41 52.78 221.3 4340 50 ".n "¢0 a 0.5 49.4 '90 7061
12 41 56039 93.4 680 90 27.0 160 gO 16.5 49.3 30 2041

12 41 59.9g7 26.5 ISO 90 0.0 -fl a 10*5 49.4 $n 2061•
t2 42 3.58 8.8, 680 go 0.0 -0 0 toes 49.3 39 200,1

14.40k*O 199.5 6700 29 1133.4 4230 55 10.5 4q.6 3t 2094

12 42 t7.97 190.2 9460 ?D 00 0 -0 a toes 4Q65 30 2024
12 42 25.20 7-5,3 5 00 94-A.3 2c7-2 44P' SR 10.r 40.A 10 197q
12 42 28.73 :-73.1 620 90 22.7 14m qOJ/ 010IPtos5 0.,0 30 PO~q
12 42 32039 22o2 140 90 230.3 437D 52 10* . ; 9,T 31 2044
12 42 36.00 2?9.5 7910 29 21.6 11.0 90 10 .1 49.9 30 PO 7
12 42 3g,58 67.2 SID0 go2L.1 iA0 g0, 10.1; 49.8 '4 2071:

12 42 43.19 20.6 IS0 qO 0.0 -0 O 10.5 49.5 110 2049

12 42 46,?9 63.6 490 99 20.1 is-0 90 10.5 49.7 30 P08:
12 42 5009• 19.6 Idea 90 0.0 -0 n toes 149.7 30 2031
12 42 53.98 19.1 15~C 90 0.0 -0 0 10.5 44.? 30 2064

12 42 57.59 58.2 490 90 18.6 1Kt 90 10.5 49.6 It ?091

t2 43 1.17 56.4 SIC Qft 18.1 130 90 10.5 49.6 -it 7061
12 43 4,?d 54.6 Sit 9m 17,5 161 91 rB? 10.5 50.1 30 2111
12 43 8.30+ 200ONT 5 2.7 500 90 17.0 t'30 90 10.5 49.8 110 2071

t2 43 11.90- 20OgNT t6,rq 140 CIO CP2 0.0 -0 0 10, . i 9.1i 23 2071
12 43 0.,59 2009NT 16.0 140 90 f,8 2 0.1 -0 p 10.5 49.7 is Viol
12 43 18.70 200BNT 15.6 W6 93 (1F2 0. 0 -fv a 10.5 44.5 15 18l
12 43 21,90 2008NT 15.? 120 90 CB2 0.0 -ql 0 10 .1544.4 17 18ll
12 43 25.18 ZnOBNT 14 ." 140 g0 flR2 0.0 nf 10. 44. •3 t41• 8?

12 43 2M.4i ?OO8NT 14.3 tiO qO CR? V.,0 -0 0 t9, .ý 4.? ite 1'lf
12 43 31.59 POOBNT 13.9 130 90 p 2 0.0 -0 a toes 406.3 IF 13i

12 43 34.78 200PMT 13.5 t40 90 CA2 0,0 -0 0 10, .93442 1 I 181'
12 43 38.00 200BNT 13.0 140 90 f'2 0.0 -0 a 10 4.• 2 1? lM41

L2 43 41.19 20ORNT 12.6 141 gn r8p 0.0 -0 0 tOr,q 44.' Iý 18SS
12 43 44.41 2008MT 19.4 500 71 t2.2 13l 90 rq? toes 44.5 1% 1017
12 43 41.60 200BNT 33.0 4dO 70 1,.8 tit an Cq2 toes 44.3 23 Iasi

12 43 50 82 2 0 0 NT 32.4 490 65 r82 11.4 14O St C82 19.5 k44. 20 19 A
-1? 43 54,0? 200A 200aBNT 30.18 500 61 CA2 10.9 l4O 77 C82 toes 144.1 20 18il

12 6•3 57.21 200A 200BNT 2 9.3 4qU 59 CAP 10.5 W• 75 GR2 l0.5 16.2 20 18q'
1Z 44 .43 200A 2OOnNT 27.7 490 55 CA2 10,1 t40 72 r, 42 10.5 44.2 20 1891
12 44 3.62 200A 2008NT 9.6 150 64 CB2 0.0 --o 0 10.5 44.2 17 t86,
12 44 6.71 200A ?0QBNT 24.6 r, 1 49 rAZ 9.2 130 70 C82 toes 44, .18I 1831
12 44 10.03 200A POOPNT 23.0 520 44 CA? 8.8 ISO 58 C42 toes 44.5. 20 tA•

12 44 13.22 200A 2008NT 21,3 520 40 062 8.4 t40 60 C82 10.9 44.1 23 180
12 44 16,44 200A ?OOPNT 19,6 540 36 CA2 8.0 14O 57 C82 10.5 44.3 20 ltz•

12 44 19.63 200A 2 0 OINT 01.9 550 31 CA ? .q 1c•0. 1n 4142 10.5 44.5 20 Is&

iP 44 22.81 200A 200BNT 16.2 550 29 CA2 7. 1 IT0 ril CS• 'AO1 44.A 20 18l

12 44 26.03 DIVE 200ONT 14.5 550 ?6 CAt 6.7 1310 St CR2 10.5 44.2 2fl 18f

12 44 29.22 DIVE ?OOFINT 12,7 1360 22 "t 6,1 t40 45 CRP 10.5 44.4 20 169

12 44 3?,40 DIVE 2008NT L1.0 570 13 cat 5.9 140 142 C 9P 10.5 41s.? ?I IPI
12 44 35.62 ITVE H0OWN 9.3 540 t7 rA1 93 .• 13l 42 CRP 10 .9 44.1 20 181



NADC-75056-60

rEm m0, I? hATE 7 17

rARGFTWOO 2APPENDIX M

tANGF RATE TAU THR 2 AI.T !RPLS '£XMT Torn
M.,6 20 90 1095 49*8 3n 1133 0
u.0 -0. 0 10.5 4 cf.€ 13 0 707t a
0.,0 -0 0 10o.1; 49.01 30 2071 0
0-.0 . -0 0 10 .q 9; 9.9 30 2089 a0
n."f -0 a 10.5 49.4 10 P069 0
17,0 150 90O 10.S 49.3 30 2049 0
,_.0 -0 a 10*5 49.4, 30 2068 0
0.0 -0 0 10.5 49.3 30 ?0%. 0
13.4 473•0 55 10.5 49.,6 31 2056 0
0,0 -0 " "10,g 40*,5 30 2024 a
97.2 k44PI SR 10 .6; 40.8 A 0 1979 0
22.7 14" qC•JpV 10,5 5 DO,0 30 70• Im. a&.{HS'[A€

90,3 4,370 S2 10, so; 497 l1 20146 bi. H•I-e ho 4.• 0
21.6 ISO 90 10 .1 49.9 30 P079 0
list 1%0 q0' 10, .9;4,8 3f0 2071
0,q *-n 0 10.5 49•.5 30 20420
20,1ts 9• 0 10,5 49.,7 30 P?0820
0,rn -0 1 10,9; 49.7 30 20 31 a
0.0 -0 0 10.5 44.7 30 2080 a
18.6 1A0 90 10.5 4,9.6 "li POt0it-01
is,1 130 90 10.5 49.6 31 70 1;4 ¢-.?0

l7,5 161 gq r8B2 10.5 S0.1 30 !It1I TPAI 0
17.0 1730 q.0 LOOS 49.8 10 2078 T28 0
0,0 -0 0 10.5 49.15 23 2079 To a
n~q -0 "1 10.5 49.7 15 'A101 TPM 0
0.0 -n a 10.5 ,4,.5 t5 1877 are
DOD -0 0 10 *1 44.4* 17 ISIS Tgl 0
0.0 -1 l 10.5 4,4.3 14* 1 BIP T2"I
V.0 -0 0 1 0,= 44s.? 14 1044 T?.Q
0.0 -0 0 10,5 44.3 17 1903• ?•R a
0.0 -0 0 10.5 44*.2 1tA t817 TTIM 0

0.0 -1 a 10 . 0 4.k.P tl 1057 T11 0
t2.2 13l 90 r~qP 10.€ 5 4.5; ilk ý476 TPA 0
l1,8 1,3l0 an CIR2 10,5 44.s3 23 iSSR T2m A0
11.4 t40 01 C32 10,5 44.,1 2.0 1847 T2PA 7T2 0
10 .9 1 40 7 7 IC S2 t O . S 4 4 .1 2 0 t~ iq T PA T ", R 0
10.5 WD] 75 GR2? 10.€; 44.2 20 10S? TP.A 72A 0
10.1 t40 72 1102 10.5 414,2 20 18S5 TPA TT8 0
0.0 --1 a 10.5 4,4. 2 !? t867 T2-9 a
9,2 130 70 Ice2 10.5; 44.1,i 18 13R TPA TPA a
.6.8 tISO so C2 10,5 44.55 2D 1 A4?• TPA T71R 0
8.4 t40 60 C92 10.,1; 44.1 20 1804 TPA T29 a
8.0 140 57 C82 10.5 44.3 20 1Ak2v TI• T28 a
7.9; 1€; 0. so0 1Rt2 10.5 44.5 20 tsar, TPA T29 0
7.1 1•l O;ls C9V 10 . ; 44. it 20 1834 TPA TPA a
6-_.7 130 S1 CAP 10.5 44.2 2fl 18_3 7Tie T2.a a
6-.,l 14,0 45 Cl tP 0.5 44~.4 20 18%2 TIA TI!B 0
9.9 140 42 C99 10.5 •44,2 ?0 11449 TtA T?8 0
9.5 13" 4.2 Cq? 10.S 44.,1 20 1.• SRI 'r?" 0

M-1



FLIGHT NO. 9 ENCOUNTER NO. 13 fATE T 17

TIME TARGET NO. I TAVIET NO. 2
MR MIN SEC OTDSPLAY RANGE 9ATE TAU TNR I RANGE RATr TAU THR 2 ALT RPLS TXmT I
12 44 38.81 'lIVE 2008NT 7.6 530 1.4 CAI 9.1 120 42 082 10.5 44.3 20 187R1
12 4442.00 LEVEL OFF NT 5.9 540 10 0Al 4.7 120 "39 Cat 10.5 44.P 20 1849
12 44 45.-2 LEVEL OFF NT 4.4 500 8 CAI 4.3 130 33 f.31 10. 44:.2 20 1850
12 44 48.42 LEVEL OFF NT 2.9 450 6 CAt 3.9 120 32 nOi 10.5 44.0 20 18281
12 44 51.61 LEVEL OFF NT 7.0 280 7 CA. 3.6 120 30 ra1 10.5 44.2 2n 183 6
12. 44 54.83 LEVEL OFF NT 1.3 11n 30 Cat 0.0 -r q 10.5 44.3 20 1865
12 44 58.02 SOOACLIMNNT 3.3 -350 49 13k 3.0 100 00 CO1 10.5 44.2 20 2AO
12 45 1.11 rLrNBNT 2.8 90 31 1i .0.0 -0 0 41.5 44.1 15 18461
12 45 4.45 S00p 2.6 90 29 13S 0.0 -0 a0 9, 10 . 4k.1 15 1839
12 45 7.62 So00 2.4 70 3k 13R 0.0 -0 a • 10.5 44.2 15 106Cý
12 45 10.70 5008 2.1 90 P3 134 0.0 - a 0 . 10.5 44.0 14 1863'
12 45 14.0? s00p 1.8 qO 20 139 0.0 -0 0 o 10.5 44.3 14 1856!
12 45 17.21 S00a 1.5 100 15 13R 0.0 -v 0 C 10.5 44.0 L5 18241
12 45 20.39 5008 1.3 q0 16 139 0.0 -0 0 " 10.S 44.1 14 18331
12 45 23.61 5008 . 1 lo1 50 2? CQ1 0.0 -1 0 .7 10.5 4403 14 18661
12 45 26.80 CLIMNNT 1.0 20 50 %S 0C." -0 0 i 10.5 44.5 14 18671
12 45 29.99 CLrNBNT 1.1 -40 99 cat 0.0 -0 0 In 1.5 44.3 14 1A44t
12 45 33.21 CLINSNT 1.3 -70 90 10 0.0 -0 0 10.5 44.1 S5 183f!
12 45 36.41 5009 1.6 -90 99 1MP 0.0 -0 0 a 10o5 449.3 4 1826i
12 45 39.60 S008 1.9 -90 9ý 130 0.0 -a 0 , 10.5 44.2 15 1t•SSA;
12 45 42.62 5000 2.2 -110 q9 0.P1 0.0 -0 0 q1.p 10.5 44.0 14 1844,
12 45 45.01 CLINANT 2.6 -100 0, Cee 0.0 -0 0 "u 10.5 44.2 14 1806%
12 45 49.20 CLIMN'T 3.0 -120 99 C•1 0.0 -0 0 .5 105 4ý.3 15 11hSC
12 45 52.38 CLINBNT 3.4 -120 99 5..2 0.0 -0 0 tyy i0., 44.0 14 1947•
12 45 55.51 200ONT 3.8 -130 99 C02 0.0 -0 1 se 10.5 44.? 14 1849.-
12 45 56.79 2008NT 4.1 -12n 93 09' 0.0 -0 4 *9 10.5 4 t. 4 18 54
12 46 1.97 2008WT 4.5 -120 99 130 0.0 -0 0 ¶. 10 43 .3I• 15 132_
12 46 5.10 5008 4.q -120 99 1la 0.0 -0 0 10.5 43.9 1t 11331
12 46 8.38 5008 5.2 -120 9ý 138 0.0 -t 0 10.9 43.8 15 10g40
12 46 11.57 5009 5.6 -120 99 138 0.0 -0 0 10.c 4n.8 14 186T
12 46 14.79 5008 5.9 -120 99 139 0.0 -0 0 10.5 43.8 14 104?,
12 46 17.98 5009 6.3 -120 99 139 0.0 -0 0 10.5 43.5 14 1823:
12 46 21.18- 5009 6.7 -120 93 0.0 -10 0 I0.5 43.8 14 iftOI.
12 46 24.37 7.1 -121 q9 0.0 -0 0 10.5 44.0 1L 18'0.
12 46 27.59 7.6 -140 99 0.0 -0 0 10r, 44.0 24 1836
12 46 31.17 53.0 -600 q99 8.0 -140 99 10.5 4q.5 3n 207!'
12 46 34.78 55.0 -570 99 8. -121 99 10.5 49.6 3" 2003
12 46 38.36 57.1 -570 q-9 9.0 -1NO 99 I).D s 44.4 •0 2003
12 46 41.97 5q.0 -540 q9 Q.4 -140 9q 10.5 44.3 31 20l4l
12 46 45.55 61.2 -590 99 9.9 -110 9q 10.5 49.r5 30 20•57

12 46 49.16 63.3 -590 99 10.4 -140 9q 10.5 49.4 31 2039
12 46 52.74 69.3 -570 9; 10.9 -140 q9 10., 49.7 31 voit
12 46 56.34 67.3 -600 q9 11.4 -t7O 9q 10.5 49.7 30 ;07E
12 46 59.93 69.1 -600 99 12.0 -160 99 10.5 49.6 la 2073
12 47 3.53 71.2 -550 99 12.5 -150 9Q 10.5 49.5 10 2077
12 47 7.12 73.0 -570 99 12.9 -130 99 10.5 4q.7 30 a08a
12 47 10.72 75.2 -570 99 13.5; -160 99 10.c; 41%.? 30 2074
t2 47 14.30 77.1 -S10 99 114.0 -1570 99 l10.5 49.3 30 2061ý
12 47 17.91 79.8 -580 99 14.; -140 99 10.5 49.6 'R0 I09U9
12 47 21.49 61.0 -100 q9 15.0 -t40 9q 1n.5 49.7 30 207%



NADC-75056-60

k NO. 13 hATE 7 7I

MET NO. 2
RGE RAYW TAU THR 2 ALT RPLS TXMT IRCI
.1 120 42 82 10.5 44.3 20 187; TIO TR 0

0? 120 39 C9t 10.5 44.2 23 1849 TIA T1i 0

.3 130 33 r.91 10.5; 44.2 20 1850 TIA TtR 0

.9 12" 32 r.31 10.5 44.0 20 1828 TIA TIQ 0

.6 120 30 ne1 10.5 44.2 2" 18,6 TtA TV1 0

.0 -r• 10.5 44.3 20 1865 Tt1 0

.0 100 10 C• I 10.5 44.2 20 10.0 05 198 0
0 -0 0 1.• 10:5 44.1 1I 1848 0so -0 a ,J 10.15 4k.1 LS 1039 ms k0

.0 -0 0 1 0.S 44.2 15 1865 mi•0
s0 -1 0 • 10.5 44.0 1'. 1868 ms 0

.0 -A 0 a. 1.5 44.3 14 1956 ms 0

.0 -V 0 10.5 44.0 15 1824 ms 0

.0 -0 0 10.5 44.1 14 1833 M3 0

.0 -0 0 a .7 10.5 44.3 14 1866 Ti cl 00

.0 -f 0 . 10.5 416.5 14 1887 T1il 0

.0 - 00 4 .1.5 44.. t14 1044 T1J 0

.0 -3 0 i.- 10.5 44.1 I¶ 1835 ms 0
a -0 of;• 10.5 440 14 1826 "S5j 0

*0 -q 0 o, 10.5 14.2 14 1828
.0 -0 0 q.j t0.5 44.0 14 1844 0
.0 -0 0 at 10.5 44.2 14 1865 T190

.0 -0 0 1t t0.5 44.3 1 1556 Tie 0

1.0 -0 0 q.7 10.I5 k4.0 1482 103" v45 0

1.0 -0 0 to 1P.5 4•.9 14 1864 Tl451 0

1.0 -0 o ol 10.5 4k.8 14 1840 T2t4 a

.0 -0 0 9.610.5 43.8 15 187? 5

1.0 -0 0 10.5 43.9 14 137 m50
1.0 -C• 0 tO., 43 .8 15 1840 001 0

1.0 -0 0 10.5 43,,d 14 18237 H 0

1.0 -0 0 10.5 43.8 14 1840 0

1.0 -0 0 10.5 43•5 14 1823 S 0

1.0 -0 0 10.5 44.0 24 1830 0

1.0 -140 99 10.5 4q.5 3n 2077? •oeSAtPxf OP P-3 0

1.; -12n 90 10.5 49.6 30 2003 otRAcas1d Sb/ Mr A&Tarr•fD" 0
1.0 -1qo 99 1'0.5 4q.4 T0 20DA3 0
0.4 -1h0 9q 10.5 4q.3 33 2142 CNAOENS 1. Apt A--Is"P AT r
1.9 -130 99 10.5 49.5 30 200'? rTi V..FT SiJIA~rY 0

.4 -140 9q 10.5 49.4 11 2055O 0

).9 -140 qg 10.5 49.7 31 7016 0

L. 4 -7?0 9q 10.5 49.7 30 P072 0
1.0 -160 99 10.5 49., 31 20,3 0
115 -150 9q 10.5 49.5 30 2077 0

g.9 -13" 99 10.5 49.7 'R0 9085 0

1.5.-160 90 10.5; 4q.1 0 207T 0

4.0 -150 99 10.5 4q.3 30 a068 0

4.5 -140 99 10.5 49.6 I 0 '090 0
1.0 -140 9q 10.5 49.7 So 20?7 0
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